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RESULTS OF A 0.03-SCALE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
INVESTIGATION OF A BOEING 747 CARRIER 
(MODEL NO. AX 1319 1-1) MATED WITH A SPACE 
SHUTTLE ORBITER (MODEL 45-0) CONDUCTED IN THE 
BOEING TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL (CAS) 
by 
747 Aerodynamics, 747 Flight Controls and Wind Tunnel Test Group, 
Boeing Aerospace Company 
ABSTRACT 
This report presents results of an experimental aerodynamic investi-
gation of the Boeing 747/Space Shuttle Carrier aircraft conducted in the 
Boeing Transonic Wind' Tunnel during September 1974. The objec.tive of 
these tests was to determine performance, stability, and control charac-
teristics of various c~rrier aircraft configurations. Aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the carrier mated with the Orbiter, carrier alone, and 
Orbiter alone were investigated. Carrier support system tare and inter-
ference effects were determi ned. 
Six-component~force and moment data were recorded for the carrier 
and ·Orbiter. Buffet onset characteristics of the carrier verticai tail 
and hori zonta1 tail were recorded. Ang1 es of attack from _30 through 260 
and angles of sideslip between +120 and -120 were investigated at Mach 
numbers from 0.15 through 0.70. 
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I 
This report for CA5 consists of three volumes: Volume 1 - data 
figures 1 to 200; Volume 2 - data figures 201 to 260; Volume 3 - tabulated 
source data. 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES 
TITLE 
747 ALONE, BASIC AIRPLANE FLAPS UP, HORIZ TAIL OFF 
747 ALONE, BASIC AIRPLANE FLAPS UP, TAIL ON (S = -2) 
747 ALONE + TIP FINS FLAPS UP, TAIL ON (S = -2) 
747 ALONE + TIP FINS FLAPS UP, TAIL ON (S= +1) 
747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STO SPO BRAKES FLAPS UP, TAIL ON 
(5 = +1) 
. 747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STO SPO BRAKES FLAPS UP, TAIL ON 
(S = -2) 
747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STO SPO BRAKES + ORB SUPPORTS 
STRUTS (LO) 
747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STO SPO BRAKES + ORB SUPPORTS 
STRUTS (;-11) 
747 ALONE, BASIC AIRPLANE FLAPS 20, TAIL ON (S = +1) 
747 ALONE + TIP FINS FLAPS 20, TAIL ON (S = +1) 
747 + ORB (10 OEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ELEV = 10 OEG 
747 + ORB (10 OEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ELEV = 10 OEG 
747 + ORB (10 OEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ELEV = 10 DEG 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
'-'-'-
COEFFICIENT 
TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
BASELINE (S = +1) TOTAL A 53-56 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
BASELINE (S = +1) 747 B 57-60 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
BASELINE (S = +1) ORB A 61-64 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
(S = -2) TOTAL A 65-68 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
(S =-2) 747 B 69-72 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + SP45 FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
(S = -2) ORB A 73-76 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), TIP FINS+' STD SPD BRAKES, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S = +1) TOTAL A 77-80 
-' 747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRAKES, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S = +1) 747 B 81-84 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRAKES, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S = +1) ORB A 85-88 
.....; 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), + .TIP FINS, NO SPOILERS, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S= +1) TOTAL A 89-92 ; 
.j 
I 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), TIP FINS, NO SPOILERS, FLAPS J 20 LAUNCH (S = +1) 747 B 93-96 
~ J 
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747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, NO SPOILERS, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S = +1) 
747 + ORB ("10 DEG), BASIC TAIL, fLAPS 20 LAUNCH (S=+1) 
747 + ORB (10 DEG}, BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH (S=+1) 
747 + ORB (10 DEG), eASIC TAIL, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH (S=+1) 
747 + ORB (10 DEG)+SP45, BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S=+1) 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) +SP45, BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S=+1) 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) +SP45, BASIC TAIL, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH (S=+1) 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS UP 
LAUNCH (S=+1) 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS UP 
LAUNCH (S=+ 1) 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS UP 
LAUNCH (S=+1) 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued} 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
--' NUMBER TITLE SCHE'[)ULE PAGES 
FIG. 38 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, BASELINE (S=1) TOTAL A 149-152 
:/ 
FIG. 39 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
p~., UP LAUNCH, BASEL!NE (S=l] 747 B 153-156 
FIG. 40 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, BASELINE (S= n ORB A 157-160 
FIG. 41 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH (S=-2) TOTAL A 161-164 
FIG. 42 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, (S=-2) 747 B 165-168 
0\ 
FIG. 43 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, (S=-2) ORB A 169-172 
FIG. 44 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STO SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ELEV = 10 DEG TOTAL A 173-176 
-; 
FIG. 45 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ELEV = 10 DEG 747 B 177-180 
FIG. 46 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS i i UP LAUNCH, ELEV = 10 DEG ORB A 181-184 ..J 
~ , 
FIG. 47 747 + ORB (8 OEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, ORB 
ELEVON = 5 DEG TOTAL A 185-188 
V FIG. 48 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, ORB 
~ ELEVON = 5 DEG 747 B 189-192 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
FIG. 49 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS~ FLAPS UP LAUNCH~ ORB 
ELEVON = 5 DEG 
FIG. 50 . 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, NO 
SPEED BRAKES 
FIG. 51 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS~ FLAPS UP LAUNCH, NO 
SPEED BRAKES 
FIG. 52 747 + ORB {8 DEG} + TIP fINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, NO 
SPEED BRAKES 
, ' 
FIG. 53 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP (S=-2) TAIL CONE OFF 
~ " FIG. 54 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP (S=-2) TAIL CONE OFF 
!j 
\ 
'i FIG. 55 747 + ORB (8 DEG) ~ TIP FINS + STn SPD BRK, FLAPS <~ 
~ UP (S=-2) TAIL CONE OFF 
II FIG. 56 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS t 
~ UP LAUNCH (S=+l) 
( !I 
~ FIG. 57 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS ' ;i 
iJ UP LAUNCH (S=+1) ii ! 
~ FIG. 58 747 + OR3 (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD. BRK, FLAPS 
n UP LAUNCH (S=+ 1) II 
i ,., 
----.J.j 
fl FIG. 59 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
,I 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
--"I FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES 
FIG. 60 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, TAIL CONE OFF, DE = 10 747 B 237-240 
FIG. 61 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, TAIL CONE OFF, DE = 10 ORB A 241-244 
FIG. 62 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, LAUNCH (S=+1) TOTAL A 245-248 
FIG. 63 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP, LAUNCH (S=+ 1) 747 B 249-252 
FIG. 64 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK. FLAPS 
UP, LAUNCH (S=+1) ORB A 253-256 
00 
--' FIG. '65 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, ~ 
HORIZ OFF TOTAL A 257-260 
FIG. 66 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
HORIZ OFf 747 B 261-264 
FIG. 67 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
HORIZ OFF ORB A 265-268 
FIG. 68 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
HOR OFF, TAIL CONE OFF TOTAL A 269-272 
FIG. 69 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
HOR OFF, TAIL CONE OFF 747 B 273-276 
'\ 
i FIG. 70 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 1 
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747 + ORB (4 DEG), HORIZ OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), HORIZ OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY 
747 + ORB (4 DEG)~ HORIZ OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY (S = -3.2) . 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = +1) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG} + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY (S = +1) 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
TITLE 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
BASELINE, (S = -2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
BASELINE, (S = -2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
BASELINE, (S = ~2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = -10 DEG 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = -10 DEG . 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = -10 DEG 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = +10 DEG 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = +10 DEG 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ELEV = +10 DEG 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(S = -2) 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE 
PAGES 
FIG. 94 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL,. FLAPS UP FERRY (S = -2) ORB A 373-376 :; 
FIG. 95 747 + ORB (4 DEG) -+ TIP FINS. FLAPS UP FERRY, 
~ 
~ . 
TAIL CONE OFF TOTAL A 377-380 
FIG. 96 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
TAIL CONE OFF 747 B 381-384 
FIG. 97 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS t FLAPS UP FERRY, 
TAIL CONE OFF ORB A 385-388 
FIG. 98 ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE OFF F 389-396 
--' 
--' FIG. 99 ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE ON F 397-400 
L-
FIG. 100 747 ALONE, BASIC AIRPLANE. FLAPS UP, TAIL ON 








I FIG. 102 747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK + ORB SUPPORTS, FLAPS 
UP, RUDDER; 15/15 C 407-409 
FIG. 103 747 ALONE + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK + ORB SUPPORTS, FLAPS 
UP, ALPHAI = 6 DEG C 410-412 
FIG. 104 747 ALONE, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, FLAPS 20, ALPHAI = 6 DEG I ~ , (S = -1.9) C 413-415 ! , ~ : \ i FIG. 105 747 ALONE, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, FLAPS 20, ALPHAI = 6 DEG i i I ' (S = +1) C 416-418 J 
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FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
FIG. 106 747 ALONE, BASIC AIRPLANE, FLAPS 20 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG (S = +1) 
FIG. 107 747 ALONE + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20, ALPHA! = 6 DEG 
(S = +1) 
FIG. 108 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, BASELINE, ALPHAI = 6 
FIG. 109 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, BASELINE, ALPHAI = 6 
FIG. 110 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, BASELINE, ALPHAI = 6 
FIG. 111 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 
FIG. 112 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 
FIG. 113 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 
20 LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 
,FIG. 114 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 8 DEG 
FIG. 115 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHA! = 8 DEG 
FIG. 116 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 8 DEG 





TOTAL C 425-427 
747 n 428~430 u 
ORB C 431-433 
TOTAL C 434-436 
747 D 437-439 
ORB C 440-442 
TOTAL C , 443-445 
747 D 446-448 
ORB C 449-451 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Contim,jejJj 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
FIG. 117 747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG, 










ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (10 DEG} + SP45, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45,'VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + SP45, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
20 LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 20 
LAUNCH, ALPHA I = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 20 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
I FIGURE COEFFICIENT ~ ~ NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES 
I FIG. 128 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + SP45, FLAPS 20 i 
i LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG ORB C 485-48i' 
FIG. 129 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS .: i 
~ UP LAUNCH, ALPHAl = 2 DEG TOTAL C 488-490 
! 
FIG. 130 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHA! = 2 DEG 747 D 491-493 
FIG. 131 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHA! = 2 DEG ORB C 494-496 '"' 
FIG. 132 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
r: UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG TOTAL C 497-499 l --' 
~ FIG. 133 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS ! , L! 
-- UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 747 D 500-502 
FIG. 134 ·747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG ORB C 503-505 
FIG. 135 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS ~ 
UP LAUNCH, ALPI = 6, RUD = 10/10 TOTAL C 506-508 I 
.1 
FIG. 136 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS ;l 
UP LAUNCH, ALPI = 6, RUn = 10110 747 D 509-511 (I 
~ w 
,-- FIG. 137 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS I i 
UP LAUNCH, ALPI = 6, RUD = 10/10 ORB C 512-514 I i 
FIG. 138 747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
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747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH. 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF 
747 + ORB '(8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPUP 
LNCH, ALP = 6, TC OFF, R = 10/10 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPUP 
LNCH, ALP = 6, TC OFF, R = 10/10 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK,·FLAPUP 
LNCH, ALP = 6, Te OFF, R = 10/10 
7'47 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
747 + ORB (10 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SPD BRK, FLAPS 
UP LAUNCH, ALPHAl = 6 DEG 
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747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAP 
UP LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAP 
UP LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF' 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAP 
UP LNCH, ALPHAI = 6, TC OFF 








LNCH, ALPI = 6, ORB ELEV = 5 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SP, FLAPS UP 
LNCH, ALPI = 6, ORB ELEV = 5 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + TIP FINS + STD SP, FLAPS UP 
LNCH, ALPI = 6, ORB ELEV = 5 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 2, DE = % (S = -1) 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 2, DE = % (S = -1) 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALP! = 2, DE = % (S = -1) 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STO SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = % (S = -1) 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = % (S = -1) 
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747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = % (S = -1) 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = % (S = +1) 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = % (S = +1) 
747 + ORB (8 DEG) + STD SP, VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS 
UP, ALPI = 6, DE = % (S = +1) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF ~FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHA I = 2 (S = ~2) 
"747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHA I = 2 (S = -2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S = -2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) , VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHA I = 6 (5 = -2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -2) 
FIG. 170 747 + ORB (4 DEG), VERT TAIL OFF, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHA I = 6 (S = -2) 
FIG. 171 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHA I = 8 (S = -2) 
L .~:-!~i'T" tl--~ii'i'i:'-;;;;;;';;;";~;:;.:',;;ii. 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
FIG. 172 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -2) 747 
FIG. 173 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -2} ORB 
FIG. 174 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S = ~3.2) TOTAL 
FIG. 175 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S =-3.2) 747 
FIG. 176 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S =-3.2) ORB 
co FIG. 177 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S =-3.2) TOTAL 
FIG. 178 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -3.2) 747 
FIG. 179 747 + ORB (4 DEG) , BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -3.2) ORB 
FIG. 180 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) TOTAL 
FIG. 181 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, 




FIG. 182 747 + ORB (4 DEG), BASIC TAIL, FLAPS UP FERRY, ORB 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
TITLE 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHA I = 2 (S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHA I = 2 (S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 2 (S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG} + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHA I = 6 (S = -3,2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 8 (S = -3.2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 (S = -2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
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747 + ORB (4 DcG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHA! = 6 (S = -2) 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
AL PHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/1 0 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 2, RUDDER = 10/10 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 2, RUDDER = 10/10 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 2, RUDDER = 10/10 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 8, RUDDER = 10/10 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 8, RUDDER = 10/lD 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 8, RUDDER = 10/10 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 
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FIG. 205 747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 













747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, RUDDER = 10/10 
747,+ ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, TAIL CONE OFF 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, TAIL CONE OFF 
747 + ORB (4 DEG) + TIP FINS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6, TAIL CONE OFF 
ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE OFF, ALPHA I = 8 DEG 
ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE OFF, ALPHAI = 15 DEG 
ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE ON, ALPHAI = 8 DEG 
ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE ON, ALPHAI = 15 DEG 
747 ALONE, EFFECT OF STD IN-FLIGHT SPEED BRAKES, 
FLAPS UP 
747 + ORB (8 DEG), EFFECT OF STD IN-FLIGHT SPEED 
BRAKES, FLAPS UP 
BASIC 747 + ORB (10 DEG), EFFECT OF FULL 45 DEG 
SPOILERS, FLAPS 20 
747 ALONE, EFFECT OF FULL 45 DEG SPOILERS, FLAPS 20 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES {Continued} 
-' -
FIGURE COEFFICIENT 
·1 NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES 
1 




FIG. 219 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS UP FERRY 
CONFIGURATION A 795-810 
FIG. 220 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
CONFIGURATION A 811-822 
FIG. 221 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FUIPS UP LAUNCH 
CONFIGURATION A 823-838 
FIG. 222 747 + ORB (4 DEG) , EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP 
FERRY CONFIG. A 839-854 
N 
N FIG. 223 747 + ORB (8 DEG), EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP 
LAUNCH CONFIG. A 855-870 
FIG. 224 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF HORIZ Tr~ FINS, FLAPS UP A 871-890 
FIG. 225 747 + ORB (4 DEG), EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY A 891-906 ....... 
FIG. 226 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 A 907-922 
FIG. 227 747 + ORB (10 DEG), EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH A 923-934 J 
FIG. 228 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF ORB SUPPORTS, FLAPS UP A 935-950 
FIG. 229 747 ALONE, STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP A 951-970 I ; j , i ! ~ FIG. 230 747 + ORB (8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH A 971-990 
'"l 
FIG. 231 747 + ORB (4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY A 991-1010 
t, b-c..;;r 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
FIG. 248 747 ALONE, RUDDER EFFECT WITH ORB SUPPORTS, FLAPS UP, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
FIG. 249 747 + ORB (4 DEG), RUDDER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
FIG. 250 747 + ORB (4 DEG), EFFECT OF ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
FIG. 251 747 + ORB (8 DEG), RUDDER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
FIG. 252 747} ORB (8 DEG), RUDDER EFFECT, TAIL CONE OFF, 
FLAPS UP LAUNCH, ALPHAI = 6 
FIG. 253 747 + ORB (8 DEG), EFFECT OF ORB ELEVONS, FLAPS UP LAUNCH 
FIG. 254 747 + ORB (4 DEG) , EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP FERRY 
FIG. 255 747 + ORB (8 DEG), EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP LAUNCH 
FIG. 256 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS UP LAUNCH 
FIG. 257 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
FIG. 258 747 + ORB, EFFECT OF ORB INCIDENCE, FLAPS UP FERRY 
FIG. 259 747 + ORB (10 DEG), RUDDER EFFECT, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH, 
ALPHAI = 6 DEG 
FIG. 260 747 + ORB (10 DEG), EFFECT OF FULL 45 DEG SPOILERS, FLAPS 20 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Concluded) 
COEFFICIENT SCHEDULE: 
A: Cl vs. AlPHAW; Cl vs. CD; Cl, AlPHAW vs. ClM 
B: DCl vs. AlPHAW; DCl VS. DCD; DCl, AlPHAW VS. DClM 
C: CY,ClN, CSl vs. BETA 
-0: DCY, DClN, DCSl vs. BETA 
E: Cl vs: AlPHAW; Cl vs. CD; Cl, AlPHAW vs. ClM; 
CY, ClN, CSl vs. AlPHAW 
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speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
pressure coefficient; (Pl - Pco)/q 
Mach number; Via 
pressure; N/m2, psi' 
dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf 
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack, degrees 
angle of sideslip, degrees 
angle of yaw, degrees 
angle of roll, degrees 
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
base area; m2, ft2 
wing span or reference span; m, ft 
center of gravity 
reference length or wing mean 
aerodynamic chord; m, ft 
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2 
-
moment reference point 
moment reference point on X axis 
moment reference point on Y axis 
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
Additions to Standard list 
Definition 
carrier fuselage station, in. 
carrier water line, in. 
fuselage station, in. 
Orbiter incidence angle, deg. 
model station, in. 
'--'~-I 
spoiler nos. i through j deflection angle, deg. 
waterline, in. 
water plane, in. 
carrier longitudinal station, in. 
Orbiter longitudinal station, in. 
carrier lateral station, in. 
Orbiter lateral station, in. 
carrier vertical station, in. 
Orbiter vertical station, in. 
carrier fuselage angle of attack, deg. 
Orbiter angle of attack, 
aO = iORB - 2° + aw + 6iORB' deg. 
carrier wing angle of attack, 
aw = ac + 2°, deg. 
carrier sideslip angle, deg. 
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
Additions to Standard List 
Definition 
------r 
incremental lift force coefficient (stability axis), 
DCL 
incremental drag force coefficient (stability axis), 
DCD 
incremental pitching moment coefficient (stability 
axis), DCLM 
incremental side force coefficient (stability axis), 
DCY 
incremental yawing moment coefficient (stability 
axis), DCLN 
incremental rolling moment coefficient (stability 
axis), DCSL 
Orbiter elevator deflection angle, ORBELV, deg. 
nominal value of ALPHAW, ALPHAI 
ALPHA I = ALPHAW - sting balance correction 
main balance strut tare lift force coefficient, CL-T 
main balance strut tare drag force coefficient, CD-T 
main balance strut tare pitching moment coefficient, 
CLM-T 
main balance strut tare side force coefficient, CY-T 
yawing moment coefficient, CLN-T 


























































Additions.to Standard List 
Definition 
change in Orbiter incidence due to support strut and 
balance deflections, deg. 
carrier left inboard aileron deflection angle, deg. 
carrier right inboard aileron deflection angle, deg. 
carrier left outboard aileron deflection angle, deg. 
carrier right outboard aileron deflection angle, deg. 
Orbiter aileron deflection angle, deg. 
carrier inboard elevator deflection, deg. 
carrier outboard elevator deflection, deg. 
Orbiter elevon deflection angle, deg. 
Orbiter body flap deflection angle, deg. 
carrier lower rudder panel deflection angle, deg. 
carrier upper rudder panel deflection angle, deg. 
Orbiter rudder deflection angle, deg. 
Orbiter speedbrake deflection angle, deg. 










The test articles were 0.030-scale representations of the Boeing 747 
. carrier and Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicles. The carrier and Orbiter were 
tested both alone and mated. Carrier alone testing included a strut tare 
and interference investigation which uti1i.zed a dummy support strut. T~e 
BTWT external balance measured total force and moment data for the mated 
vehicle and carrier forces and moments for carrier alone testing. Orbiter 
forces and moments were measured by a six-component internal balance (660) 
mounted in the Orbiter. 
The carrier model (no. AX 1319 1-1) represented the NASA 905 carrier 
aircraft which is a Boeing 747-100 aircr.aft with 200 ft.2 vertical tip 
fins on the horizontal tail. Configuration designations used were: 
25 58 K1 = 827 .8 M26 .8 NS7 T19 W44 .1 
F20 = F
20 F20 J60 JSO L70 8.1 8.2 11.10.2 13.8.1 9.8.3 
827 •8 fuselage 
Fo all flaps retracted at 0° deflection 
F20 8.1 
F20 8.2 
H15 . 1A 
H15 .6 
IS 
6U J 11.10.2 
J50 
13.8.1 
inboard flaps deflected 20° 
outboard flaps deflected 20° 
basic horizontal tail 
horizontal tail with 200 ft.2 vertical tip fins 
image strut for support strut tare and interference studies 
mid-span leading edge flaps deflected 60° 
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CONFIGURAJIONS INVESTIGATED (Conti nued) 
inboard leading edge Kruegers deflected 70 0 
inboard nacelle struts 




flap track fairing 
vertical tail 
wing 
The Orbiter model (no. 45-0) represented the space shuttle Orbiter 
configuration l40A/B lines. The following configuration designations 








Orbiter/carrier forward support strut 





















CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 












TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel (BTWT) is a continuous flow, closed 
circuit, single return, atmospheric facility with the following character-
i stics: 
Test Section Flow Parameters Test Section Dimensions 
Freestream Condition Range Description Value 
Mach number o thru 1.15 Cross-section (minus 
Dynamic pressure, psia o thru 6.3 corner fillets). ft. 8 x 12 
Static pressure, psia 15 to 5.4 Length, ft. 14.5 
Stagnation pressure atmospheric Area, ft2 88 
Maximum unit Reynolds 
4 x 106 number, per foot 
Maximum total 
temperature, OF 160 
The test section can be 0 era ted with either p solid or slotted walls. 
The slotted wall configuration consists of 16 slots which can vary wall 
porosity from 3.5% to 11%. 
Test data acquisition, recording, computations, and display are done 

















DATA REDUCTI ON 
Aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the external balance ~Iere 
reduced to coefficient form in body and stability axis systems, utilizing 
carrier reference dimensions: 
Model Full 
Symbol Description Scale Scale 
S 747 wing area, ft.2 4.95 5500 
b 747 wing span, in. 70.44 2348 
c 747 wing mean 9.834 327.8 
aerodynamic chord, in. 
XMRP 747 longitudinal moment reference 40.197 1339.91 pOint, in. Xc 
YMRP 747 lateral moment reference point, 0.0 0.0 in. Yc 
ZMRP 747 vertical moment reference point, 5.7225 190.75 in. Zc 
Aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the internal balance were 
reduced to coefficient form in body and stability axis systems utilizing 
both the carrier reference dimensions (described above). to create one set 
of data, and Orbiter reference dimensions to create a second set of data. 
Orbiter reference dimensions are: 
Model Full 
Symbol Description Scale Scale 
S Orbiter wing area, ft.2 2.42 2690 
b Orbiter wlng span, in. 28.10 936.68 
- Orbiter wing mean aerodynamic chord, c 
in. 14.244 474.81 
XMRP Orbiter longitudinal moment reference 33.270 1109.0 point, in. Xo 
35 








DATA REDUCTION (Concluded) 
Orbiter lateral moment ref~~ence . 
po i nt, in. Yo 
Orbiter vertical moment reference 









Support strut tare and interference corrections were applied to 
carrier data. These corrections (datasets RGMC01-RGMC18), were obtained 
by subtracting image strut in minus image strut out datasets (RGM001-
RGM038) . 
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TEST : BTWT 1431 (CAS) I [DATE: 4/25/75 
T ST CONDITIONS 
Y OLDS U B R 0 AMIC RESSU ~Ti G TIO T PERAT RE ACH NUMB R (oer foot) (pounds/sq.ft) (degre Fa enhei) 
0.1 5 .98 X 106 32 .8 106 
0.30 1.75 x 106 126.0 130 
0.50 2.75 x 106 312.1 145 
0.60 3.125 x 106 418. 2 147.5 
0.70 3.575 x 106 523.3 . 148.5 
Main Bal - HIT xt rnal al 
BALANCE UTILIZ 0: Internal Bal - oeing 6 0 
CAPACITY COEFFICIE 
MA IN ITER AL OLE ACE: 
F 
10, 00 1 17 lb 
SF 5,000 lb 1335 lb . 
AF 1,000 lb 140 1 b 
P 100,000 i n-lb 4266 in- lb 
-
R 25,000 1n-lb 2014 in-1b 
25 • 000 1 n -1 b 2014 in-1b 
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TAB LE II . - Continued 
TEST : /3rw r 1f-3 / 'C A - 5 1 DATA SE T/ RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY lUI- TE : 7-1-7S-
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TABLE II . - Continued. 
~ 
IDI- TE ; 7- 1-7.5 TEST : 13Twr 14-31 ' c~ - 5 DATA SE T I RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
-
D A TA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES ~ACH NUMBERS 
I DEN TIFIER 
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TABLE II . - Continued , 
TEST :I3Twr / 4-3 / CA -S DATA SET I RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMM ARY DATE: 7- I-7S"" 
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DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES MACH NUMBERS 
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TABLE II. - Continued . 
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,!S3 4-5;: l SI -(SO 
S5 tol t ,, " -~ ~6 
I • L I I l I • • • J 
' r,A'" -II I:" .. AQ 2 . - . 
~ 
~ 
TEST : 1!Jrw T / 10 3 1 C J4 - .s 
DAT A S~T 
IDENTI FIER 
C-ONFIGURATION 

















12~ kJJolIl.5.l~ y". ,-IOl8f1l:$'f'A'T''1'l . 3 
12b k.,rollJ5.6 Vq.t +OIUJ ~ AT'3"~ '*' Nt~ -I- N':L4-
7 13 19 
I I .1 I I I 
ex OR fJ 
SCHEDULE S 
TABLE II. - Continued. 
DATA SET I RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES 
ci' f3 f:trAG RUD-viI. i~~; 11~::i :1I~! %-~ :rOI(j3 
2- .& -3·2 0 °/3 0 0 0 '1-.0 
~ ~ 1-~.2 0 0/3 
<? ~ ,-3.<! 0 0/3 
& 0 -3.2 0 °/3 I 
2. &. ~.2. 0 tt'~ 
~ £ 1-3.2 o/~ j 0 
~ ~ f....;3 .'2 0 '13 
& +1 °/3 
, 
0 0 I 
A 0 
-2 0 0/3 i 
~ ~ -2- 0 0/3 T I . I , 
c& -2- J't7 r 0 0 ! I 
c& 0 
-e a IOiJ3 1 
6 &. -2. '0;/0 °/3 I ! i 
c. ~ -2 10110 0/.3 I I I I I 
~ ~ -~ IOf/() 0/3 
~ &. -2. 10;'0 °b , 
Ii. 0 -2- 0/0 013 . I 
4 0 -2 0/0 Db Y V Y Y 
.;~ 31 3~ 43 49 
I I I I • I I. I I 
eoE.' F IC E "' · _ 
DATE: 7 - /- 7-> 
MACH NUMBERS 
. /S . 3 • .5 .6 . 7 
4-57 ~5b 4.>.$ fS4 
461 4-(,0 459 158 
'fb5 464- ~2> 1-~~ 
4-70 4-~9 468 4-~7 f" 
4 75 17+ 17.3 4-7z- 471 
'IF/. 4-7'1 +78 4-77 476 -i 
fTI 
1-83 4'82 fBI 4-'io '" -i
11 
'l-8E' 4-87 9-'i6 4~.s c z 
4-'13 492 491 4-90 Ii 89 z c 
~ 
4-98' 497 1-9' f9~ 494- m .., 
::: 
soc:. Sol Soo '!- 9' .' 
506 50> 504- so,J 
~o9 SIt) £)08 .sO? 
5,4- S'J3 ~ 12. 51i 
518 5 17 S /6 515 
sa> 524- ~2~ £;2 2. 
52.<f 5'ei S~7 ~2b 
~:33 n2. ;'3/ .;.:30 
5S II '- . ~~ 7E 
I I I 
.I. I I I " 
,[', AA · 1t r A" '2 '/['", 
"1"""''''"'"'~""'''"'''''''''~'''''""''-" 
TABLE II. - Concluded. 
v 
TEST : BT Wr / 4-.3 / c.. A- "> DA T A SET I RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY IDATE ; 7- / - 7 .£ 
.p-
m 
DATA SE T SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES 
IDENTIFI ER 
CONFIGu RA TION 
!sTirI' ~Yt.l>-~ S ,> Zo r;3/t cJf fJ UL 
" 12. .!Is-$' Xoe8 
RGrll'2. 7 /(1. Fo # ,s . 6 ~. ' +CJ1t13+ G & 0/0 0/3 a a 4,0 AT .. II .:\\ +- N;!J~ +- tV,Q 4- -2- 0 
....-r- 12 ~ o~I3, +I"Z?+ Ne.4- A 0 - - - - - -
- ' 
12 't ~ 0 ! 1 I 
130 8 ..1:. 
t I I / .3 1 IS a.. I I I 
/ 3c. & 0 I I , I ORB + rc -.S : ; 
I I 1 :;. '3 8 ok i I i I 
;~ 4- (S ....?. t t ~ y y y r 
, 13 19 .:~ .. 3- 43 
I 1 I • I ~'-,..L. I I • I I I I • I . 
cJ.. ( ) ('~~E' F ICE,,<T 
(J ,:)1=< fJ 8::+ U - -+ 2C; ~(C)::-3~+20 By I ~ l 2 0 --::> ~ f:1,/ 2." C.C,....E:.'~ .. ::S 
-
~ACH N<.JMBEf'S 
. 1 G .~ .S .6 
·7 I 
531 5~7 .5~' ~3.5 I 
543 54-2- s4- J 54-a 
54-5 S 4-4 
549 .s4fj 54-7 54' 
5'53 st;z 5 51 J;!Cf~ 
5 5~ G,S7 5 % !;;5S -4 
III 
5(02 5 b $;;'.:> .>59 .,. -4 











49 5S t! t.' ...~ ~6 
I It I . ~ . I I I " 
tr \ Aq ,. :- . .... 2 'j C \i 
--_.-... _ .... _- _ .._ .. _- _. 





TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
'. 
a. Carrier Model 
MODEL COMPONENT: B27 .8 --~~~--------------------------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BODY, 747 Project with A.P.V. exit. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.03 
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TABLE IIIa.- Continued. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODELCOMPONENT: __ F~O ________________________________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Clean Wing 





.Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chor'd 
Ratio movable surface chord! 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normol to hinge line) 
47 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
r 
f 
L .... -.~-~ 
TABLE II Ia. - Conti nued. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
F20 MODELCOMPONENT:~~8u.1~ __________________________ ~ ____________________ _ 
GEN E RAL DESCR IPTION . _. -IF ...... 1,il.apll-Ii..u.noW,lbo''-l::aw.,.r.:=.d ___________ _ 
____________ d~e~f~l~ected 2~.0~o __________________________________ _ 




Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equi volent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total su:face chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normnl to hinge linei 
48 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
WBL 3.854 












. ,.' 2ft tl it tf€i_tlZU 
TABLE IlIa. -Continued. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
20 
MODEL COMPONENT : __ F~8~.2 ______________ _ 
G EN E R AL DE SCR IPTION ' _-!..Fl:..::a~p.L.' ..,::O;:,u t.:::b~d~d::.:e~f~l e::.:c:..::t~ed=-=2.;:.Oo ______ _ 




Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At 'nb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Bock Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trai I ing Edge 
Hingeline 
Areo Moment (Normnl to hinge line) 
49 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
WBL 15.450 
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TABLE IlIa. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: Horizontal Tail - H15.1A .~~~~~--~~---------------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Swept Horizontal Tail With 
Planform Radius Fillet at L.E. - Body Intersection. 
MODEL SCALE=--=.:0 . ..:::.0.:::...3 _____________________ _ 
DRAWING NUMBER: 65-66630, 69-49180, 1007-477 
DIMENSIONS: 
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TABLE IlIa. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: Horizontal Tail H15.6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Horizontal tail with vertical fins 
on each tip at body B.L. 12.82 
MODEl SCAl.:E~:. --.:;;0...:....0=.;:3 ________________________ _ 
PRA\HNG NUMBER: _______________________ _ 
DIMENS IONS: 
Exposed Data (one side) 
Area - ft2 





Sweep Back Angle-deg. 
Chords - in. 







r 1 L 
!. 
J' . 
TABLE IlIa. - Continued .. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DA.TA 
60 
MODEL COMPONENT . __ ~J~11u.~10~.~2~ ________________________ ___ 
Middle L.E. Slat deflected 60° GENERAL DESCRIPTION' ___________________ _ 
Model Scale: 0.03 
D RA WIN GNU M BE R 5. q ...... l oL.31Loj9~-6ol26.u,....:&~·-.:!;44~ _______________ _ 
DIMENSIONS! 
Area 
From WBL 15.389 to MAC Strut 
Span (equivalent), in. 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normnl to hinge line) 
52 













TABLE IIIa.- Continued. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
J50 MODEL COMPONENT . __ ~13~.=8~.1~ __________________________ _ 
G ENE RAL DE SCR I PT I ON . _ ...... OIJ,£IJ..IoJtbwool.loOa ..... r w,d ..... L ........ E ..... _ ..... 5 ..,] a ..... t....-d .... ef ... 1 .... e ... c.... telooJd ......... 5.w0_o ____ _ 
Model Scale: 0.03 ~==~~~~~~------------------------------------------
DRAWING NUMBER 5.0 1319-26·& -44 
DIMENSIONS' 
Area 
(From WBL 26.374) 
Span (equivalent), in 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord, in 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normol to hinge line) 
53 
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TABLE IIia~ - Continued. 
70 
L MODEL COMPONENT..:..: ----'0.9.:-.8:...:;.-"-3 ___________________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard Leading edge Krueger flap. deflected 70° 
Model Scale: 0.03 ~~------------------------------------------
Drawing NUMBER: 5.0, 1319-26 -44 
DIMENSIONS; 
Span from WBL 7.322 
to Nacelle Strut, in 
Inbld equivalent chord, in 
54 
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TABLE IlIa. - Continued. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT : __ M=25"--_________________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard 747, JT9D Nacelle 
strut 
Model Scale: 0.03 
-"-"-"-"----, 
DRAWING NUMBER, _____________ --------...:...--
DIMENSIONS: 
Wing B.L. of nacelle ~, in. 


















f il [ l! !1 ~ 
I ~ 1 ! , 
1 
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TABLE IlIa. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: M26 •8 --~~------------------.--------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Outboard 747, & ~T9D Naeell-=.e ________ __ 
Strut 
Model Seale :_0::...; • ...:;.0.::...3 ________ ..:.-____________________ _ 
DRAWING NUMBER ---=9:..::3.:..7--.::.5:.::.9.::...0 ___________________ _ 


















TABLE IlIa. - Continued. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT :_N_5-,-7 _______ -:--__________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Inboard Fan Cowl and primary 
747 Nacelle, flow thru type 
Model Scale :-.-:0:..,:.-=.0=-3 _____________________ _ 
DRAWING NUMBER 5.0 1007-96, 97 
57 
..... J_ 
r . J 
i 
TABLE IlIa. - Continued. 
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: N58 .~ II 
--~~----------------------------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Outboard fan cowl and primary 
747 Nacelle, flow thru type 
Model Scale: 0.03 ~~~------------------------------------------
DRAWl NG NUMBER 5.0. 1. 007 -96, -97 
58 
'l 
............... .1 ........ _ .... _ .. . 
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TABLE IlIa. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: SPOILERS - 51-12 
--::-:'~;··=.E!:'I1i111J_[II!1!!I.,. II!!I! ... !!!!!! ...... : _amtu.."'&b~---"l 
l 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Multi-panel flight spoilers. Four outboard and 
two inb9ard spoilers per side. Subscript denotes spoiler panel Sl is the 
, most outboard L.H. panel and S12 is most outboard R.H. panel. 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.030 MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: 65-71450, S. O. 1065-51, -59, -81, -173 
DIMENSIONS: (one panel) FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Outboard Sl-4 and S9-12 (Ft2) 21.48 0.0193 
Span (equivalent), in. 6.25 0.1875 
Chord, in. 3.44 0.1032 
Inboard S5-6 and S7-8 (Ft2) 35.31 0.0318 
Span (equivalent), in. 7.50 0.225 








TABLE IlIa. - Continued. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Flap track fairings, 
4 on each side. 
Model Scale: 0.03 ~~~----------------------------------------------
DRAWING NUMBER 5.0. 1007-403 
-------------------------------------------------
DIMENSIONSt Full Scale Model Scale 
WBL of Track no. 1 , in. 235.3 7.06 
WBL of Track no. 2, in. 353. 10.59 
WBL of Track no. 3, in. 652. _19.56 
WBL of Track no! 4, in. 743.6 22.31 
Distance from wing trailing 50. 1.5 edge to track trailing edge, in. 
60 
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TABLE IlIa. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: 
---------------------------------------------
GENERAL DESCRI PTION : ____ Sw.:..;e..=..p..;...t .:..:V...;.e_rt.:...,i..:;.c..;...a..:....l .:..:T~a..:....i l~ ______________ _ 
Model Scale :~0~.;-::;0.;;.3---_---------------_________ _ 
DRAWING NUMBER: 65-6.9716; 1007-26, -610; 937-319 
DIMENSIONS: 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Thea)- Ft2 
Planform 
Span (Theo) - In. 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) WP-in. 
Tip (Theo) WP-in. 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W. P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Section 
Leading Wedge Angle-Deg. 
Trailing Wedge Angle-Deg. 




























... ~"':-___ .-'-' ---.----..,---_. 
TABLE. IlIa. - Concluded. 
MODEL COMPONENT: WING - W44 .1 --~~~~~-----------------------------------
GENERAL DESCR! PTI ON: _S=w:..::;eC.Lp.::;..t -.:.7-.:.4-=-7 -.:.W:..;.i.o.:.ng"'-_________________ _ 
MODEL SCALE: _0;;;..;.-=.0..:;..3 _____________________ _ 
DIMENSIONS: 
TOTAL 
Area (Theo.) Ft2 
Planform 
Span (Thea. In.) 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Dihedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Swept Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trail i ng Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Thea) B.P.O.O. 
Tip, (Thea) B.P. 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W. P. of .25 MAC 
B. L. of .25 MAC 
62 
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TABLE III. I~ODEL DIMEtlSIONAL DATA 
b. Orbiter Model 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUC'l'URE - AT38 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter forward attachment struts. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NO .. : Boeing 1319-43 
DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT OF ACTUATOR RED TIP ABOVE STRUT UPPER JUNCTION, IN. 
SYMBOL FULL SqALE MODEL SCALE 
AT38 15.5 0.465 
AT38.1. 91.67 
2.75 
AT38.2 75.00 2.25 
AT38.2A 75.0 2.25 
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TABLE IIIb. (Cont';nued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT39 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter aft attachment,- pitch adjustable from 
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TABLE Illb. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT :~B~OD~Y~-~B~26~ ________________________ __ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confipuration 140A/B orbi.t.er fu e t:>lage. 
,NOTE: B26 ie, id~ntical to 821, px('ept underside of fuse1a~e hac: been 
refaired to accept Wn6. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: .VL70-000141B -000200. -000205. -006089. -OOOl/~5. 
-OOO140A. -OOO140B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
, L~nP,th (OML: F"rd Sta. Xo=235) 
Length (IML: Fwd Star Xo=2'3~) 
Max Width (@ Xo = 152R. ,) In. 
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1464) In. 
Fineness Ratio 




















TABLE IIIq. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS POD - MJ.6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140C orbiter OMS pod - short 
pod. 
MODET. SCALE' 0 0)0 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-00A'.Ol, -00B410 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (OMS Fwd Star Xo=1310. 5). In. 258.50 7.755 
Max Width (@ • Xo = 1511), In. 136.8 ~:...:1=04 __ _ 
Max Depth (@ X = 1511). In. 74.70 2.241 
Fineness Ratio 2.484 2.484 
Area - Ft2 . 











1··· I .' 
TABLE IIIb. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: MP3 NOZ'7.r.I·~i.3 - N24 
------.------~~----------.--------------------
GEUERAL DESCRIPl'ION: Configura.tion 140A/B Orbiter MPS Nozzles 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
MODEL SCALE: . 0.030 HODEL rMG: SS-A00147. Relp.a.se 12 
D&'\\-IING NUMllliH: ~0~:"OO=~5~03.c0~A!..I..~-OOO~· ~l.:;a'*~O:.:..A ____________ _ 
D~'SIONS: 
Lensth - In. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 
Throat to Exit Plane 




Area - ft2 
Exit 
Throat 































53.000 + 1.59 
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MODEL COMPONENT: 
TABLE IIIb. ' (Continued) 
OMS NOZZLES - N2R 
GEUERl\L DESCRIPl'ION: Confi!,:uration 1/.0ALB Orbiter OMS Nozzles 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRA\lING Nill-1BEH: VL70-0001hOA (Lor,atioo). SS-AOO1Q6, Rel eas p 5·(ContollrJ __ 
DIMC!L'i.3IONS: 
Leneth - In. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 
Throat Lo Exit Plane 




J.,rea - ft2 
~ Max. CrosR-Sectiona1 (1 nozzle) 
Throat 
Gimbal Point (Station) - In. 
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TABLE IIIb. (Continued) 
RUDDER - R5 
IlDua 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140C orbiter rudder (identical to 
Configuration 140A/B ruridp.r) 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000146n. -000095 
OIMENS IONS: 
Area 2 - Ft 
Span (equivalent). In. 
Inbld equivalent chord. In. 
Outbid equivalent chord, In. 
'Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inbld equiv. chord 
At Outbid equiv. chord 
Sweep Back'Angles, degrees 
leading Edge 
Tailing Edge 
Hingel ine ._ (Product of larp.a & r) 
Area Moment (~onmvl.'nt:!lxm~i1i1'!2). Ft. '3 
Mean AArodynamic Chord, In. 
69 
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TABLE IIIb. ,(Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: TAIL CONE - TCS 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Fairing mountFlr1 on orbiter fU!'le1age ba"'e for 
ferry miC::!'lions. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NUMBER: .BoAing Drawing 1319-71. 
DIMENSIONS: 
Length, in. 
Max Width, in. 
Max Height, in. 
Fineness Ratio, 
Area - Ft2 




























TABLE IIIb. (C9ntinued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - Va 
-----------------------------------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140C orbitpr vertical tail (idp.nti~al 
to confipllration IhOA/B vert ica 1 ta i.l) . 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NlJMBER: V.L.Lw.7u.O<,;:..Q~OO ... 1 .... 4 .... 0r~C'___'-::=.>Q ..... Q"""Q .. J .... b"~ ... B",,--__ 
DIMENSIONS: 
TOT..~L U,I\TA 
Area (Theo) Ft2 
Planform 
Span (Thea) - In. 
Jl.3pect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep-Back Angles) Degrees. 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) ~~-p 
Tip ('rheo) TtlP 
M/,C 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Sect-Lon 
Leading Wedge .<mgle - Deg. 
Trailine; Wedge Anele - Deg. 
Leading Edge Radius 
Void P.rea - Ft2 
Blanketed .Area - Ft2 
.. ~"l 
71 

















































MODEL :OMPON.SNT :_~W;.;;I.;.:.aG;;.-~w;...JI-IJ",,"6 ____________________ _ 
-:;::~.r:: R.A'~ DESCR:oTION :~..;;;C.;;;;on~f~i~g.,u,;;r~a:.;;:t~io~n,:...:;;4 ________________ _ 
NOTE: Identical to Wll'1 eyc~pt airfoil thicknpss. Dihedral angle is along 
trailing ede;e of wing. 
MODEL SCALE: 0,010 
"::.ST ~O. DWG. NO. VL70-OOO140A, -000200 
DIMENSIONS: 
TOTAL DA-;A 
Area l: .1eo.) FtZ 
?lanform 
Span (Theo In. 
Aspec-: ~at; 0 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Dihedral Ang1e, degrees 
Incidence k1g1e, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Sweep Sack Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trai 1 i ng Edge 
0.Z5 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 
Tip, (Theo) B.P. 
tlAC 
Fus. Sta. of .Z5 MAC 
W. P. of .25 MAC 
B. L. of .25 MAC 
EXPOSED OAT A 
Area (Theo) 'Fl 





Tip 1.00 b 
"2 MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .Z5 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA) 
XXXX-64 
Root b • 
2' 
Tip b .. 
'2" 
Data for (1) of (2) Sides 
leading Edge Cuff 2 
PlanformArea Ft 
leadinq Edge Inters~cts fus M. L. @ St& 
le6Ginq £d9~ InteTsects ~in9 @ Sta 
72 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
2690.00 2.421 
9~6.68 28.10 








10.0~6 - 10.0~6 
J2· 202 J~:202 
6~.2!t 20 1 622 
1J'1.8~ ~,J.J6 
!t'1!t,81 1.~.2~~ 
1J.~~. aJ ~i.,.l.o~ 
~o.~a 8.212 162,13 . 5.i.,64 
1721.~0 





















TABLE IIIb. (Continued) 
{,'lJ 
'.. MODEL Cm'1PONENT: SLOTTED ELEVON (6 -INCH GAP) - E'14. ________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/R Orbiter elevon. 
NOTE: El14. b a Slotted version of E26 . Data are for one sidp-o 
MODEL SCAlE; '0 03D 
DRAWl NG NUMBER: VL70-OOO200. -006089. -006092 












TABLE IIIb. (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: CANOPY - C9 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3A. Canopy U'3Pri with fuselage 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 MODEL DWG: SS-AOO147, Re1p-a~e 12 
DRAWING NUMBER: _VL....:7....;.0.-_0.;...;0....;.0~14..:;..1;...A ______________ _ 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo = 434. (-,43 to 57~), In. 143.357 4.301 
Max Width (@ Xo = 513.127). In. 152.412 4.572 








.... ~"l . ..\ ..... · .. ·1· ". _· .. ····-··········T 
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TABLE IIIb. (Concluded) 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY FLAP - Fa 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuratirm 140A/B orbiter ~odv flap 
Hingeline.located at Xo = 1528.3. Zo = 284.3 
~M:;:;OD:::.E;.::L:...;;;.;SC:;.:.A:.:LE:::.:...: -...:;:0:.:,.. 0::.3~0:-_____ .:..:M~OD:.=EL DWG: SS-AOO147. Re1ea OJ Po 13 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-OOO140A, -000145 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo=1520 to 10=1613) In. 93.00 2.79 
Max Width (In.) ---162.0 7.86 
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1520) In. 2'3.00 0.69 
Fineness Ratio 
Area _ Ft2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 
Planform 150.525 O. 135 
Wetted 
Base 41.847 0,038 
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TABLE IV. - CA5 DATASET DESCRIPTION 
DESCRIPTION 
Main balance data which have been corrected for main 
balance mounting system tares and contain wall cor-
rections. 
Orbiter (internal) balance "basic" data which contains 
"standard" wind tunnel corrections including a wall 
correction. 
Main balance data (corrected for main balance mounting 
system tares) minus orbiter (internal) balance "basic" 
data (RGMXXX-AGMXXX). 
Main balance mounting system tare data. 
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Positive directions of force coefficients, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows 
For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
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Figure A. - Axis systems. 
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REFERENCE DIM1~NSIONS {FS} 
ORBITER 747 ChHRIER 
WING AREA '" Ft~ 2690 550:) 
MAC (c) "- INCHES 474.81 "327·78 
SPAN (b) "" INCHES 936.68 2348.04-
MOMENT REFERENCE CENTER 67.5cf;LB 25·0 '" C 
F .S • .- Ir;CHES 1109·0 . 1339·9 
w.P. - INCHES 375·0 190·B 
--






a. Orbiter/747 Flight Test Configuration Reference Dimensions 
Figure B. - Model sketches. 
(lo96 51) 
Ir~ 400 ( Zo 267.5) 
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Boeing ~4~ Ca~§ier S7 
W44 .1 ~21.a M26 .a NS8 ~19 H1S.6 
Orbiter tail cone 
rcS 
b. Orbiter/Carrier Model Nomenclature 
Figure B. - Continued. 






















Xo = 1109 
.... I~t-· ---- 936.68 ------' • .-1/ 
c. Orbiter Configuration 








a. Orbiter/Carrier Mated Configuration Side View iORB = 8°, 
Orbiter without Tail Cone Fairing 
Figure C. - Model photographs . 
CP 
N 
b. Orbiter/Carrier Mated Configuration Side View iORS = 10°, 
Orbiter with Tail Cone Fairing 
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f. Carrier Inverted ~"';th Image Strut for Oetennination 
of Wind Tunnel Strut Tare and Interference Effects 
Figure C. - Concluded. 
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Data Figures 1 to 200 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ .I"T • 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF' 230\8.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
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CAS Kl FO HiS .. 6 V9.1 (PLUS. aRB re5 AT38.3 )(RGM123) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





SREF 5500.0000 SQ . COT . 
LRG:F 327.8000 IN. 
.500 RUO-U 10.000 RUD-L 8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
.600 ELV-18 .000 ELV-OS 
.700 51-2 .000 53-4 
55-6 .000 IORS 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~1RP .0000 IN. YC 
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CAS K1 FO Hl5.6 V9.1 MINUS ClRB TC5 AT38.3 CBGM123) 
S'MBClL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 • 300 ALPHA I B.OOO STAB -2.000 
SREF 5500,0000 SQ.FT. 
0 .500 RuD-U 10.000 RUO-L 10.000 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
0 .600 ELV-IB .000 ELV-OB 3.000 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
1::.. .700 SI-2 .000 S3-4 .000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
55-6 .000 lCIRB 4.000 
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CAS Kl FO HIS6 V9.1 MINUS ORB TCS AT38.3 (BGM123) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE J NFCRMA Tll3N 
.300 ALPHA! 8.000 STAB -2.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.500 RUO-U 10.000 RUO-L 10.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
.600 ELV-IB .000 ELV-OB 3.000 XMRP 1339.9\00 •• ~. XC 
.0000 :~. vC 
.700 $1-2 .000 53-4 .000 Yl'tRP ZMRP 190.7500 :N. ZC 55-6 .000 Il3RB 4.000 SCALE .0300 
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FIG.202 747+~RB(4 DEG)+T~P FINS,FLAPS UP,ALPHAI=8,RUDDER=lO/lO 747 .. 
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CAS Kl FO 
S' MACH 
0 .300 ALPHA I 
0 .500 RU)-U 
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FIG .202 747+0R8( 
HIS .6 V9 . 1 MINUS ORB TCS AT38 .3 CBGM123 ) 
PARAMETR IC VALUES REFER9CE l~CRMATI 
8 .000 STAB -2.000 SREF' SSOO.OCOJ SO.F . . 
10.000 RUl-L 10.000 LQEF' 327.8000 IN. 
.000 ELY-OS 3.000 
8QEF 2348.0C0J IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
.000 S3- 4 .000 YMR!> .OCOJ IN . YC 
.000 lORA 4.000 ZMRO 190.7500 IN . ZC SCALE .O:m 
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S'MBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .299 ALPHA! 8.00(1 STAS -2.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F:. 
0 .499 RUO-U 10.000 RUO-L 10.000 LREF 
474.8IDO IN. 
0 .600 ELV-IS .000 ELV-OB 3.000 
BRE!=' 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 I~. XC 
I:J. .700 51-2 .000 53-4 .000 YMRP .0000 l"i. yc: ZMRP 375.0000 : -.:. ZC: 55-6 .000 I ORB 4.000 SCALE .0300 
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REFERENCE I NFORI1A TI ~ 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. yo 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
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-2.000 5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
10.000 LREF 474..8100 IN. 8REF 936.6800 IN. 
3.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
.000 Y~lRP .0000 IN. yo 
4.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z~ 5CALE .0300 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SREF 5S00.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7S00 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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CA5 Kl FO H15.S V9.1 (PLUS. ~RB TC5 AT38.3 )(RGM124) 
S'MBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORMA Tl DN 
0 .300 ALPHA I 6.!JOO STAB -2.000 SREF 5500.0000 
0 .500 RUD-U 10.000 RUO-L 10.000 LREF 327.8000 BREF 2318.0000 
0 .600 ELV-IB .0:)0 ELV-OB 3.000 XMRP 1339.9100 
t:. .700 51-2 .000 53-4 .000 YM~P .0000 
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CAS Kl FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ~RB TC5 AT38.3 )(RGM124) 
5Yl'SO... MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .300 -- ALPHA I 6.000 STAB -2.000 
0 .SOO RUO-U 10.000 RUO-L 10.000 
<> .600 ELV-IB .000 ELV-OS 3.000 
6 .700 51-2 .000 53-4 .000 
S5-6 .000 IORB 4.000 
REF'ERENCE !!\FORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 sa. FT . 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.00c0 l~. 
X"IRP !339.9l00 tN. xc 
Y~lRP .0000 !N. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .03CO 
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1 111 11 • ., ~ r n ill 
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H15.5 V9. 1 
PARAMETRIC VALL~S 
6.000 STAB 
10 • 000 RUO-L 
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()RB TC5 AT38.3 CBGM124) 
REFERE!>''CE ["'FOR"'''' Tl ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO. P . 
LREF' 327 .9000 IN. 
SREF 2349.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1.339.9100 IN. XC 
WRP .0000 iN. '1~ 
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CAS Kl FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS ClRB TC5 AT38.3 (BGMI24) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REF'ERENCE INFORMATI~ 
.300 ALPHA I 6.000 STAB -2.000 SREF 5500.GiJOO SO.FT. LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
.500 RUD-U 10.000 RUO-L 10.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
.600 ELV-IS .000 ELV-OO 3.000 xMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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H15.6 V9.1 MINUS 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
6.000 STAB -2.000 
10.000 RUD-L 10.000 
.000 ELV-OS 3.000 
.000 53-4 .000 
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CBGM124) 
REFERENCE~ I NFOR"" T I eN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 iN. 
XMRP i339.9100 iN. '(: 
yt!qp .0000 1 "I. "C 
ZM.~p 190.7500 : '\!. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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l t<kuh' fIIt''' t In s" 
S'MBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .300 ALPHA I 6.000 STAB -2.000 
0 . 500 RUO-U 10.000 RUQ-l 10.000 
0 .601 ELV-IB .000 ELV-OB 3.000 
b. .700 51-2 .000 53-4 .000 
55-6 .000 I ORB 4.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa. FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN . 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XCI 
Y~lRP .0000 ! N. YCI 
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~RB TCS AT38.3 (PRES. Kl FO H1S.6 V9.1)(XGM124) 
PARAMETRIC V.ALLlE5 
ALPHA I 6.000 ST,AB -2.000 . 
RUO-U 10.000 RUD-L 10.000 
ELV-18 .000 ELV-OS 3.000 
51-2 .000 53-4 .000 
S5-6 .000 IOR8 4.000 
RE~ERENCE INFORMATlm. 
SRE~ 21>:30.0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 474.8100 IN • 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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CA5 Kl FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. elRB NelZ AT38.3 )CRGM127) 
S'M81)L. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORMAT ION 
-0 .300 ALPHA I 6.000 STAB -2.000 $REF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
0 • 500 RUO-U .000 RUO-L .000 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
<> .600 ELV-IS .000 ELV-ClB 3.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
t:;:,. ,700 51-2 .000 53-4 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
55-6 .000 I ORB ... 000 ZMRP 
190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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REFERENCE I NF'MMA T I ON 
SR£F 5S00.oooo SGI.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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REFEREtI.'CE I r-G"CRMA TI ON 
SREF 5500 .0000 SO. FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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K1 FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS CJRB NCJZ AT38.3 (BGM127) 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA I 6.000 STAB -2.000 
RUO-U .000 RUD-L • 000 
ELV-IB .000 ELV-OS 3.000 
51-2 .000 53-4 .000 
55'''''6' .000 I ORB 4.000 
REFERENCE II>FClRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 1 N . 
BREF 2348.0000 1 "I . 
XMRP 1339.9100 [N. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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CAS Kl FO H1S.6 V9.1 MINUS ~RB N~Z AT38.3 CBGM127) 
S'M8OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORHA T I ON 
0 .300 ALPHA I 6.000 STAB -2.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
0 .500 RIJI)-U .000 RUO-L .000 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
0 .600 ELV-IB .000 ELV-OB 3.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
I:::. .700 51-2 .000 53-4 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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CA5 K1 FO H15.6 V9.1 MINUS elRB NelZ AT38.3 CBGM127) 
MACH PARAMETR!r VALUES REFERENCE (NFORMA T I ON 
.300 ALPHA I 6.000 STAB -2.000 5REF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
.500 RUO-U .000 RUO-L .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.600 ELV-IB .000 ELV-ClB 3.000 BRE"" 2348.0000 IN. XI'lRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
.700 5\-2 .000 53-4 .000 Y~·RP .0000 IN. YC 
55-6 .000 IClRB 4.000 Z~R? !90.7500 :N. ZC SS"LE .D300 
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REFERENCE I NF~A TI CN 
SREF 2690 .0000 sa. FT _ 
LREF 474.8100 IN . 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 I~. XCI 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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ALPHA I 6 .000 STAB 
RuD-U .000 RUD-L 
ELV-IB .000 £LV-DB 
51-2 .000 53-4 






5REF 2690.0000 sa. CT • 
LREF 474.Bl00 !"J. 
BREF e36 .6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 !N. YO 
Z'1RP 375 .0000 IN. ZO 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ."'T. 
LREF 474.BIOO IN . 
BREF 936 .6800 ! r-.: • 
XMRP 1109.0000 II\:. X~ 
Y!-lRP .000:) IN. yo 
Z'1'<P 375 .0000 ! N. ZO 
.000 !eRB 5CALE .0300 
.07 10 1 lTTl TTl" 1 
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11"-1 ! I I :l 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SGl.n. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
9REF 936.6800 IN . 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 :1\;. YC 
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P ... RA~ETRIC VALUES 
8.000 
pn 
REFERENCE I N""ClRM;\ TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
8REF 936.6800 IN • 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC! 
YNRP .0000 tN. YC! 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0300 
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REFEREM:E I f'E"IR'IA r I C!N 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
9REF 936.6800 IN. 
xMRP 1109.0000 IN. X~ 
YMRP .000Ci IN. YD 
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FIG.210 ORBITER ALONE, TAIL CONE OFF, ALPHAI=8 DEG 
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REFERENCf:. I NFORMA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
I.R!::F 474.8[00 [N. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 1"1. XO 
YMRP .0000 1"1. yo 
ZMRP 375.0000 [N. ZO 
SCALE .0300 
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.299 ALPHA I 15.000 
.500 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
8REF 936.6800 IN. 
.600 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
.700 VMRP .0000 IN. VO ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
.03 . ] ) ! ' 3 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF ~7~.8100 IN. 
SREF' 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMC<? .• 0000 IN. YO 
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SR'C"" 2690.0000 5Q.FT_ 
LRE..'- 474.8100 J:~. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC! 
YMRP .0000 IN. yo 
ZMRP 375. 0000 IN. ZCl 
SCALE .0300 
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DRB rC5 CAGM133) 
ALPHA I 
-16 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORI"A T I ON 
8.000 SREF 2690.0000 sa. n . LREF "7",8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN, 
XMRP 1109.0000 1'-1, XC) 
yMRP ,0000 IN, YC 
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SREF=" 2690.0000 SQ.F="T. 
LREF 474.8100 [N. 
BREF 936 .6800 IN. 
XMRP [109.0000 IN,. XCI 
YMRP .0000 IN. YCI 
.2MRP 375 .0000 [N. ZO 
SCALE .0300 
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CAS ~RB TC5 CAGM134) 
S'MBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 




REFERENCE I NFOOMA T ION 
~F 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
8REF 936.6800 IN. 
x~ 1109.0000 IN. XI) 
YMRP .0000 IN. Yl) 
ZMRP 375 .0000 1 N. ZI) 
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FIG.213 ~RBITER AL~NE, TAIL C~NE ~N, ALPHAI=15 OEG 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I C!N 
5REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC! 
YMRP .0000 IN. m 
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REFERENCE I t-I"ClRMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT • {RGM044 1 8 Bn/T-143ICA.S~1 FO HIS.6 V9.1 (RGI1Q4S 1 BTW'T-T43TCA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 .000 <\5.000 lREF 327.8000 IN. BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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REFERENCE IIIFCRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
lREF 327 .8000 IN. 
SREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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55-6 REFERENCE I NFClRMA T! Q:-J 
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XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
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55-6 REFERENl:E I NFORMA T I (N 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT . (RGM090) B Ch5 KI FO H15.6 V9. I (PLUS. ORB TC5 hT38.2 ( RGMOBII Ch5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. elRB TC5 hT3B.2 • 000 20.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 8REF 2348.0000 III: • 
XMRP 1339.9100 1"1. XC 
YMRP .0000 lr.:. v::: 
ZMRP 190.7500 I1\;. ZC 
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55-6 REFERENCE I NFCIRM" T I ON 
.000 SREF 5S00.OCCO SO.FT • (RGM090 J 8 C"S KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ·;,RB TCS AT38.2 (RGM081) C"S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 "T38.2 20.000 LREF 327.BODO IN. BREF 23O;8.OCOO IN. 
XMRD 1339.9!OO IN. XC 
YMRP • COCO IN. vC 
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DArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 














REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 5O.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BRt_7 2348.0000 IN. 
XNRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Yl'-'~P .0080 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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D"~" SET 5YM8Cl!.. CCINF I GUR" TI ~N OESCR I PTl ON 
[RGM090J 8 ("S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38.2 
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D ... ·-... SET svMBClL CONFI GUR ... TI CIN OESCR I PTI CIN STAB 51-2 
.000 
.000 
53-4 55-6 REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • [RGM090 1 B c ... S KI FO HIS.6 v9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "'T38.2 (RGM081) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 J .000 1.000 • 000 45.000 20.000 LREF 327 .8000 1 N • BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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0"';'" SET SYMBOL CONI" I GUR ... T I ON OESCR I PT ION 
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REFERENCE I NFCRM ... T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 !N. ZC 
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OA - A SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA T! ON OESCR I PT! ON STAB 51-2 53-4 
I .000 .000 .000 
SS-6 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO • FT. [RGM074 J 8 CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
CRGM07S1 CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS A138.1 1.000 45.000 45.000 45.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YM~p .0000 l~. YC 
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REFERENCE I NFORMAT I ~ 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
DArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
{RGM074 J 8 CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.l {RGM075 J CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT3S.1 
STAB 51-2 53-4 55-6 
1.000 .000 .000 .000 
1.000 45.000 45.000 45.000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DArA SET SYMBOL. CONF"IGURATlON DESCRIPTION 




STAB 51-2 53-4 
I .000 .000 .000 
1.000 45.000 45.000 
55-6 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 5REF 5500 .0000 sa. FT • 
45.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
=-..... 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OArA SET SYM8CII... COt-FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM074I 8 C"5 KI F20 HIS.IA V9.i [PLUS. ORB rcs AT3S,! 
















REFEREI'.'CE 1 NFORNA T I ON 
5REF 5500.0000 SO.~T . 
LREF 327 .8000 1 N • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
X/",RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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REFEREIICE I NF~ATI ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. CRGM074) 8 c~s Kl F20 HI5.1~ V9.1 tPLl.!S. 'ORB TC5 ~T38.1 [RGM075) C~5 KI F20 HIS.I~ V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT39.1 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREI" 2349.0000 I"J • 
X'1RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .OOOG :N. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 :N. ZC 
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OA"A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTiON STAB 51-2 53-4 55-6 REFERENGE INFORM ... T I CN 
rR.;'1074l B CAS KI F20 HIS.I'" VS.I (PLUS. OR9 TCS AT3S.1 
r~G'1075)· . C"'S KI F20 HIS.!'" V9.! [PL~S. eRB TC5 "'T38.1 
1.000 .000 .000 .000 
1.000 45.000 45.000 45.000 
S~F' 5500.0000 5O.FT. 
LREF' 327.8000 IN. 
BRE- 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9\00 IN. XC 
Yt-!RO .0000 1"1. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC"~E .0300 
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REFERE"-'C£ I "-'FDR!'!A T I C"I 
(RGM074) 8 CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 [PLUS. ClRB Tes AT3S.1 
(RG~1075) 1 CAS KI F20 H15. IA v9. I [PLUS. DRB Te5 AT38.1 
• 000 
45.000 
SREF S5~O.CQ~ SQ.", • 
LREF 327 . BCOG : " • 
BREF 2349.COCC l~. 
Xl"~p !339.9!(,:) !N. XC 
yt-'RP .~C ... -' ... ":~. y~~ 
ZMRo :90.:'5::-': !'\. ZC 
SC.-\~£ ,0;'120 
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SS-5 REFERE~CE !~~ORM..,r!ON 
.oeo SREt:" 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
4S.0CO L.REt:" 327.seco IN. 
SREt:" 2349. 0000 l"l . 
;""'RP 1339.91CO :'\!. XC 
Y'IRD .08CO :'11. vC 
Zr-<RD 190. 75CO l"l. ZC 
stA~E .03~8 
1.
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O~-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPl ION STAB 51-2 53-4 55-6 RE~£RENC£ 1~~ORMATION 
(RGM074 I 8 CASK1 F20 HIS. I A VS. I [PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B. I [RG."107S1 CAS KI F20 HI';>.IA V9.1 (PLUS. eRB TCS AT3B.I 1.000 .000 .COO .000 SRE'" 55CC.OOOO SQ."''!". 1.000 4.5.00::1 4.5.000 45.000 LREF 3:?:.8000 !!\:,. 
BRE'" 2348.0000 !N. 
X~lRP 1339.9!00 IN. XC 
"r,.~~p .cooo !N. YC 
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S5-6 REF'E~NCe: ! Nf-"ORMAT ION 
S~F" 5500.0000 SO.CT • (RGM074J B CAS Kl 1'"20 HI!5.IA V9.1 {P'~US. M9 Te5 AT38.1 (RGM07S1 CA5 KI r20J-i15.1.~ V9.1 [PLUS. ~ TCS AT38.1 • 000 45.000 LRE' 327.8000 IN. 
eRtF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XM~P !339.9:O0 IN. XC 
YM~p .0080 IN. vC 
z~~p 190.7500 IN. ZC \ 
SCALE .0300 
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OA" A SET SYMBOL CONF I GURAT ION OESCR I PTI ON 5TIIB 51-2 53-4 55-6 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RGM074) 8 CII5 KI F20 HI5.IA V9.1 (P~U5. ~RB TCS AT38.1 (RGM075) CII5 KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. C~B rC5 IITJ8.1 1.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 1.000 45.000 45.000 4S.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
x~:RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y"1RP .ooeo IN. YC 
~M~P 19a./500 IN. ZC 
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DA 'A SET SYMBC1.. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.~T . 
LRE= 32:.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 I:'\:. 
Xl"RP 1339. 9! 00 I \J. XC 
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Oil r II SE T SYMBOL CONF I GURII Tl ON OESCR I "-'rr ON 
(RGMOS9) 8 BT'o'T-143ICAS K! F20 HIS.6 ve.1 














SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.80CO IN. 
8REF 23',8.0000 ;N. 
XMRP 1339.9!Ce !"!. XC 
YMRP .0eCe! \l. YC; 
ZMRP 190 .75CiJ ! N. ZC 
SC,A.LE .03(:0 
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DA'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM059) 8 BTliT-143ICAS Kl F20 HIS.6 V9.1 
(RGM061 J BTIo'T-143ICAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 
E 
1 1 2.0 
1 I i I 
E i I 1 .8 
r 1& 
~. I 1:: 1.5 
I ! I i I , , I / 
! 1 I 
1 I : ! 
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~ I I I I I 1 I r ~ 1 '-J., 
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I .6 
!:: I i I i I i I Lp.. ~ 1= ' / 
§ ! I ! ! ! I R. Q.! t I I 1 .4 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT . 
lREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 234B.0000 IN. 
X"1RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0:)00 1 N. VC 
Z~:"D ! 90 . 750;) IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
' '/ : 'I 'I' '~ Ii, 
I I i I § 
! I 
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I ! 3 
. I I -
. ~ 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OE3CRIPTI~~ 
[RGMOS9) B BTW'T-143ICAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 














SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8RE~ 2348.0000 !N. 
X~=<~ !339.9100 IN .. xc 
Yt-:,<P .oooe IN. YC 
ZM'<P i90.7500 IN. ZC 
5CALE .0300 
12 11111"",,"11"" l'il""I"''l''llrT'Ti''I'"'I''''IIIl'I'TlII'''T'''I''''I''''I''''1 ~ 
..... 
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SRE~ S500.0C08 SQ.~'. 
~RE~ 327.8000 !~. 
l RGM071 J § CAS KI F'20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.1 [RGM070) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 ve.l (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
[F3~06S) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 BRE"" 2348 • OOOOl N . 
XM'<P 1339.9100 ;N. XC 
Y~'RP .0000 IN. YC 
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55-6 REFERE~~E !~~~~~~~!CN 
(RGM071) § CAS Kl F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. 0;::8 TCS AT38.1 
(RG~1070) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.1 
(FG~;;)6S) CAS Kl F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (P~US. ORB TCS AT3S.1 
.000 SRE;:" SSCO.OC!'_~O S::l.=T 
20 .000 LRE' 32- .8::0::: : " . 
45," DOC 8~EF 2348 .02:'!:" : ". 
XMRP 1339.9~8~ :,. xc: 
Yl'1~P .. C2~8:'. yc 
Z""'~P to,.., .... c",...."" ., 
SCALE '-~:ci~~ .. 
I j 
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oA'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB 51-2 53-4 55-6 
REFERE~CE INFORMAT:Q~ 
1.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 55C'].0000 SQ.~T. [R:5M071) § C ... 5 1\1 F20 HIS.S V9.i [PLUS. Q'<B res ADB.I (RGM070) CAS KI r~:u HIS.6 V9.1 (Pi..US. ':IRS Tes AT3S.1 
(FGM06S) CAS Ki F20 HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. OR8 TCS AT38.1 
! .000 .0;)0 45.0CO 20.000 LREF 3::~.8C::>O :f\;. 
1.000 45.000 4S.0DO 45.000 BREF 23 .. 8.0000 1:-'. XMRP 1339.9100 :'1,;. xc 
Y~!RP .coso !'. vc 
Z~l~P 1~C",:5:'C !~. 
SCALE .D3JQ 
2.0+'·~~~4-+-+-+-~~~-+-+-+~~~4-+-+-+-+-~~--+-+~-r~~----~~ 
I I j I I I 3 
:::111 ! 1111I i 1I1III1111111 ! III i 1 : i : . ; . i' 
1.4f i ! I I I I I II I I ! ! Iii I ! I I j lW~tPJYr: ';~ 
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O~'A st. ~Y~~L CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPrlON 
(RGM071 J § CAS t\l .2.0 HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB TCS ~T38.1 (RGMO' " CA5 KI F20 HIS.IS Vg.! (PLUS. ORB TCS ~T3B.I 
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51-2 53-4 55-6 R£FER£~E INFDRMATID"J 
t 1~:;M071 J § CAS KI F20 HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB 1CS AT38.1 
(RGM070) l CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB T(S AT38. I 
[""3M05S J CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. CR8 TC5 AT38.1 
. 000 .000 .000 
• 000 45.000 20.000 
45.000 45.000 45.000 
5REF 5500.0000 SQ.F; . 
LREF 327 .8000 IN . 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
X":RP 1339.91CO IN. XC 
~~RP • COO.) IN. vC 
Z"'1RP 190. 7~OO :N.::: 
SC"!..E .03020 
.. T '! 'TTT HJT ""1" T " '\ '! i" I" T 'I ; ''\ '; '\ '\ i .! 1 -:"1 
2.0 i! ; ; iii I I i I I ! I j 1 1 j 
I! I i I : I j I! l ' i , j J ~! i ~ 
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'RGM071} § CAS KI F20 HIS.G V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB rC5 AT38. I 
(RG~1070) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 ye.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3S.1 
(FGM06S) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 Y5.1 (PU.:S. eRS 1C5 ,'T38.1 
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D."'" SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR"TICIN OESCRIPTIC!N STAB 51-2 53-4 55-6 REFERENCE I NF()RM" T I ClN 
(RI3M071) § CA5 KI F20 HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ClR8 TC5 AT38.1 
tRGMQ701 CASKI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 [Pl.US. ORB TC~ AT38.1 (FGMOSS) CAS KI F20 HI5.S V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS "'T38.1 
! .000 .000 .000 .000 
1.0OD .OOD 45.000 20.00::1 
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DA'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB I ORB S5-6 REFERE~CE INFORMATICN 
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DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD 
FIG.222 747+5RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F TAIL C~NE, FLAPS UP FERRY C~NFIG . 
















S5-6 REF'ERE~E I NF'ORMA T I ON 
lRGMtI7) B CAS KI FO HIS.6 v9.t (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 
lRGM12Gl CAS KI-FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NelZ AT39.3 -2.000 
• 000 
.000 
SREF' 5500 .0000 sa . F'T • 
LREF' 327 .80ca IN. 

















)(MRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .oooe 1"1. YC 
ZMRP !90.7500 tN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
1.1 rm 1 ~ 
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DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD 
FIG.222 747+BRB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F TAIL C~NE, FLAPS UP FERRY C~NFIG. 
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SS-6 REFERENCE INFClRMATIClN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT . 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 1"1. 
(RI;MI17J 8 c"s KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 "T38.3 
(RG~1l26) C"S K! FO HIS.6 V9.: (PLUS. ORB NOZ "T38.3 -2.000 
. 000 
. 000 
X~lRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
y~J;:P .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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55-6 REFERENCE INFORMATI~ 
• 000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • (RGHI17f 8 CAS K\ FO HIS.S V9.! (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 (RGHI26) CA5 KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NeZ AT39.3 -2.000 • 000 LREF 327.9000 IN • BREI=' 2348.0000 tN. 
O:~'RP t339.9tOO :N. XC 
'1'~lqP .0000: N. vC 
Z~lRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCA~E .0300 
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REFERENCE I/IF'ORM" T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.BOOO IN • 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG.222 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F TAIL C~NE1 FLAPS UP FERRY C~NFIG. 





























0,0.-,0. SET SYMBOL CClNFIGURATlOIII OESCRIPTlIJN STAB 
(RGMI17) B CAS KI to H15.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 -2.000 
(RGMt26) .CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9. t [PLJ,.JS. ORB M!lZ AT38.3 -2.000 
ICRS 
4.000 
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REFERENCE I NF'ORMA T 10lIl 
SREF 5500. 0000 SQ~FT • 
LREF 327. BOOO IN . 
BREt 2348 .0000 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
vMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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S5-6 REFERENCE I NFCJRMA Tl ON 
• 000 SREF 5500 .0000 SQ. FT • (RGMI17 J 8 CAS K! FO HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.3 (RGMI26J CI\S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NClZ AT3B.3 -2.000 • 000 LREF 327.BOOO IN • BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP \90.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG.222 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F TAIL C~NE, FLAPS UP FERRY C~NFIG. 
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DA"A SET 5Vf"IBCl. CONF!GURATICIN DESCR!PT!CIN STAB 
(RGMI17) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs "T38.3 -2.000 (RGMI2SICA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NClZ "T39.3 -2.000 
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REFERENCE I t-f."(R1A T 1~ 
SREF 5500.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2349 .0000 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000' IN. YC 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG.222 747+0RB(4 DEG), EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP FERRY CONFIG. 
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"-H·~~t_~f''''·:~: t''-i'r"',' .' .. , 
DA'~'" SET SVM8!L C~FIGl.RATI~ DESCRIPTI~ 
(RGM117l 8 CAS KI FO H!S.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 [RGMI26l CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB NeZ AT38.3 
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REFERENC~ I NFORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ. FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YM~P .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG.222 747+CRB(4 OEG), EFFECT CF TAIL CCNE, FLAPS UP FERRY CCNFIG. 
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OA'r" SET SVfo'OOL. CONFIGUR"TION DESCRIPTION ST"B 




































"'. " ~t. 
REFEREN:E I ~ORM" T I ON 
SREF 5500.00J0 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREI'" 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
vMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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.. I FIG.222 747+0RB(4 OEG), EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP FERRY CONFIG. ~. I 
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(RGMI17) a CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
H<GMI26) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NeZ AT38.3 -2.000 
SREF 5500 .0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 234B • 0000 iN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xC 
YMRP .OOCO IN. YC 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG.222 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F TAIL C~NE, FLAPS UP FERRY C~NFIG. 
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O~-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM081 J 8 C~5 K( FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 ~T38.2 (RGM092) CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB NOZ AT38.2 
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REFERENCE I NFORHA T I ON, 
SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 ~N. YC 
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CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAW. DEG. 
FIG.223 747+~RB(8 DEG), EFFECT ~F TAIL C~NE, FLAPS UP LAUNCH C~NFIG. 
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REFERENCE I rFClRM~ T I eN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. (RGM08I) 8 c~s KI FD HI5.S V9. I (PLUS. ORB TC5 ~T38.2 
lRGM092) .c~5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ ~T38.2 LREF 327.8000 IN. 8REF 2348.0000 1 N. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN, YC 
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DA-A SET SVI"OOL C~J~ATlClN DESCRIPTlCN 
(RGM081 I 8 CAS KI Fa H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 




















































REFERENCE I WORMA Tl ON 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa. FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2248.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 [N. YC 
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D"'~A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM08I) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9. I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 
CRGM092J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
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REFERENCE INfORMAl ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO: FT • 
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BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500! N. ZC 
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DATA SET svMooL COIIFIGURATlCIN DESCRIPTION 
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0.0. ~ A SET SYMBOL CONFI GURA TI ON OESCR (PH~ 
(RGM081 J 8 CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 {PLUS. ORB TC5 AT30.2 
[RGM0921 CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
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a"." A SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA T ION OESCR I PT ION 
(RGM09I) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.2 
(RGM092) CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
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REFERENCE 1 NFORMA Tl ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG.223 747+0RB(S DEG), EFFECT OF TAIL CONE, FLAPS UP LAUNCH CONFIG. 
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::lA" A SET SYMOOL eM" I G~A T ION OESCR I PT I ON 
(RGMOBI I B CAS KI FO H15.6 V9. J (PLUS. 0R8' TCS AT38.2 [RGM0921 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT3B.2 
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DAr A SET SYMBOL CClNF I GuRA TI ClN OESCR I PT I ClN 
(RGMOBI) B C ... S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes "'T3B.2 
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OA ;-A SET SYI'18a. C~ I GURA TI ON OESCR I PTI ON 
(RGMOSI) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORa TCS AT38.2 
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OA~A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM08!) 8 CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 
(RGM092J CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
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REFERE~E I NFORMII TI CIN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. (RGM081) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB TCS AT38.2 [RGM092) CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 LREF 327 .8000 IN. BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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Oh - h SET SYMBClL CONF I GURh TJ ON OESCR I PT/ ON 
(RGM081 J B ChS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 {PLUS. ORB TCS hT38.2 
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DATA SET SYMBCIL. CONfIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGt1J8I) B CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38.2 
(RGM0921 ' e"s KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ "T38.2 
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D~ -" SET SYMOOL CONI=' I GURAl I ~ DEseR I PTI ~ 
(RGM081 I B CAS XI FO HIS.S '19.1 [PLUS. ORB Tes AT39.2 (RGM0921 CAS ~I FO HIS.S ",19.1 (PLUS. ORB NeZ AT39.2 
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DA~A SET.SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM040) 8 BTWY-I<l3ICASKI FO HIS.IA V9.! (RGM042J BTWT-I<l3ICA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 
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DA~A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM040) 8 BT'oIT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (RGM042) BT'tIT-143ICA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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DA~A SET SYM8f1, CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION 
(RGM040 J B 8T",T-143ICI\S KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (RGM042 J 8T"'T-143ICAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 
..., ,... 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG.224 747 ALeNE, EFFECT eF HDRIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS UP 
(O)MACH = .60 
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SREF S500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
8REF 23.;8 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(,RGM0401 B BT'WT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.IA v9.1 (RGM042) BT'WT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 
-,... 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG.224 747 ALONE. EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS. FLAPS UP 
CE)MACH :::: .70 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION . 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 • BODO IN • 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB 
I RGMI2S I 8 C"S KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 {PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 -2.000 (RGM117 I CAS KI FO 1'115.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TC5 "T38.3 -2.000 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 321.8000 IN • 
8REF" 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA:-A SET SYMBDL CONF I GURA T I ON OESCR I PT I ON STAB I ORB SS-6 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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.000 SREF SSOO.OOOO SQ.FT. 
.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP \339.9\00 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ~TTACK. ALPHAW. DEG. 
FIG.225 747+CRB(4 DEG), EFFECT CF HCRIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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D"r" SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR"TlON DESCRIPTION ST"B 
[RGMI25J B C"5 KJ FO HIS.I" V9.1 (P:"US. ORB TC5 "T38.3 -2.000 (RGMI17J, C,,5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 "T38.3 -2.000 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN . 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC"LE .0300 
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OA"A SET SYMBOL CONI"!GURATIClN DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI25) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGMII.7) CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 
1. 
1.0 I 
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REFERENCE I NFDRMA T ! ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO. FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAW. DEG. 
FIG.225 747+CRBC4 OEG), EFFECT CF H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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REFEREf'£E INFORM ... T I ON 
SREF S5OO.OOOO 50.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
[RGMI25 I 8 C"'S KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORa TCS AT38.3 -2.000 [RGMl171 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB·TC5 AT38.3 -2.000 
Y'1RP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DRAG C0£FFICIENT.CD 
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DA:-A SET SYMBOL CClNF I GURAT (eN OEseR IPT ION . 'STXB' , TORS'SS-b' 
(Rl;MI2'51 8 CAS KIl="O HI!. I ... V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes "'T38.3) -2.000 ",000 .000 
-RE;l"£RENCE fNFeRr'AHGN . 
SRE~ 5500.0000 SQ.~T. 
(RGH117J CAS KJ FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 J -2.000 ~.ooo .000 I..REF 327.8000 IN, BREI'" 23<48.0000 IN. 
XM!~P 1339.9100 [N. XC 
YI'Ro .DOOO:N. YC 
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OA-A SET SYMOOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STA8 
'RGM12S) 8 CAS KI Fa HIS. 1;\ V9. I (PLUS. ORa TCS AT38.3 -2.000 
{RGM1171 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB Tes AT38.3 -2.000 
1. '" ". 
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REFEREf\£E 1 t-FCIRMA TI ON 
SREF 5S00.OOOO SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .COOO IN. YC 
Zt1RP 190.7500 !N. ZC 
SCALE .03CO 
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OA~A SET SYM~_ CONFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION STAB J~R8 55-6 
(RGr1125) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.I (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 (RUM! 171 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORe TCS AT38.3 -2.000 .... 000 .000 4.000 .000 
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DRAG COEFFICIENT~CD 
RfYEfreNCE I ",'FORMAT! ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 r N . 
SREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 tN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG.225 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT OF H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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REF'ERENCE I N"'ClRHAT I CIN 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. [RGMI2S1 8 CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS'AT38.3 -2.000 
tRGHI171 CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.3 -2.000 LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
1.1 Hillin)'" 'rUIT'"" 
1 .0 HLP{ I 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DII~II SET SYMBOL CONFIGURIITION DESCRfPTlON 
(RGM\2S1 8 C"S KIl'O HIS.I" V9.! (PLUS. ORB Tes "T38.3 (RG!"!!!7) CIIS Kl FO HlS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs 11138.3 
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REFERENCE ! Nf"oqMi\ Tl ClN 
SREF SSOO .0000 sa. Fr. 
LREF 327 .8000 1 N • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9!OG IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 190.75001 N. ZC 
SCAL~ .03CO 
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DA7A SET SVMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB IORS 
4.000 
4.000 
55-6 REFERENCE 1 NFORMA T ION 
[RbMI25) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.I'" V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.3 J -2.000 
[RGMl17) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.) (PLUS. ORB Tes ... T38.3 J -2.000 
• aDO 
.000 
SREF" 5500.0000 sa. q . 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YM.~P .0000 IN. VC 
ZI"R? 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-A SET SYMB~L CClNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB IC!R8 S5-S 
(RGMI2S1 8 CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 4.000 .000 
(RGM)17) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 -2.000 4.000 .000 
1.1 ~TT net( ." I" 
REFERENCE l~·ORMA Tl eN 
$REF 5500.0000 SQ.F7. 
LREF 327.6000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 iN. 
XMR? 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
Z~lRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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O"T" SET SYM80l CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIClN 
(RGM059 I 8 9TWT-143IC"S KI F20 HIS.I" V9.1 (RGM0'591 BTWT-143IC"S Kl F20 HIS.S V9.! 
... "" 12 .. ',", r\ 
1 I)", ~ 1,\ 1\ 
~ p..,.. 
1\ 1\ 10 
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-.7 -.6 -.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG.226 747 AL~NE, EFFECT ~F H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 
(AJMACH ::: • 15 
1\ 
o 
REFERENCE I NF"ORMA T I ClN 
SREF 5500.0000 SO .• FT • 
LREF 327.8000 ! N • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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-.7 -.6 -.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG.226 747 AL~NE, EFFECT ~F H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 
(B)MACH = .50 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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D"TA SET SYI'1OOL. COf'.FI~ATlON DESCRIPTION 
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-.7 -.6 -.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG.226 747 AL~NE, EFFECT ~F H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 
CC1MACH = .60 
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REFEREr£E INFORM" TI ON 
SREF S300. 0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. vC 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlClN DESCRIPTICIN 























































-.7 -.6 -.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG.226 747 ALONE, EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 




REFERENCE J NFORMA T I eN 
SREF 5500,0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 234B.OOOO IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP ,0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0300 
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SS-6 REFEREIICE 1 NFORMA TI ON 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. (RGM074) B CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.1 (RGM071) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.1 .000 .000 LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
8REF 2348 .0000 IN. ri~~±Ilf~~EB33~++++rLLr~~~! XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC YMRP .0000 IN. YC ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0300 
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CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAW. DEG. 
FIG. 227 747+~RB(10 DEG),EFFECT ~F H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
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01. "A SET SYMBOL CCINF I GURA T I ON OESCR I PT I ON 
IRGM074J B CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 
(RGM071 J CAS KI F20 HI5.S V9.1 {PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 
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REFERENCE I NFORf'1A T ION 
5RE~ 5500.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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UU UJ.t JU1 ... . 
CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAW. OEG. 
FIG. 227 747+~RB(10 DEG),EFFECT ~F HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
CB)MACH = .60 PAGE 924 
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DA-A SET SV/"BOL CONFIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTION 



































STAB IORB S5-6 
!.OOO 9.700 .000 
J .000 9.700 .000 
REFERENCE I NFClRMA T ION 
SREF. 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.9000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAW. OEG. 
FIG. 227 747+~R8(10 DEG),EFFECT ~F H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




STAB I ORB SS-6 
1.000 9.700 .000 
1.000 9.700 .000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF SSOO.oooo SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. vC 









1.2 I';:' ~ 
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.04 .oa .12 .16 .20 .24 .28 .32 
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD 
FIG. 227 747+0RBCIO DEG),EFFECT OF HORIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
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DA -A SE T S't'M8CIL. CONI" (GURA TI ON OESCR (PT( ON 

























































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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.04 .08 .12 .16 .20 .24 .28 .32 .36 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD 
FIG. 227 747+CRBCI0 OEG),EFFECT CF HCRIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
(8)MACH = .60 PAGE 927 
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O~-~ SET SYMBOL CeNFJGUR~TJON DESCRJPTJeN 

























































REFERENCE (NFORMA T I eN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
SREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 

















.32 .36 .40 
FIG. 227 747+~RB(10 DEG),EFFECT ~F H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
(C)MACH = .70 
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o ... ·~... SET SyMBtL CONF I GUR ... TI ON OESCR I PTI ON 





1.8 Eo (£0 
1.6 ::l. • L:J ~ ::". 
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r::::: ~ !roo. 
I ........ ~ 
-.28 -.24 -.20 -.16 -.12 -.08 
f:::::" 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
o 
REFERENCE INFORM ... T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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S5-6 REFERENCE I NFCRMA TI ON 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT . IR.GM074] 8 CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.1 (RGM071 J CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3S.1 • 000 • 000 LREF 327.S000 IN • BREF 2348. 0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
vt-iRP .0000 IN. YC 
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM 
o .04 
FIG. 227 747+~RB(10 DEG),EFFECT ~F H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
CB)MACH = .60 
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OA"'ASEr" 5vI"BOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 






1.8 ~ 1.6 
:..[. 
::yf" 




!= ~ , I i:::::,... 





























REFERENCE I NFORMA T I eN 
SREF SSOO .0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 tN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9l00 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 














-.28 -.24 -.20 -.16 -.12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG. 227 747+~RB(10 DEG),EFFECT ~F H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 I~AUNCH 
CC1MACH = .70 PAGE 931 
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OA-" SET SYMBOl... CONFIGURATION DESCR!PTION 




10 ~ ~ 
9 F\f'\J 
~ 
8 ~"h f'J' 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT, 
LREF 327 .8000 ! N • 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 















-.28 -.24 -.20 -.16 -.12 -.08 -.04 




lllJ~ o \Jc;.J 
FI.G. 227 747+~RBC10 DEG) , EFFECT (?F H(?RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 













































































~,,-,..j~ _ SSt a $ .. ~ w-"""'i 
C ... ··... SET SYI'1OO\... CON!=' I GURA T I ON OESCR I PT JON 
(RGM074J B C"'S KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 (RGH0711 C ... S KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
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. REFERENCE I NF'ORMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348. 0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339;9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 












". ~ h1!, 
'-'L 
-.28 -.24 -.20 -.16 -.12 -.08 -.04 o .04 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG~ 227 747+0RB(lO DEG),EFFECT eF HeRIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
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OA'"A SET SVM8C!L C~IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMo741 8 CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 (RGM071) CAS KI F20 H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 
ST AS 10R8 55-6 
1.000 9.700 .000 
I .000 9.700 .000 
REFEREI\'CE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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-.28 -.24 -.20 -.16 -.12 -.08 -.04 o .04 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG. 227 747+~RB(10 DEG),EFFECT ~F H~RIZ TIP FINS, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
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SI-2 53-4 S5-6 REFERENCE 1 NFlJRMA TI ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
(RGMD521 BTWT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 rRGH04S1 § DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CRGM053) BTWT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 AT38 .• ! AT39 
• 000 45.000 20.000 
. 000 45.000 20.000 
. 000 45.000 20.000 
lREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348 • GtrJU IN . 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 228 747 AL~NE, EFFECT ~F ~RB SUPPORTS, FLAPS UP 
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SREF 5500.0000 sa. FT . [RGH04S J § BTWT-143IC"S KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (RGM052) BTWT-143IC"S KI FO H15.6 V9.1 "T38 AT39 
IRGM053) BTWT-143IC"S KI FO H15.6 V9.1 "T38.1 AT39 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA "A SET SYMBCI\... CeN'" 1 GURA TI cr-I OESCR 1 PTI cr-I 
I RGM045 J § BTW'T-1431CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 
lRGMOS2J ST'oIT-143ICAS Kl FO H15.6 V9.! AT38 AT39 
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REFERENCE 1 NFORMA TI Ot-i 
5REF 5500.0000 SO.FT .• 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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D.o.-A SET SYMBOL CONF1GURATlOO DESCRIPTION 
(RGM052J BTWT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 (RGM045 J § DATA NOT AVA [lABlE (RGM053J BTWT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 AT38.1 AT39 
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REFERENCE I NFCRMAT I ON 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa • FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XM!~P 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Yl"RP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP !90.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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-------------------------------------":".h~;; ~.. ,iWi. 
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0,0.-,0. SET 5YI"BOL CDIIF I GURA TI ON OESCR i PT I eN STAB 51-2 53-4 55-6 REFERENCE I NF'ORMA T ION 
(Rt;M045 J § DATA NOT AVAILABLE (RGMOS2.J BHfT-1431CA5 KI FO HI5.S V9. t AT38 AT39 
(RGMOS3 J BT-.T-1431C"'S KI FO HIS.S V9.1 "T38. t AT39 
1.000 .000 45.000 20.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
1.000 .000 45.000 20.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
1.000 .000 45.000 20.000 BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET SVM8CIL CONF"IGURATION DESCRlpnf~N 
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REFERENCE 1 NFORMAT 1 aN 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA7A SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION DE5CRIPTlDN SI-2 53-4 55-6 
. 000 45.000 20.000 
(RGM052I BT"'T-I4.3ICA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 
(RGM045 I § 8T'IIT-143ICA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 
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REFERENCE I/'FORHA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 sa. FT . 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0"-·" SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR"TlON D£5CR!PTlC!N 
(RGMD52J BTWT-1431C"S KI FO HIS.S V9.1 "T~a "T39 lRGMQ4S) § O"T" NOT "V"IL"BLE 
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REFERENCE I NFOOM" T (ON 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 [N. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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51-2. 53-4 55-6 REFERENCE I t-EClRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT • (RGM045 J § DATA NOT AVAILABLE (RGM052J BTIiT-143ICA5 KI FO HI5.S V9.1 AT38 AT39 (RGM053J BT'JT-1431CA5 KI Fa HIS.S V9.1 AT38.1 AT39 . 000 45.000 20.000 • 000 45.000 20.000 • 000 45.000 20.000 LREF 327.8000 IN • BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0 ... ·... SET SYMBOL CONF' I GURA Tl ON DESCR I PTl ON 
(RGM052) BnfT-143IC"'S KI FO H15.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 (RGM04S) § BT\/T-143IC"'S K\ FO HIS,6 V9.1 (RGMOS3J BT1iT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 AT38.1 AT39 
STAG 














REFERENCE I NFCRMA T I ~ 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348 • 0000 IN. 
XI~OP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-A SET SYMBeL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMO-tS J § BTIJT-I-t31CAS Kl FO HlS.6 v9.1 (RGM052J BTIJT-143ICA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 









55-6 REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
20.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
20.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
20.000 8REF 2348.0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP !90.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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01'1.-1'1. SET SYMBCIL C~IGURllnCIN DESCRIPr:ON 
(RGMOS2) BT'WT-143ICAS KI Fa HIS.S V9.1 IIT38 AT39 (RGM045) §, DATA NOT AVAiLABLE 
(RGMOS3J BTWT-143ICAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 ,0.138.1 AT39 
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55-6 REFERENCE 1 NFClRMA T I ON 
20.000 SREF 5S00.0OOO sO.FT. 
20 .000 LREF 327 • BODO IN. 
20.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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REFERENCE 1 NFORMA T ION 
[RGM04S) § DATA NOT AVAILABLE (RGMOS21 8TWT-143ICAS KI Fa HIS.S V9.1 AT38 AT39 (RGMOS31 8TWT-143ICAS K\ Fa HIS.6 V9.1 ,\T38.! AT39 J .000 1.000 ! .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. LREF 327 .8000 IN. 8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
1 
1 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA~A SET SYMBOL CCN~IGURATION DESCRIPTICN 
(RGH045) § BT'WT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (RGM052) BHIT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 









55-6 REFERENCE 1 NFOR~IAT ION 
20.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.n. 
20.000 LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
20.000 BREF 234B.OooO IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
1 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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REFERENCE I NF(R1A T ION 
SREF 5SOO.000Cl 5Q.FT. 
(RGM052) BTWT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 AT38 AT39 (RGM04S) § BTWT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 
(RGM053J BTWT-143ICAS KI FO HI5.S V9.1 AT38.i AT39 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
xMRP1339.91oo IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
·SCALE .0300 
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0" or" SET SYMBC!L CONFIGUR"TION OESCRIPTIGN 
STJle SI-2 53-4 55-6 REFERENCE I NFDRM
A T 10N 
O"TA NOT "V"IL"BLE 
1.000 .000 45.000 20.000 SREF 5S00.0000 
SO.FT. 
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DA-A SET 5YMBClL CCNF!~ATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM039) 8 BT'e'T-1431CAS KI FO V9.1 




REFERENCE 1r.'FDRMAT ION 
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YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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(RGM039 I B BTlH-143ICA.S KI FO v9.1 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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D~'~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~~T!ON DESCRIPTION STAB S5-6 REFEREN£E I NFORMA T 1 ON 
(RGM039) 8 BTWT-1431CAS Kl FO V9.1 
[RGM042) BTWT-1431CAS KI FO H15.6 V9 .• 1 
• OCO 
-2.000 .000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327 .SOOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION 
(RGM039J 8 BTWT-1431C"5 KI FO V9.1 (RGM042J BTWT-1431C"~ Kl FO HIS.S V9.1 
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SREF' 5500.0000 sCI.n • 
LREF 327.eooo IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN .• 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRF> ,0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. lC 
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OA "A SE T SYMBOL CONF I GURA TI (JII OEseR I PT ION 
(RGM09S 1 § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2Al 
(RGM081) CAS Kl FO H1.5.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 ) 
(RGM0841 DATA NOT AV"IL"BLE 
1.8 rrr III :T', 
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REFEREt-.'CE II'oFClRMA T I C!N 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
lREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ClN 
(RGM081) CAS KI Fa HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 1 1.000 ( RGM098 I § CAS K I Fa V9. I t PLUS. ORB TC5 A T38. 2A I 
(RL~084) CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2) -2.000 
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(RGMOB1) ClIS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs lIT3B.2 J (RGM09B) § ClIS KI FO V9. I (PLUS. ORB 1'CS lIT38.2l1J 
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REFERENCE 1 NFORMII T I DN 
( RGM098 ) § CIIS K I FO VS. I [PLUS. DRB TCS II T38. 211) (RGM081) CII':;; Kl FO HlS.S VS.l (PLUS. ORB TCS ~T38.2 ) (RGM084) CA~ Kl FO HlS.S VS.l (PLUS. ORB TCS IIT'8.2 ) 1.000 -2.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. LREF 327.8000 IN. BREF 2348 .0000 1 N • 
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(RI5M099) § CAS Kl FO '/9.! !PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.2A) (RGM091) CAS Kl FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS ."T38.2 ) 
[RGM08't I DATA NCIT AVAILABLE 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 J N • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
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REFERENCE I NFDRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ. FT • 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
rRGM(98) § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2Al 
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YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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[RGM08I) CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 ) (RGM0
98) § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. CR8 Te5 AT38.2Al 
CRGM0841 CA5 KI FO HI5.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 1 
1.000 
-2.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XI".RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 iN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
1. 
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OA-A SET SYHBCL C~IG'JRAnON DESCRIPTION STAB 
(RGM08t) CII5 KI FO HIS.6 VS. t (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 I 1.000 (RGM098 J § CAS KI FO VS.I (PLUS. ORB rC5 AT3B.2Al [RGM084) C"5 KI "'0 HIS.6 Y9.1 (PLUS. OR8 TC;i IIT38.2) -2.000 
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REFERENCE I NFORMII TI ON 
SREr 5500.0000 SQ.~T. 
LR~; 327.8000 IN. 
BRt.: 2318 .0000 IN. 
,XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0,0, -A SET SYM80t.. COt-.'f" ! GURA T I ON OESCR IPTI ON 
(RGI",oe I ) CAS K! FO HLS.6 V9. I (PLUS. ORB lC5 AT38.2 ) (RGMD98) § CAS KIFO VS.! (PLUS.OR8TCSAT38.2AJ 
tR~M084) CAS K! FO H15.6 VS.l (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.2 ) 
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SREF 5500 .. 0000 SD .. FT .. 
LRE"'" 327.8000 IN .. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN .. 
XMqP 1339.9100 :N. XC 
Y~P .0000 tN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM098) § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2A) (RGM081 I CAS KI F'O . HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ,ORB rC5 AT38.2 ) 









.-. ~'- -'- ----.. ....:::.. -=-- -~~'-
o ~. 
REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 23,,8.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN • .xC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
rrn 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONI'"IGURATICIN D£SCRI'''T10N 
(RGM098I § C"S K1FD VS.I [PLUS.C!RBTCSAT38.2AJ (RGt-'.o81) C"S KI FO HIS.S v9.1 (PLUS. ORB T('5 "T38.2 ) 
(RGM084) C"S KI FO HIS.6 V9.t (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.2 ) 
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REFERENCE 1 WORMA T lDN 
SR£F 5500.0000 SO,FT. 
LR£F 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 234B .0000 IN, 
XMRP 1339.9LOO IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP J9O.75oo iN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-A SET SYMBCl. CCH"I~ATICN CESCRIPTlCJN STAB 
(RGI1J811 CAS KJ FO HIS.S V9.! (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 J 1.000 
(RGM098J § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2A1 
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REFEREfICE I ~ClRt1A TI ON 
SREF 5900.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 321 • eooo IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
'YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA ? A SET SVI'BCll. CeNFlGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB lORe S5-6 
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(D)MN~~H = .60 
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REFEREt-.ICE I NFORMA T 1 CN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT" --~ LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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REFERENCE I NFOOM" T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. [RGM098 J § C"5 KI FO v9.1 (PLUS. elRB TC5 "T38.2") (RGM081) C"5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLU5. ORB TC5 "T38.2) 1.000 (RSM084 J CAS Kl FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.2) -2.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. BREF 2348.0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0";-" SET SYM80L CONF ! GURA T I ON OEseR 1 PTl GN STA8 JGRB 55-6 7.850 20.000 
7.850 20.000 
7 .8~O 20,000 
REFERENCE [NFClRMA T [ eN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
lREF 327.8000 ijN. 
BREF 2348 ,0000 ! N • 
XMRP [339.9100 IN. xc 
(RGM081 J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 ) (RGM098J § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.2A) 
(RGM084J DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
1.000 
-2.000 
YMRP .0000 IN. 'fC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET SYM8~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM098) § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2A) [RGM081) CAS Kl FD H15.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ~R8 TCS AT38.2 ) 
(RGM084) C,\S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ~R8 TC5 AT38.2 ) 
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FIG. 230 747+~RB(8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH 




REFERENCE 1 NFORM.', T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0" -" SET SYMBClL CONF I GUR" T ION OESCR I PTI ClN 
(RGM081 ) CAS KI Fa HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. OR8 TCS "T38.2 ) ( RGM098 ) § CAS K I FO V9. 1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38 .2") 
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, ClM 
FIG. 230 747+~RB(8 OEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH 
(C)MACH = .50 
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REFERENCE I NFClRM" T1 Cl!\! 
SREF 5500.0000 S~.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRF- 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA ~ A SET SYf"BO!.. CONF I GURA TI ON OESCR I PTION ST AS 
[RGM081 J CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 l 1.000 [RGM098 1 § CAS KI Fa V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3£:s.2Al (RGM084J CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2) -2.000 
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~"iil!I,' \lL • 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 1 N • 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
TTTTf'T TT,/\ 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL C~NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB mRB 55-6 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF S5oo.00oo SQ.l'"T. (RGH0981 § CAS Kl FG V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2AJ (RGH081 I C/IS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 "T.38.2 ) 
(RGI108'lJ CAS KI FO 'HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AD8.2 J 
7.8S0 20.000 
1.000 7.850 20.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
-2.000 7.850 20.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN: ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DIn. SET SYMBOL COf'E"1GURAT1ON DESCRIPTION STAB 
rRGMI07J ~ CAS KIFO V9.1 (PLUS.OO8TC5AT3B.3 
CRGMI161 DATA NClT AVAILABLE ! .000 
CRGMI17l CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.3 -2.000 (RGMI12 l CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT313.3 -3.200 





















SREF 5'500 • 0000 sa. F'T • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0 ... ·" ... SET svJo18rn- CONFIGURATION DESCRtPTlClN 
( RGM t 07 ) ~ CAS K 1 Fa V9 • I ( PLUS. ORB TCS A T38 .3 (RGM1161 C"'S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORa TCS AT38.3 
lRGMI171 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT313.3 
CRGMI121 CA5 Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS ,o.T38.3 
REFERENct I~ORMATION 
SREF S5OO. 0000 so .FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
9REF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMF~P 190.7500 IN. ZC 
STAB IORB 55-6 
4.000 • 000 
1.000 4.000 • 000 
-2.000 4.000 • 000 
-3.200 4..000 .000 
SCALE .0300 
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OA -A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 5T."9 
(RGMI071 ~ CAS KIFO V9.t (PLUS.DR8TC5AT38.3 (RGMI (6) CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9. I (PLUS. DRB rC5 AT38.3 1.000 
(RGM1171 CAS Kl FO HIS.6 VS.l (PLUS. DRB res AT38.3 -2.000 














SREF 5500.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.ooao tN • 
XMRP 1339 .• 9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. v:: 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA "A SET SYMBOL CCINF 1 GURA r I ON OEseR t?TJ ON 
!RGH!071 ~ CAS KIFO V9.! (PLUS.DRBTCSAT38.3 (RGM1161 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS .'IT38.3 (RGMIJ7) . C.'IS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 (RGMI12) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 
STAB I ORB 55-6 REFERENCE I NF'CRHA Tl ON 
4.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
J .000 4.000 .000 LREF 327.Booo IN. 
-2.000 4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
-3.200 4.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 ;"1. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
zr1RP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0300 
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OA • A SET SYMBOl CM I GURA T I ON OESCR I PT I ON STAB IORS REF'"EREt-l:E I NFORMA T I ON 






SREF 5500. DOdO sa. FT • 
(RGHI16J CAS KI F'O H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38.3 ) ( RGH 1 J7 ) CAS K 1 FD HI 5 • 6 V9 • I (PLUS. ORB Tes ... T38 .3 J 




LREF 327.8000 [N. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
Xl"'~p 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMR? .OL'lOO IN. YC 
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OA~A SET 5Yflt8(i. CONFIGURATIOO oE:St'RfPT1C'N 











RE-FER:;'';::£- ~NF.eR"'), r tc~ •. 
SREF ~soo.oooo sa,FT, 
LRE!=' 327.BOOO IN. 
BREI" 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP :339.9100 IN. xc: 
(RGMI07) ~ (RGHlI6 J 
[RGM1171 
[RGMI12J 
D~TA NCT AVAILABLE 
CAS Kl Fa HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 
CAS Kl Fa HIS.S V9.1 (P~US. ORB TCS AT3~.3 
1.000 
-2.000 
-3.200 YMRP .0000 IN. YC: 
ZMRP !90.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-A5[T SYMBOL CONFIGURAT IrJN OESCRIPTlrJN 5T"9 
(RGMI011 ~ C"S Kl FO V9.1 (PLllS. ORB Tes "r38.3) (RGMI1Sl CAS Kl FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 A138.3) 1.000 (RGMI17) CAS KI Fa HIS.S v9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3) -2.000 














REf"'ERENCEI IIf'ClRHAT ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ. FT • 
L'REF 327 .8000 J N • 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA - A SET SYMBOL CONI'" t GUR/\ T t ON OCSCR I PT tON 
lRGMI07J ~ CA5 KI FO V9.1 [PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.3 (RGMI16J CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB 1C5 .0.138.3 
[RGMJI7) CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 [PLU5. ORB TCS .0.138.3 
(R':;MI121 CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rC5 A13B.3 
















REFERENCE !1\'FCRw. T I C~ 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT, 
LREF 327.8OCJ IN • 
BREF 2348.00c0 !N. 
XMRP 1339.9100 iN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGuRATION DESCRIPTION sr~9 















SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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55-6 REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SR£F 5500.0000 SQ.FT . 
U<EF 327 .8000 IN • 
8REF 2348.0000 IN • 




,DOD XNRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
CA5 KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.3 
CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 1.000 
CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB Tes "T38.3 -2.000 
CAS K! FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 -3.200 
l ~~I~I-~~~'/'=+~ll=tI='F-l=r~fj.=t=F~~;;~r:r,~~;:~~i~: Zt'~~p 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN STAB 
~~l?~ l ~. 5~fA ~6/~VAILA8LE v9.1 [PLUS. CRe, rC5 AT38.3 1.000 
[RGMI17 J CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.3 -2.000 
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FIG. 231 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
( A) MACH = • 15 
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REFERENCE ! NfClRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348. COOO IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DI\-A SET SYM9(!JL CONF'IGURATlON CESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE I N!='ORMA T I eN 
SRE~ 5500.0000 SQ.FT . 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
8REF 2348.0000 IN • 
XI-<,RP i339.9100 IN. xc 
YMR? .0000 IN. YC 
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OA-A SET SyMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION STAB 55-6 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.9000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN • YC 
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OA -A SET SVM80L CCN'" I G~A T I ON OESCR I PT I OI-J ST A8 
[ RGM 1 07 ) ~ CAS K I Fa V9. I ( PLUS. ORB TCS A T39 • 3 (RGM116 J CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9. I (PLUS. OR8 TCS AT38.3 l.OOO 
(RGM1171 CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.3 -2.000 
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REFERENCE J NFClRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN . 
8REF 2348 .0000 IN . 
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YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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D ... ·-... SET svMBCIL CCJNF I G~A TI ON DESCR I PT ION 
(RGMI07) ~ CA5 KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Te5 "T38.3 [RGMI!6J CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
(RGHI17! CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
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CE)MACH = .70 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA TI ON 
SREF 5500 .0000 SO • FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
8REF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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O .... ·-A SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI07 J ~ [RGMIISl 







C .... S KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 
O .... TA NOT AVAILABLE 
CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 
CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 
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(A)MACH = .15 
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REFERENCE I NFDRMA TI e.'l 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.80OCI IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9Joo IN. XC 
Y~RP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CClNF'IGURATlClN OESCRIPTION S1'A8 














REFERENCE I NFC!RMA T I ON 
SREF 5Soo .0000 SQ. FT • 
LRS:- 327 .8000 IN. 
8R£F 2348.0000 IN. 
x~lRP 1339.S100 IN. XC 
YI1RP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0300 
~ A A ~ 
I IU; II 11~1 "'T"" "" ,,,. ""~"""I"" "" ... Yf ... Yf"" ...... " ''''1'''' . 
ff'l I 1 1.1 ! 3 11. k'i' I I ~ I i I I I 1 I j 1 
12 
. ~ I 1 1 i ] I, I 11 .1 I JI J Ii; : I 3 
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.2 .3 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG. 231 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(B)MACH = .30 PAGE 1007 
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Oil-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI07) ~ (RGMllS) (RGMI17) 
(RGM1121 
CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 J 
C"S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38.3 ) 
CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38.3 ) 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG. 231 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(C)MACH = .50 
. ·w· "n"~,;~!t,ta;if~~~~~: ,!l<;;;~~:::~~~: :;~,;,;;:'~.' .1';' :;; :;;;r~:~! 
.,",~~_",~",-C"_,,., .. ,'.'''~._~''''_,_"''~ ___ • __ , .. ,~~_~. '~' ... "_,,,,_",,,,,,_, 
f\ 
.\ 
REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA ':" A SET SY~ C(JIF I GURA T I ON OESCR I PTI ON ST A8 
(RGP1107) ~ CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGP1116) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 1.000 
[RGMI17J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCSAT38.3 -2.000 
(RI3MI12 J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -3.200 
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REFEREt£E I t-f"(R1A T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
nqll II I ""I' JI 'I It 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG. 231 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
CO)MACH::: .60 PAGE 1009 
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011 • A SET SYMBClL CeN'" 1 GURA TI ON OESCR [PTI ON 5T A8 
(RGMI07) ~ CII5 Ki FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGMI16) CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 1.000 
(RGMI17) CA3 KI ~O HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.3 -2.000 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG. 231 747+~RB(4 DEGJ, STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 




SREF S500 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA -" SET SVMBOL CONF I GUR" T( ON OESCR I PT( ON 
(FGM06s) CAS Kl F20 HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38.1 (RGM077 I § C"S KI F20 . V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38.1 




























REFERENCE I NFORMA T) ON 
SREF SSOO.OOOO sa.n . 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
vMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
'~!111,rl!I'lt&I'IIII!IJIII"I(llllljt"';11111)tl!'!"I,tl'I"'.Luu+u.i,I"'JI.t,.I""I'IIII"ltl'llll')I'l'13-,11,11".1,,1,.1,1111.1,1111,1,,1,'111,'1.1,'111,111111111,'·11,11 
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CARRIER FRL ANGI~E OF ATTACK. ALPHAW. DEG. 
FIG. 232 747t~RB(10 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
(A)MACH = .50 PAGE.. 1011 
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OA-A SET SYMBDL CONF,GURATION DESCRIPTION STAB I ORB SS-6 ""RtFEREIilCE TNFORM"A TlOr<r . 
(RGM077) § CAS KI F20 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 (FGM06S) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ~RB TCS AT38.1 
(RGM068l CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
9.700 45.000 
1.000 9.700 4S.ooo 
-2.000 9.700 4S.000 
SREF S5OO.0000 5O.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
8REf" 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Yt-1RP .0000 IN. YC 
lMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
5C~~F. .0300 
". 
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CARRIER FRL ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAW. DEG. 
FIG. 232 747+~R8(10 OEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
(SJMACH = .60 PAGE 1012 
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0"-" SET SYMBOL CIJIIFI~"TlON DESCRIPTION 
(F'Gf"OOSS) CAS KI F'2O HIS.S V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 (RGM077) § CAS KI F'2O V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 (RGMOSB J CAS KI F'2O HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCs "T38.1 
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STAB IIRI S5-6 
9.700 45.000 
1.000 9.700 45.000 
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REFERENCE 11'E'000"TlON 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF' 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF' 234B.0000 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAW, DEG. 
11 12 13 14 
FIG. 232 747+eRB(10 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(FGM06S1 CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 (RGM077 I § CAS KI F20 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
CRGM068I CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
1.000 
-2.000 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~lRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
~n l T rn:'i'l" 
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FIG .232 747 +~RS (1 0 OEG), ST AS I L I ZER EFFECT, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
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DA" A SET SYI'B1. COlIIF' I GURA T ION OESCR I PT I ON STAB IORB 55-6 
9.700 -45.000 
REFEREI\CE I t\f'QRMAT ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. [ RGM077 ) § CAS K I F2Q--V9. I [PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38. I 
[FGM06s) CAS K! F20 H!s.S V9.! [PLUS. ORB rcs AT38. I 
CRGM068) . - GAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.1 
1.000 9.700 45.000 
-2.000 9.700 4S .000 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .OOOOIN.-YC. 
ZMRP !90.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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SREF S~joo, 0000 sa. FT • 
[FGMD6S) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 r RGM(77) § CAS KI F20 V9.1 (PLUS. CIRB TCS AT38.1 
(RGM0681 CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
1.000 
-2.000 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP \339'.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA -;-A SET svMBeIL COfIF I GLRA T!!!IN OESCR I PTI!!IN 
[ Rt;f'()77 J § CAS K 1 F20 V9 • 1 [PLUS. ORCS -rCS A T38. I [FGM065J CAS KI F20 H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB TCS AT38.1 
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REFERENCE I NI'"CR~lA T I e"I 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.I'"T. 
(FGM06S) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.1 (RGM077) § CAS Kl F20 V9.1 (PLUS. OR8TCS AT3S.1 
(RGM068) CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3S.1 
1.000 
-2.000 
LREF 327.BODO IN. 
SRE::" 234B.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339 .• 9100 l~. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
z~:qp 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA'A SET SVMOOL CONF'I~ATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM077 J § CAS KI F20 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 (FGM06SJ CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
(RGM068 J CAS KI F20,HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
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RE:FERE~CE I tI.'fI:mMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN, 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1.':'19.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .OOCO IN. YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.Fe. 
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O.A. -.... SET SYt130L Ctn' I GUR .... T\ ~ OESCR t PTI ON 
(RGM017) § C.A.5 KI F20 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 .... T38.1 (FGM06S J CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT39.1 
(RGM0681 CAS KI F20 HIS.6 VS.i :"':.US. ORB Tes AT39.1 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T\ ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348 .0000 J N • 
XMR? 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBClL CClNFIGURATH'N DESCRIPTION 
(FGM06SJ CAS K1 F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB TC5 AT38.1 (RGM0771 § C,A.S K1 F28 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.1 
(RGM068) CAS Kl F:.-'O HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 ,A.T38.1 
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REFERENCE INFClR~ATIQN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.'T. 
LREF 327.8000 IN, 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9Joo IN. XC 
YMRP .ooeo IN. YC 
Z~lRP 190.7500 IN. zc 
SC.'ILE .0300 
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG. 232 747+~R8(10 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS 20 LAUNCH 
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DA-A SET SYMOOL CON!'"IGURATIIJN DESCRIPTlIJN 
[RGM047 J BTW'T-143ICAS KI FO HIS.S V9.I (RGM0451 § BTWT-143ICA5 KI FO HI5.S V9.1 















REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
9REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 1"1. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 233 747 AL~NE, ELEVAT~R EFFECT FLAPS UP 
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REFERENCE 1r-..'FClR~IA T IC'J 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. (RGM04S) § BTlo'T-143IC"5KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (RGM0471 BTilT-143IC"5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 




LREF 327.8000 1 N • 
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DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD 
FIG. 233 747 ALONE, ELEVAT~R EFFECT FLAPS UP 
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OA - A SET SYMBOl. CONI'" I tiLRf\ T I ON OESCR! PT I ON 
(RGM0451 § BT'tIT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (RGM0471 BT'tIT-143ICAS KI' FO HIS.6 Y9.1 
(RGM048J BT't/T-143ICAS KI FO HIS.6 Y9.! 
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RE~ERENCE IN"ORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.rT. 
LREF' 327 .8000 1 N • 
9REF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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D,A. ~,A. sET SYMBClL CCINF I GUR,A. TI CIN OESCR 1 PT.I ON 
(RGM047) BT'oIT-143ICA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 
(RGM045J § BT\1/T-143ICA5 KI FO H,,,).6 V9.1 
lRGM048J 8T~T-143ICAS Kl Fa HIS.6 V9.1 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.",. 
LREF 327.8000 11':. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y:-:RP .0000 IN. YC 
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D"-A SET SYM8ClL CClNFIGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
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REFEREr-£E 1 NFORMA T I ~ 
SREF '5500.0000 5O.FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
~EF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMQp .0000 IN. YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348 .0000 ! N . 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
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DA'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DA"A SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
{RGM08!) 8 CAS KI FD HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 
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REFERENCE I WORM" T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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55-6 REFERENCE INFORMATle~ 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
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DA-A SET SYMOOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348 . 0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA-A SET SYMBI:L CClNFIGURATIaN DESCRIPTION 


































REFERENCE I NFORMA TI ON 
5REF 5500.0000 SQ.F7. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 





SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0080 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7SClO IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
. I" 
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I 3 
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DA -A SET SYMBOL CClNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB ELV-IS ELV-DS 55-6 REFERENCE INFOR~I;\ T 1 DN 
( RGM0921 B CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 1.000 .000 3.000 20.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT, ! RG11095 ) CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 I .000 10.000 13.000 20.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. BREF 2348.0000 rN. 
XMG:P 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMG:P .0000 IN. YC 




• ~ I 1 .8 
!: 
1 .4 ~ 
1.2 
m I ~ 
I '!heR... , ~ 
I I C:; I;.(~ 'j 1.0 
! ~ r\ i ' f i 
tt f h I I .8 
b~h I ~ 
= ~i I):: I ~ .6 
I ...., I I '''''rI. :! 
I '~ ih, t 3 
t: 'h' I! I ~ .4 
itJ. I) r'l iIi! ~ 
I q I"). I Ii tlllll~ .2, 
o I to ~ I: t 1 .. 1 t ! I 13 I 'tc N"'j' ,I ~ I L: • J 'l i,l': l:l 
I i I Iii t1 . ~ Iii' ill I ! : 5 
I '! r i ' "\:::, I ' I I.!.l I Ii! ! . I, ::l 
: I f r I :" I !! ,. :: 
-.2 
1 I :J I; , ' : 
T 1 : -.4 
1 :l 
I l I -.6 
il 1 I 1 j ! ill
,E, .... 11111 ",.1.." ,j, ,,' I, ,I. , ,I. ,I. 
-.8 
-1.0 
-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 
PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLM 
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0,0. "A SE T SYMBOL CCNF I G!-RA Tl ON OESCR I PTl ON 
(RGM092 J 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ i\T38.2 ) [RGM09SJ CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 ) 
1 .8 
1.6 
1 I 1 1.4 
I 
t= ! I , 11":1 
1.2 
1= 18 I~ 
1 t 11-1.0 
I ~ ~ 
I G' .8 
I I t; 
j I I ' J l' tJ i r . .6 
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I I i \ I II-:. 1 I~, ! I 
E I , i ~ i I I I I~ ! ! I I~ I . ! ! r . I 
I ! I I I I I i I\J I l if.:. , • I ' \ i 
i j I I 1\.. I ! Iq I , 
I-
u.. 0 ..... 
.J 
-.2 
. I I i "1 i ~ 
'I ! 1 -.4 
F j I I t I ! I 
1= I , I ! I I 1 I I f I -.6 
E I i 
I 1 I -.8 
! .1 I I i,"! ' , 
'" 
'"~ I" -1 .0
. 
-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 






SRE. SSOO.OOOO SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9\00 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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ELV-OB S5-6 REFERENCE IN~ORMATIQN 
3.000 20.000 SREF SSOO.Oooo 50.FT . (RI;M092) B CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NeZ AT38.2 (RGM09S) CAS K! FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 13.000 20.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. BREF 23'\8.0000 \1\;. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~RP .0000 !N. YC 
Zt-'RP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
,..., ,... 
'1'1 I" ri' '" "" I" I" 'I' ~ 12 
1 1 I 0 ~ 
,1, i. , I ~ 
'\ '\ I 10 
I 
.... 
I I .\ K I :; 
~ Ii ~ \. I I ~ 
! '\ "" I ! I 
9 
8 
'.... \. i I 
I t\ '-« I I ~ 7 
6 
! j I ~ ~ j I I ~ 
I I .~ Z I I ,' .... 
t: ; I . \ j, III I ~ 
5 
I j)""1 h I 1 i ,§ 
I . f'\] I '\ I I g 
, ':l
I I f.l-. ~ 
~" I . § 4 
.., \ ! ~ 
I 1\ I I I I I ~ 3 
I I >. ~ ! ~ 
~ '- '-'. l I :1 
e:- . I )... ,).., , I I g 
1 <..;, '-<{ I !~ 
2 
1 
, \., I i'>-- I I I I 3 
: I '-\ I i I I"" i I I I f ~ 
I 1\ . " , ! ~ 1 !).., I >--1 : I I ; i ~ 
I i I ~f I j \J I ; 5 
o 
-1 
J '" I,.. ",.I. 1: .. .I. .J I 0....J!.. I ,J 1 1 j 
LJ 'LJ -2 
-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
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0"'-'" SET SYMBOL CCN'I~"'TIClN [£SC~IPTION 
[RGM092) 8 C,..S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 STAB 1.000 1.000 
ELV-IS ElV-OO S5-6 
• 000 3.000 20.000 
REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT . 
(Rl;1109S) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9. I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 10.000 13.000 20.000 LREF 327.BOOO IN. BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC,..LE .0300 
TTD 
'! '! I 
'II r'I"I"! I I 3 ~ ',"I I 'I , , 
"'" 1\ 4 
""'["'" 'I I',\, I 1 J I
E '" "( 1111 III 
I J 1 1 I , I I I '-'I 1 I Il, 1 
Ell "I H 
I 1 l,l, 11,-1 1 1 8~ 
r, '\ 1 1 I I _ I~ 1 I I i-( I I] I ~ 
c-t- , , I!\ I '--" 
" I I ~ ! I 1 n- I ).., " j I I"--H 
H .,. "] I l-.ij 
\).., '-~ I I '" [1 I i I .-H r-U~+-+'-t-!h:-rJL-t-'[ ,_ I I 1 ~
e- "! \ '+-r-
I 
1-1 
! I" I f\ I , , , , r-r + I...., 1 \ I I " !' H 
:- ";..., i\! I 1
1
'--3 
I " J " , ,~ r 11\ I ! j' lJ I H e- 1 h _ I ! ~ I 
I I I . I I _ I I II 'Ii\ \. +! j H 
I "I I 1 ~\!: : ~ 
i I! , J I -II i'h I Ii; 
e-, '1;' ). I" I J ll~ 
, I ! J " 1 - I~ I I: 1 ' t I I I I 'i;).. I' I , 1 1 ~ I' I 'I j 1\ I t- 'I 1.11 1 
' !: I i I I i G j I 1 1'1 1 1 TI I 1 :l 
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLM 
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D .... • A SET SVl18CIL CCINF t GURA TION OESCR J PTI ClN STAB ELV-IB ELV-ClB S5-6 REFERENCE J"'FDR~'AT:~~ 
I .COO .000 3.000 20.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.':-T. 
1.000 10.000 13.000 20.000 LREF 327.8000 1'~. 
BREF 2348.00QO :~. 
tR(;M0921 B CA5 KI FO HlS.6 V9.l (PLUS. DRS NOZ AT3B.2 
r RGM09S) CAS K! ro HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
XMRP 1339.9100 !"I. XC 
'rI"RP .0000 i:-:. YC 
Z~'RP 190.7500 i"<. 2C 
SCALE .0300 
12 1111, " 
"/ I I I 3 I.i.. r ! \.. ,-- -r-- ~ -- - - 1 iI/ ~ :1 
11 t: I I I I I I I I '.:.t 1'1 I ! :i F 'I I I TI I f ~ 1\ \ ' ,:; 
1 f' -!, I:: , l:t I:. I I I I I I I , ' ,~ I Il !" 
1 Ot I I I I 1 T I I I T., K : I: ! 3 
TIl 1 ~ I I , I I I L,). I I 
9-1: I I ! I ! I 11 1 I r\ \; , !! _ I 1 i 1 ~ 
\ 1\ I I' I I I ~ ~ I ,.I- I)... I ~ 
8S 1 ! ! ! ~\ ; ~ 
Ie' • i I - , i ' \ ! ~ 
7 ~ I I I , I 'R; i RJ ' I I 'i j ; j g 
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§ 
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I I I I I I I ,,--n-, I I I \[1 -I r 1 -, 1 1 , 1 I Iii j 
l T t--r t-f! I ~ -r- r-'-r-r --n I II T -I TIl! ~ 
4 t '\ IK l III f I LU 
1; I I~ - i -r \ I Ii. I ,\ ~ ~ ~ 
3 .' I 1,\ iiI IS.. I I 1 ! I I 1 ill , ! :l 
2§ 
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1 ~ 11 1 II II I r I r I-ll I \ I I I I I I'll I] I LJ I I f I 'l~l 
~ o 1 ; 
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~ I • '-' 
-.5 '-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 
PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLM 
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D~-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM092J 8 CAS K.I FD H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NDZ AT38.2 (RGM095I CAS KI FO HiS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORBNOZ AT38.2 
,..., 
'"' 12 t' r 
~ 11. 
~ \' I\, 
~ ,l. 1 






t \ 7 
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REI'"ERENCE I NFORMA T I O!'l 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 iN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMR? .0000 IN. YC 














1 ! I , ~ 
1 I I I g 
I I ! I ! ::j ! :l 
I j f ~ 
! , ~ 
! i ~ 
1 ~ . ! 
! I ' 3 
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, 1 .. 
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1 I ~ 
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: i I I ~ 
. J ' i ,.. . 'J'''! I""l,j 
-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
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55-6 REFERENCE INtCl~I"'~T!e"l 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SG.,T. (R,;MI17 J § CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRS TCS AT38.3 (RGMI20) CA5 Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRS TCS AT38.3 




.000 LREF 327.8000 1"1. 
.000 BREF 2348.0000 II'.. 
X~RP 1339.9100 !N. XC 
YMRP .0000 !N. YC 
Zt-'.RP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
1.8 1111 t "" pI T"T" 'I'''' I"" I''''\'' "[1 
1.6 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Fl I I I I I I I I I I I ! iii 
1.4~ I I ! I ! I ! I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I ; ; 
, , t H-+ii I I I I I I I I i I I \ I I ! I I I I I I lJJ I I I 3 1 .2t-H I I . i I I I 'I j I , , I , 
t-t 11111::rhl3H1! 
1.01111 ! IIIII1IIII EElIIIIII ±~-IIII 
• 
8 ~ I l,.l..t:l t:Y ..) V"" g 
J:' I ...... ~~y I 1! 1 I I .. 
.6 'r~Vi.--K -, -r 11 1 
I , h.--' t::liY'y~ ! I I I ;j 
.4 . I J~~O" ~)' . I f 
f j i i .1~~!l ~ , -3 
. 
2 
. I I i .ltr:::t;..q] ...... ~ i-:J 
n:"" I i J~ .... )?~ I! I I I i I I 
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'-:l 
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OA • A SET SVMOOL CONF I GUR" TI ON OESCR I PTI ON STAB ELV-IB ELV-OS 55-6 REFERENCE f NFORMA T ION 
-2.000 .000 3.000 .000 
-2.000 10.000 13.000 .000 
-2.000 -10.000 -7.000 .000 
t RGMI17 I § CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
!RGMI20) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS ADa.3 
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~ I i I I j i I § 
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CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAW. OEG. 
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55-6 REFERE~~E INFORMATION 
[Rl;MI17J § CAS KI FO Hls.6 "1.1 (PLUS. ORB TCs AT38.3 
C RGMI 20 I CAS KI FO HIs.6 V~ I (PLUS. ORB TCs AT38.3 







5REF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 l~ • 
BREF 2348.0000 1'J. 
XMRP !339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~RP .0000 I 'J. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN, ZC 
SCALE .0300 
1 • t .• ". '~ 
-:; 
, ~ 
, ~ 1 • 
:i 
1. I I '1 -~ 
, 3 
I ' I ~ 
" 
1. 
I I I I .... Ct:::::::::n I ~ 
I I --jy"'" y~ I § 1 • 
, ry~r l,.....<.,.- I j 
. I J:~~~....-l...--'f I 5 
I I 1~'~/' I I I ~ 
r~~ I I I g .6 
r~r;::.;.t:...-/ I I I ! § 
rn.-:::PiJ /V + i § 
rh~?~/V' ! ! ~ 
~~/// I ~ 
.4 
.2 
, "Y"':::/C'~/,/" I, f I I I : § 
~:r//' I I I il, I i 3 
./~.Y' I ; I I: Ii: 3 
ttr::: v\'! • I I I I I! ~ 
o 
-.2 
: ~- , I I j I ! g 
I I I § -.4 
i I j I I i .~ 
i I I I 3 -.6 
I 3 
I I ! j I i ~ -.8 
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OA -A SET SYMBOL C~IG~ATlON DESCRIPTION STAB ELV-IB 
(RGMI17) § CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT3S.3 (RGMI20) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT3B.3 












~ '.' 11 
'\..:,..." 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ."T, 
LREF 327.s0ao !N • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190 .. 7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
TTl 
'" I" : ~:i I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t=H 
1.4t I I I I I I I J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . 
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.8~' ~IIIIII! 
, ..dr;~~ 
.6~ ~~ 1 Iii 1 1 1 I 1 1 , 
~ Jttt=::~¥ ' ' 
.4~ £«~,y 1 1 ' I~~I I 
2 ~ 1 1 ; 1 1 1 1 I r~ :/)~/ I 
• 1 11 1 1 I _r~""" --t- 1 : 
o ~ 1 i I I I ....... ~f?'./V I I I I 1 1 
1= I I I 1 Air V 1 I ' I 1'_ 
/"./' ./ 1 'i ~ 
2tt' ...... :±1r: /' " i I ~ -.! Hr':A"' ' I ,:; 
blj ~ 1 I; Iii ~ ::1111111111111111111111111111111111 ! II 
J 
-1 .o~" ,I" """' 1" .. ',",1. 11 ,'11, ,III' ,I .. , ,I" "','111"""",1."",,,,1,, ",,,,,i, II 01""1,, "',, ,,1,"./, ",1",.1,," I, "".",1" "I" "I 11,,1," ,I, '!ll,,"I 11 "~.,,.L.,~ 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
CARRIER FRL ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAW. DEG. 
FIG. 238 747+eRB(4 DEG), ELEVATeR EFFECT,FLAPS UP FERRY 
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D~'~ SET SYMBCL CDNFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
















STAB ELV-IB ELV-OB 
-2.000 .000 3.000 
-2.000 10.000 13.000 
-2.000 -10.000 -7.000 
.06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16 
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD 
FIG. 238 747+~RB(4 DEG), ELEVAT~R EFFECT,FLAPS UP FERRY 
CAJMACH = .30 
,~-~--.-- ... - ... ~ .. - . 
55-6 REFERENCE INFQRM~TIQN 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. 
.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
.18 .20 .22 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL C~IGURATJON DESCRIPTION STAB ELV-IB 
(RGMI17J § CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.3 -2.000 .000 (~IGMI20 J CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT3B.3 -2.000 10.000 
{RGMI19J CAS Kl Fa H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 -10.000 
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REFEREN:E 1r-FC!RMAr ICIN 
SREF 5500.0000 5a.FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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5REF 5500.0000 sa.FT. [RGMI17 J § C~5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 (RGMI20 J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
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BREF 2348.000:) IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
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0"'-'" SET SYt'BtL CONFI~ArICIN OESCRIPTICIN STAB ELV-IB ELV-OO 55-6 REFERENCE I NFOOI'1" T I CIN 
3.000 .000 SREF ssoo.oOoo sa.FT. { RGM I 17 J § CAS K I FO HIS. 6 V9. I (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38. 3 (RGMI20) C"S 1<1 Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs "T38.3 
(RGMI19) C,.,S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes "T38.3 
-2.000 .000 
-2.000 10.000 13.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
-2.000 -10.000 -7.000 .000 8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XM~P 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI20J CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 (RGMI17) § CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.3 (RGMII9J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN . 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 :!\!. XC 
YMRP .0000 :~. YC 
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55-6 REFERE~CE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 327.8000 IN • (RGMI20 ) CAS KJ ro HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS 1.138.3 -2.000 10.000 (RGMI17J § CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS 1.138.3 -2.000 .000 
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FIG. 238 747+~RB(4 DEG), ELEVAT~R EFFECT,FLAPS UP FERRY 
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BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA -A Sf r svM90L CClNF 1 GURII T 1 ON OESCR 1 pr 1 ON STAB ELV-IB ELV-OB 55-6 REFERENCE 1 NFClRMA T ION 
-2.000 .000 3.000 .000 S''?£F' SSClO.OOOO SO.FT. 
-2.000 10.000 13.000 .000 LRE;:- 327.8000 1"l. 
-2.000 -10.000 -7.000 .000 8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
X~p 1339.9100 IN. XC 
(RGM! 17 J § CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB rcs AT38.3 
:RGM1201 CAS KI FO HIS.S Y9.1 [PL.US. ORB TCS AT38.3 
tRGMI19J CAS Kl FO HIS.6 ye.l (PL;J5. ORB res AT38.3 
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oA-A SET SYM8DL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB ELV-IS 
(RGMI17) R CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS t\T38.3 -2.000 .000 
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REFEREt-.'CE J NFClRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LRfF 327.BOCO IN • 
8REF 2348.0000 IN • 
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DA~A SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI17 J § CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 "T39.3 (RGM1201 CAS Kl Fa H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
fRGMl19) CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB TCS AT39.3 
STAB ELV-IS ELV-CB 55-6 
-2.000 .000 3.000 .000 
-2.000 10.000 13.000 .000 
-2.000 -IO.oeO -7.000 .000 
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t ,"·'*"'·~'i:I .. t. ) ..... , _~~~·~."I~I"8h~~~ __ W-~ __ ~.~~~~~~~~~, -.~ .... -... -.--.. -.~~--~-
REFERENCE t !'FCRMA T I (}\l 
SREF 5500.0000 50.FT . 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.~OO IN. 
XMRP \339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .00"...0 ;N. 'I.e 
Z~~RP 190.7500 IN .. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
lOT 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.~~. 
LREF 327.8008 IN . 
BREF 2348 . 0000 IN. 
XHRP '1339.9!00 IN. XC 
(RGHI20) CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3) -2.000 10.000 (RGHI17) § CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 -2.000 .000 
CRGHl191 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. Cl~8 TCS AT3B.3 1 -2.000 -10.000 
YMRP .0000 ::.:. v::: 
ZMRP 190.75CO 1',~: 
SCALE .0380 
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O~"~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI17) B CAS KIFO HIS.6 VS.l (PLUS.ORBTC5AT3B.3 (RGMI20) CASKI FO HIS.6 V9.[ (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.3 
















REiFE:REI\'C£ ! NF't'lR'"lA r I C"I 
SREF 5S~.0tlC0 S(!.l!:-T. 
LR£F 327.aeon t'\!. 
8REF 2348.ocoo :"'. 
XMRP !339.9WG :N. XC 
YMRP .DC-X: :"1. vC 
ZMRP 190'-:~':;>:". ZC 
SCALE .03C:1 
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OA ~ A SET SYM8~L C~NF I GURA T.\ ~N oESCR I PT lDN ST








REFERENCE J NFORMh T I CN 
SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
(RGMlI7) ~ CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORaTes "'T38.3 {RGM!20 J t.,..I CAS Kl Fa HIS.S \'9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.3 
-2.000 .000 
-2.000 10,bOO LREf:" 327.13000 IN • 
IRGM1I91 V' CAS KI FO H!S.S V9.1. (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 -10.000 
eREF 2348.0000 \"l. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMR? .0000 !N. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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45.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT, 
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0"-" SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATl~ DESCRIPTlCN 
(RGMOBI) Bells KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.2 
tRGMOB7J ells KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes "T38.2 
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SREF 55::10.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 iN. XC 
Yf"RP .oooe iN. YC 
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REFERENCE I NF~A T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348. 0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
[RGMD81 J 8 CAS K1 Fa HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 
cRGMQ87J CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 
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0,0.-,0. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMbat) B CAS Kt FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 
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REFERE~~E INFORMATION 
5REF 5500.0000 5Q~FT. 
LREF 327 .. 8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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REFERENCE 1 1I.'f'(R1A T I ON 
















XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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DA-A SETS~M80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM081) 8 CAS KI F"O H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT39.2 
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SREF 5500.0000 sQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y1"'RP .0000 IN. YC 
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orA SET SYMOO!.. CDNF"IGURATlO>J DESCRIPTION 
(RGM081 J 8 CAS Kj FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.2 (RGM087J CASKI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.2 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 234B • 0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0" -II SET SYMBOL CClNFIGUR"T 100 OESCRIPTlOO 
l RGMOB1) 8 C"S Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38.2 (RGM0871 C"S Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS flT38.2 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. vC 
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DA -A SET SYMBI1 eeN=" I GURA T ION OESCR I PTI ON 
(RGMOSI) R eA5 KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.2 
lRGMQ87) '-' CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB TCS AT38.2 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000. S1J.P. 
LREF 327 • BODO IN_ 
8REF 2348 _ 0000 IN_ 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0 ... -·A SET SYMBOL C!JIIFIGUR"'TION DESCRIPTlClN STAB 
(RGM092) CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT39.2) 1.000 [RGM099) § C ... S KI FO V9.1 {PLUS. ORB NeZ "'T38.2A) 
CRGM091) CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 [PLUS. eR8 NOZ AT38.2) -2.000 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB 
(RGM092) CAS KI Fa HIS.S VS.I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 1 1.000 [RGM0991 § CAS KI Fa VS.I [PLUS. ORB NelZ AT38.2Al 
(RGM091 ) CAS KI Fa HIS.S VS.I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2) -2.000 
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SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BRE!=' 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAW. OEG. 
FIG. 241 747+~RB(8 OEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL C~NE ~FF 
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D~-A SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ST~8 
(RGM099l § CA5 KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2AJ (RGM092 J CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2) 1.000 
[RGM091 1 C~S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ ~T38.2 1 -2.000 
1. : 
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SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
LRCF 327 .8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.00CO IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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C~RRIER FRL ~NGLE OF ~TTACK, ALPHAW, DEG. 
FIG. 241 747+~RB(8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL C~NE ~FF 
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D~-~ SET SYMB~ CONFIG4R~TION DESCRIPTION ST~B 
(RGM092) CAS KI Fa .HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 I 1.000 (RGM099) § CAS KI Fa V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NelZ ~T38.2A) (RGM091 I CAS KI Fa ,HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ ~T38.2 I -2.000 
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REFERENCE I NFORM~ T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREI'" 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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CARRIER FRL ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAW. DEG. 
FIG. 241 747+QRB(8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL CONE OFF 
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OA'-A SET SYMBCIL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM099) ~ CAS Kt FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NClZ AT3B.2A) (RGM0921 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 lPLUS. DRB NOZ .... T38.2 ) 
(RGM09I) \. C .... S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB NOZ .... T38.2 ) 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD 
FIG. 241 747+~RB(8 oEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL C~NE QFF 
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DA7A SET SY/'SOL CCII'I'IGLRATION DESCRIPTION STAB 
(RGM0921 'CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9. I (PLUS. ClRB NOZ AT38.2) 1.000 (RGt()99) § CAS 10 Fa V9.1 {PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2AI 





























REFEREt£E I NFClRMA T 1 ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
.22 .24 .26 
FIG. 241 747+0RBCS OEG), STABILIZER EFFEOT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL CONE OFF 
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: DA-A SET SYMOOL CIlNFIGURATION DE
SCRIPTION STA8 
(RGM099.1 § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NeZ AT38.2Al IOR8 55-6 7.850 20.000 7~850 20.000 
7 .. esc 20.000 
REFERENCE 1 NFORMAT 1 ON 



















(RG;~092) CAS Kl FO, HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 1 t .000 
(RGM091) CAS K! FO HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2) -2.000 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~~P .0000 [N. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .03CO 
1.8~mrr~~~~~~~ 
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DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD 
FIG. 241 747+0RB(S DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL C6NE OFF 
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0,0.-,0. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB IORB S5-6 REFERENCE INfORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. [RGM099J § CAS KI Fa V9.1 [PLUS. ORB NelZ "T38.2A) 




LREF 327 . SODA IN. 
8REF 2348 . 0000 ! II: • 
XMRP 1339.910C IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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OA-A SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM0991 § CAS KI Fa V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2Al (RGM092J CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 1 
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REFERENCE I"''FORM,~T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF ?Z7.8000 IN. 
BRE'" 2348. 0000 IN. 
XMRP 1229.9100 tN. XC 
YMRP .0000c IN. YC 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
FIG. 241 747+~RB(8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL C~NE ~FF 
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D"-A SET SYMBOL COt-FIGURAHON DESCRIPTION STAB 
(RGM099J § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NelZ "T38.2AI [RGM092J CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 [PLUS. ORB NOZ AT3B.2 1 1.000 
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REFERENCE I NFDRMAT J ON 
5REF' 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN .• 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP \90.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
" .. n~ 
--= 
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.5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG. 241 747+CRBC8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL CCNE CFF 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RljM099) § CA5 Kl FO V9. I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2Al (RGr1092) CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 I (RGM09I) CA5 Kl FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 ) 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5REF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG. 241 747+0RB(8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT. FLAPS UP LAUNCH. TAIL CeNE OFF 
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OA - A SET 5YMBC!L CCNF I GURA Tl ClN OESCR I PTI CIN ST A8 












SREF 5500.0000 SQ"FT" 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348 . oDeD ! N • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .OOGO IN. YC 
ZMRP 190 .7500 IN. Z: 
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FIG. 241 747+~RB(8 OEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL C~NE ~FF 
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O;.o,.-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION l'JESCRIPTlClN STAB 







SREF 5500.0000 SO.CT. 





































I RGM092 J C ... 5 Iq ro HIS.S VS.I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2) 1.000 
(RGM091 J . CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 J -2.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9JOO IN. X: 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 241 747+~RB(8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, ·FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL C~NE ~FF 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[RGM092) , CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 ) [ RGM099 I § CAS K I FO V9 • I ( PLUS. ORB NelZ A T38 • 2A J 
(RGM091 ) CAS Kl FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 ) 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 1"1. YC 
ZMRP 190.7Sao IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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SRE~ 5500.0~2C SO.FT. 
LREF :?~7 .8OCO IN. 
BREF 2348.00CO IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 !~. XC 
!RGM092) CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.t ,PLUS. ORB NOZ AT39.2 ) (Rt3MO'.l91 § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2"') 
(RGM091) CAS Kt FO H15.6 V9. j (PLUS. ORB NDZ AT38.2 ) 
t .000 
-2.000 
YM",P .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7580 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 241 747+~RB(8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL C~NE ~FF 
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0 .... A SET SYI'1BClL CONF I GURA T ION OESCR I PT I ON 
lRGM0921 CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 ) (RGM099) § CAS Ki FO V9.1 (PLUS. CIRB NCIZ A'38.2A) 
[RGM091) CI\5 KI FO H15.6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB NOZ A138.2 ) 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 1 N • 
BREF 2348. 0000 1'" . 
XMRP 1339.9100 l"l. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMR~ 190.7 500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
FIG. 241 747+~RB(8 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP LAUNCH, TAIL C~NE ~FF 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB 
(RGMI2S) C"'S KI FO HIS. I ... V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "'138.3) -2.000 (RGMID7 J § C ... S KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.3 J 










5REF 5500.0000 SQ.~:. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 234B.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC"'!_E • 0300 
1 • 1 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+QRB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SREF S500.0ooo SQ;FT . (RG.'1l07) § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB TCS AT38.3 J '\.000 (RGMI2S) CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 J -2.000 4.000 
(RGMIOBl CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLus. ORB TCS "T3B.3) -3.200 4.000 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
















YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
Zt-'tRP 190.7S00 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB 
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REFERENCE I Nf"ORMA T I ON 
SREF SSOO.~JD SQ.FT • 
.LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP \90.7500 IN,. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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0" -" SET 5Yt'SOL CIJIF I ~ATI ON OESCR I PTI ON 5T "8 
(RGMI25J C"5 Kl FO HIS.I" V9.L (PLUS. ORB TCS "T38.3 -2.000 (RGM
I07) § C"5 KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
(RGMI08 J C"S KI FO HIS.I" ~9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes "T38.3 -3.200 
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REFERENCE I NFCRH" T I ON 
5REF '5500.0000 5a. FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XG-
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT; FLAPS UP FERRY 
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0'-;-'" SET svM8C!L C~'GUR ... T'ON DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI2S J ,C"'S KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes "'T38.3 (RGMI07) § C"'S KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS"'T38.3 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
SREF S500.oooo SQ .FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+0RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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DA-A SET SVt130L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB 
(RGMI01 J § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 J 
IRGMI251 CAS KI FO HIS.IA VS.I (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3) -2.000 
(RGMIOSl CAS KIFO Hls.IA VS.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3) -3.200 
1. 1= ... TfT 
... . ,. 
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DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.BOOO IN • 
SREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP • DOG;.; IN. ve 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+~RB(4 OEG), STABILIZER EFFECT. fLAPS UP FERRY 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 327.8000 IN . 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN . 
CRGMI071 § CIIS KI Fa V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCSIIT38.3 (RGMt25) CIIS KI FO HIS.III V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS IIT3B.3 -2.000 
CRGMI08) CIISK) FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -3.200 XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 

























o,,~;.. SET SYMOOL CONfIGUR"TION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI07) § CA5 ·KIr.'O V9.1 (PLUS. 008 .. TC5 AT38.3 
I RGMI2'5) CAS KI FO H15. tA V9. t (PLUS. ORB 1C5 A138.3 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I eN 
sREF 5500.0000 SO.n. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ST .... B 
(RGMI071 § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGMI2S1 CAS KI FO H!S.!A V9.! (PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.3 
(RGMI08 J CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM 
/ 
REFERENCE lNcDRM .... TlO~ 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.COOO IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB 
[RGMt25l CAS Kl FO H\S.\A V9.\ (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 -2.000 [ Rt>M I 07 1 § CAS K I FO V9 • I [ PLUS. ORB TCS A T38 • 3 
£ RGMIOe) CAS Kl FO H\S.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 -3.200 
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- .16 - . 12 - .08 -.04 0 .04 .08 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
o 
REFERE~~E INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ,FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN • 
XM"P 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+~RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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0.0\ ~.o\ SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA Tl C!N OESCR I PTl ON STAB 
(RGMI07) § CAS KI FO V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS .o\T39.3 
C, RGMI2S) CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. eRB TCS AT39.3 -2.000 (RGMI08J CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS IIT39.3 -3.200 
I ORB SS-6 
4 .000 .000 
4.000 .000 
4.000 .000 
REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I CIN 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP !90.75oo IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 242 BASIC 747+0RB(4 DEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI~ DESCRIPTION STAB 
(RGMI2Sl CA5 KI FO HIS.IA VS.I (PLUS. ClRB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 (RGMJ07J § CAS KI FO VS.I (PLUS. ClRB TCS AT38.3 
lRGMI08l CAS KI Fa HIS.IA V9.! (PLUS. ClRB 1CS AT38.3 -3.200 
~ "[[ '" A 1 • 
r-r:- ~ 
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- .16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM 
REFERENCE INFClRMATI~ 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.F~ . 
LREF 327.8000 IN . 
BREF 2348 . 0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 247 BASIC 747+~RB(4 OEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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OA"A SET SYMB~L C~IGURATION DESCRIPTI~N STAB I oRB 55-6 
lRGMI07) § CA5 Kl FO V9.1 [PLUS. ORB r(5 AT3B.3 
r RGMI2S J CAS KI Fa HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 (RGMIOBJ CAS KI FO HIS.I'" V9.1 (PLUS. eRB TCS AT3B.3 
4.000 .000 
-2.000 4.000 .000 
-3.200 4.000 .000 
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PITCHING MeMENT CeEFFICIENT, CLM 
REFEREf..tE INF'ORMA nON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XM~P 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 















FIG. 242 BASIC 747+QRBC4 OEG), STABILIZER EFFECT, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB I ORB S5-6 REFERENCE I NF!JRMA T ION SQ.FT. [ RGM I 07 I § ,CAS K I FO V9. I [ PLUS. ORB rC5 A T38 . 3 (RGMI25,) . CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.3 ( RGM I 08 ) CAS K I FO HIS. I A V9. 1 ( PLUS. ORB rcs A T38 . 3 4.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 -2.000 4.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. -3.200 4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
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OA-A SET SYMBClL C~IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGI1D81) 8 CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I eN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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REFERENCE I t\OFORMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. (RGM081 I B CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 
[FGM06S1 CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 LREF 327 .8000 IN. BREF 23<\8.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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SREF SSOO.OOOO SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.91tl0 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP \90.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CClt-FIGURATlCIN DESCRIPTION 
(RGM08I) 8 CA5 KI FD H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB TC5 AT38.2 
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DA-" SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DE5CRIPT1~N 
(RGMOSS) § BTWT-1431CAS KI FO HIS.IA 
lRGM041) BT'oIT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 

















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCAl~ .0300 
TTTTJTTITiTrITfIT 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[Rl;110S5) § ST'vIT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.IA (RGM041) BTW'T-143ICAS KI FO HlS.lA V9.1 
r RGM043) BT'oIT-1431CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 
ALPHA! ST AS 55-6 
6.000 -1.900 .000 
6.000 -2.000 .000 
6.000 -2.000 .000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1::1!39.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7S00 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( RGM04 I ) anlT -1431 CAS K I FO HIS. I A V9. I [RGf1055J § BTWT-143ICA5 KI FO HI5.IA 














SREF 5500.0000 SQ. C'T • 
LREF 327.8000 I~ • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP ;OOOO!N. YC 
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DA'-A SET SYMBClL CONFI~ATlC!N DESCRIPTlClN ALPHA 1 STAB 
6.000 -1.900 
REFERENCE INFORMATIClN 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
55-6 
• 000 (RGM055J § 8TWT-1431CA5 KI Fa HI5.1" [RGM041 J 8TWT-1431CA5 KI Fa HIS.IA V9.1 





LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
xt1RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI~~ DESCRIPTION ALPHA! STAB 






SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • (RGMOSS) § BTIIT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.IA ( RGM041 ) BTIIT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.! 
(RGM043) BHlT-143!CAS KI FO H!S.6 V9.1 
6.000 -2.000 
6.000 -2.000 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN . 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HGMOS5) § BTWT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.IA 
[RG!1041) BTWT-143ICAS Kl FO HIS.IA V9.1 
(RG~1043) BT .... T-143ICA5 KI FO H15.6 v9.1 























ALPHA I STAB 















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327 • BODO IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN . 
Xl':RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
Zl':RP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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Oil-II SET SYl":BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMOSS) § BT .... T-143ICA5 KI FO HI5.IA (RGM04l) BT .... T-143ICA5 KI FO HI5.IA V9.1 




























SRE- 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
8REF 2348.0000 tN. 
Xt-'.RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
WRP .0000 :N. YC 
Z~·qP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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fJA 'II SCT SYMBClL CC!t-.'F I GURA TI ON OESCR I PTI ON ALPHA! STAB S5-6 REFERENCE INF~ATION 
5REF 5500.0000 5Q.FT . 
LR£F 327.8000 IN . t.R[jHQSS J § BTW'T-1431CAS KI Fa HIS.IA (RGM041), BTW'T-143ICAS KI F.O HIS.IA V9.1 
I RGM043J BT'o'T-1431CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 





• 000 BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .COOO IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA -A SET SYMSDL CCNF1GURATlCIN DESCRIPTION 
(R!'>MCI55J § BTWT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.IA (RGM041 1 BTWT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 
(RGM043I 8T"'T-143ICAS KI FO HIS.6 V9,1 
ALPHA I ST AS 55-6 
6.000 -1.900 .000 
6.000 -2.000 .000 
6.000 -2.000 .000 
TTT 
REFERENCE INFORMATIC~ 
SRE' 5S00_000a SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 [t.", 
SREF 2348.0000 tN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 :N. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. Z[ 
SCALE .0300 
jJJlpli'l" 
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OA .. A SET SYMBOL CDt-F I GURA Tl ~ OESCR: PT I C!N 
l Rr,MO?S) § 8WT-1431CAS KI FO HIS.IA 
(HGr~011) 8T'o'T-143ICAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.I 
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REFERENCE lNFDRMATI~ 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327 • BODO IN . 
8REF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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D~-A SET SYMBOL CDNFIG~~ATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
(RGM055) § BTlt'T-143ICA5 KI "'D HIS.IA (RGMD41) BT",T-143ICAS KI FO HI5.IA V9.1 (RGM043) BT"'T-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 
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""1\ ~ b 
REFERENCE I NCDRM~ T I D'~ 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 327.BOOO It-:. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP . COO::; ! /II. \'C 
Z~RP 190.750C tN.;:C 
SCALE .0300 
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REFERENCE I NfURMA T I ON 
[RGM055J § BTlH-,H3ICAS KI FO HIS.IA [RGM04.1 I BTWT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 




SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
















YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-A SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA! 5TAB 55-6 REFERENCE lNnR~ml'l"' 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. (RGM055) § 8T'o'T-1431CA5 KI Fa HI5.IA (RGM04I) 8T'o'T-1431CA5 KI Fa HI5 .• 111 V9.1 
(RGM0431 8h'T-1431CA5 ~l FO H15.6 V9.1 
6.000 -1.900 .000 
6.000 -2.000 .000 
6.000 -2.000 .000 
LREF 327 .8000 1 N • 
8REF 2348 .0000 1 N • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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REFERENCE I M'"ORMA Tl ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. [RGM0551 § BTWT-143ICA5 KI FO HIS.IA [RGM041 I BTWT-143ICAS KI FD HIS.IA V9.1 




LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 1 N . 
















YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA-A SET SYM8~L C~IGURATI~N DESCRIPTI~N 
(RGM041 J BT'w'T-143ICA5 KI FO HlS.lA V9.1 (RGM055 J § BT'w'T-143ICA5 KI FO HI5.!A 





















a ,III IIIIII~ ~ 
~ .. 01 ~ I IN-· 
'T~ 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.3000 1 N • 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN . 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI05) § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
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5REF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
! RGMIOSl § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 ( RGM.I ! 0 l CAS K I FO HIS. I A V9. I (PLUS. DRB TCS A T3B • 3 (RSMI14) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 
ALPHA I STA9 55-6 IOR9 REFERENCE INmRMATIQ~ 
6.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
6.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
6.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .ooeo !N. YC 
Z~IRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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0" -A SET SYMBOL CCNF I GLRA TI ON OESCR I PTI ON "LPHAI 
[RGMlO5) § C"S KI FO HIS.!" (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B,3 
























STAB 55-6 IORB 
-2.000 .000 4.000 
-3.200 .000 4.000 
-3.200 .000 4.000 
~.'.' ~ .... '~ 
REFERENCE INFClRH"TIClN 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~lRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC"LE .0300 
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OA"A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI~N OESCRIPTI~N 
(RGMIOSJ § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGMIIOJ CAS KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
(RGM1I4 J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TeS AT3B.3 
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IORB REFERENCE INFORMATIC~ 
4.000 SREF SSCO .0000 SO .FT • 
4.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
4.000 8REF 234B .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA - A SEr SYM!3f)L CONFI GURA TI ON OESCR I PTI ON 
( RGM I 10 ) CAS K I FO H 15 • I A v9. 1 r PLUS. DRB TC5 A DB .. 3 (RGMIOS) § CAS Kl FO HIS.IA (PLUS. DRB TC5 AT3B.3 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 234B.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
vMRP .0000 IN. vC 
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{RGMiOS) § CAS KI FO l-iIS.lA (PLUS. ORB Tes AT3B.3 
,RGHIIO) DATA NCIT AVAILABLE (HGHlI4) CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 1.138.3 
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SREF SSOO.OOOO SC.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 I~. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
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ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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OA' .... SO SYMBOL CClNF!GLJRATJON DESCRIPTJo,'J 
(R';t110S) § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 J (RGHIIOJ 0.'5 K\FO HIS.IAV9.1 (PLUS.ORBTCSAT38.3J (RGMI H ) C/\5 KI FO HiS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 J 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF SSOO.oooo SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348 .0000 J N • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP '.0000 IN. vC 
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REFERE"lCE I "'FORMA Tt 0.'J 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
fRGMIOS) § CAS 1<1 FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 (RGHIIO) CAS KI FO HIS.IA v9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 !RGM1141 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -3.200 -3.200 LREF 327.8000 !N. 8REF 2348. oooa : '" • XMRP 1339.9100 IN, XC YMRP .0000 IN, YC 
ZMt{P 190 • 7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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0 .... 'A SET SYMOOL CtN=IGLRATlON DESCRIPTIDN 
(RGMIOSI § CAS KI FO HIS.IA [PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
[RGMIIO) C"5 KI FO HIS.IA V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 (RGMI14) . C"S KI FO HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
ilLPHAI STAB S5-6 ICIRB REFERENCE INfORMATION 
6.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 SREF 55OO.QOOO SO.FT. 
6.000 -3.200 .000 40.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
6.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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Oil -/I SET SYMBOL CONFI GlJRA T/ ClN OESCR I PT/ ClN 
[ RGM I 10 J CAS K I FO H 15 • I A V9. I ( PLUS. ClRB TC5 A D8 • 3 
CRGMI05 J § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB lC5 AT38.3 
(RGMI14J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 




































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 1 hi • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA"A SET SYM8~L CONFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTI~N ALPHAl STAB 
(RGMIIO) DATA N~T AVAILABLE 
[RGMIOSl § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ~R8 TC5 AT3B.3 
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REFERENCE I "'FORMAT I eN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BRe:F 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA"A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI05) § CAS KI Fa HIS.IA (PLUS. OR8 TCS AT38.3 (RGMIIO) CAS K1 Fa HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 


















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.~T. 
LREF 327 • BOG:! l'\l • 
BREI" 2348.CooO !N. 
XMRP 1339.8100 IN. XC 
Y~lRP .l'O::::: IN. YC 
ZMRP :90. 75CiJ :N. lC 
S~"LE .0300 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIL~' 
(RGMIIO) CAS KI FO HIS.!A V9.! (PLllS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGM10S) § CA'S KI FO HIS.!A (h',)S. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
{RGMI14 J CAS KI FO H1S.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 23-18.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA -A SST SYMBOL CONFIGURATICIN DESCRIPTION ALPHA! STAB S5-6 IClR8 REFERENCE !NFCRMAT1C~ 
( RGMlOSJ § CAS KI FO HIS,lA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 6.000 -2.000 .000 4.0(;;) SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. (RGMl to J CAS Kt FO HIS.IA V9.t (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 13.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 LREF 327.80DO IN. (RGMI14 J CA5 KI Fa H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB TC5 AT3B.3 6.0eo -3.200 .000 4.000 BREF 234B.0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. rC 
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0"-" SET S't'MBelL CClNFIGURATlCIN DE5CRIPTlelN 
(RGMIOSI § C"S KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. elRB TC5 AT38.3 
(RGMIIOI C"S KI FO HIS.I" V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS "T3B.3 
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SREF SSOO.OOOO SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN'. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA" A SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA T I C!N OESCR I PTl ON ALPHA! 







S5-6 REFERE~~E INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT . ( RGN(56) § BHIT-143ICA5 K I F20 H15. 1 A ( RGM057 J BntT - I 431 CAS K I F20 HI 5 • I A V9. I 




LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 iN . 
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55-6 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RGM056J § BTWT-1431CA5 KI F20 HIS.IA (RGM057) BTWT-143IC,4.S KI F20 'HIS.!A V9.1 
[RGMOGO) BT'JT-143!C,4.S Kl F20 'HIS.6 V9.! 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 




YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 19O.7S00 IN. ZC 
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55-6 REFERENCE JNFORMATJO~ 
5REF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • (RGI'-'.Q57) BTWT-143i'CAS K I F20 HIS. I II V9. I (RGHDS6) § BT'w'T-1431CAS KI F20 HIS.IA 
(RGM060) BT'o'T-143ICAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 
. 000 
. 000 
• 000 BRIT 2348.0000 IN . 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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D~"A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION oESCRIPTI~ 
(RI,M0561 § BTWT-143ICA5 Kl F20 HI5.IA (RGM057J BTWT-143ICA5 KI F20 H15.1~ V9.1 






























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 1 N • 
XMRP J339.9100 tN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA'A SrT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RbMO~6 J § BT"'T-143LCA5 KI F20 H!S .• !A 
!RGM057J BT'tIT-!431CAS K! F20 HIS.!A V9.1 (RGM060) BT"'T-1431CAS Kl F20 HIS.6 V9.1 
















REFEREl'..'CE ! NFORt1A T! ON 
SREF 5S00.OOOO SO.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
B~EF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y':RP .0000 IN. YL: 
Zr-:RP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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55-6 REFERENCE I~~QRMAT!CN 
CRGM0561 § BT'WT-1431CAS KI F20 HIS.I" 
r RGM057) BT'JT-1431CAS KI F20 HIS.I" V9.1 




SREF 5500.0000 SD.F1 • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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011"/\ ~ET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATlON OESCRlPT lDN 
(Rl>M057 J BT'w'T-143IC"S KI. P20 HIS.1A VS. I (RbMQS6 J § BTI{T-143JCA5 KI 1'"20 HIS.IA 













REI'"ER£'\lCE !N'QRr-<II ~ ::"' .. 
SREF 55QO.03OQ SG.'- • 
LREF 327.0000 I'~. 
BR£F 2348.CY-':J I";. 
XMRP l339.9:00 IN. x~ 
Y~RP .0000 l!-;. v:;: 
Zr-·RP 190.75::0 IN .. Z: 
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55-6 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • (RGHOS6 J § BT"'T-143ICA5 KI F20 HIS. I'" (RGM057J BT'w'T-143ICA5 KI F20 HI5,IA V9.1 (RGM060) BT\{T-143ICA5 KI F20 H15.6 V9.1 • 000 • 000 • 000 LREF 327.8000 !III • BREF 2348.0000 IN • XMRP 1339.9!OO IN. XC 
Y"1RP .0000 IN. VC 
ZM~P 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OAII SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCR!PTIDN 
(Rm'1056 J § BT'aiT-1431CA5 KI F20 HIS.tA (RGM057J BTIH-t431CIIS Kl F20 H15.IA VS.I 
(RGM060 I BTI.'T-1431C1I5 Kl F20 HI5.6 Ve.l 















SREF 5500.0O'XJ 5Q.FT • 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SR£F 5500 • .0000 sO.n. 
(RGM0761 CAS KI F20 HIS. IA V9. I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 (RI)t107B I § CAS Kl F20 HIS. tA (r'LUS. DRS TC5 AnB.l 
[RGM067 ~ CAS Kl F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3S.! 
j .000 45.000 
I .000 45.000 
LRE:F 327.80CO 1"1. 
8REF 2348.0000 I "oJ • 
XMRP 1339.9100' IN. XC 
YMRP .OOCO IN. YC 
2MRP 190.75C0 IN. ZC 
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ALPHA I 5T A8 55-6 l<E.':-ERENCE 1!\'I!':=R~-\T\e'l OA'II S£T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RI;M078) § CAS KI F20 HIS.lA (PLUS. ORB 1CS AT38.1 
tRGM076J CAS Kl F20 HJS.IA V9.1 (PLuS. ORB Tes A138.1 
{RGM067l CAS KI F20 HlS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB Tes Ar38.1 
6.000 1.000 4S.OOO 
6.000 ! .. COO 45.000 
6.000 1.000 45.000 
SREF 5500.00c0 'S:;I.FT. 
I.REF 327.8000:>';. 
Bt<fF 2348.CCCO !'''. 
XMRP 1339. SlOG '''l. XC 
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STAB SS-6 REFERENCE I NFCRMA T I ON 
1.000 45.000 SREF 5500,0000 SO.FT. 
(RGM076l CAS KI 1"20 HIS •. I" V9.1 !PLUS. ORB TCS AT3S.! (RGM078) § CAS KI F20 HIS.IA {PLUS. ORB TCS AT3S.1 I .000 >15.000 1 .000 45.000 LREF 327.soeo IN. (RGMOS7l CAS K! F20 H1S.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 8REF 2348,'0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMR? .0000 IN. YC 
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oA -A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM078) r:l CAS Kl F20 HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
[RGM076J D Ct.5 KI F20 HI.5.IA V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
[ RGM067 ) ~ CAS K I F20 H 15 .6 V9 • 1 ( PLUS. ORB TCS A T38 • I 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.~T. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SVMBeL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
(RGM076 I CAS Kl F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS".138.1 lRGM0781 § CAS Kl F20 HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.i 




















REFERENCE I NFDRMA T I ON 
SREF SSOO.oooo SO.FT. 
LREF 327.SCCO IN. 
BREF 2348 .0000 1 N . 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. (RGM078J § CAS KI F2D HI5.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 (RGM076J CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.! (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
r RGM067J CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT3B.1 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 234B .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. (RGM078 J § CAS KI F20 HIS.IA [PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.1 [RGM076J CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
(RGM0671 CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
I-
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DJ\· ... SET SYM8C!L CClNFIGUR"TION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM076J CAS KI F2D HIS.IA V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rC5 A138.1 (~'GM078) § C"S KI F20 HIS.I" (PLUS. ORB res "T38.1 
(RGM067 J CAS KI F20 H15.6 V9_.1 [PLUS. ORB TC5 A13B.1 
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SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 23'\B.UOOO IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMR'" .0000 iN. YC 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
(RGM0781 § CAS KI F20 HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 (RGM0761 CAS KI F20 HIS.IA V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
( RGM067 I CAS K I F20 H 15 .6 V9. I ( PLUS. ORB TC5 A T38. I 
SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA ..... SET SYMBDL CDNF I GURI\ TJ DN oESCR I PT I ON 
(RGMOSI) 8 BTWT-143ICI\S KI Fo HIS.6 V9.1 I\T3B I\T39 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 ! N. 
XI1RP i339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
Zt-'RP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA .. A SET SYMBOL CCINF I GURA Tl ON OESCR I PT I CN 
(RGM051) B BnlT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.! AT38 A139 
(RGMOSO) BT ... T~143ICA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 A138 AT39 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
LRfF 327 .8000 IN. 
BRfY 2348.0000 IN. 
xMl~P \339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~IRP .0000 IN. 'C 
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OA A SE T SYMBDL CCl!'F I GURA TI ON OESCR I PT! ON 
(RI.iMOSI) 8 BT'WT-143ICAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 AT3B AT39 
(RGMOSO) " BT'WT-J43ICAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 AT3S AT39 
STAB RUO-U RUO-L 55-6 RSFERENCE lNF"ClRMATICN 
1.000 .000 .000 20.000 SREI" 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
1.000 15.000 15.000 20.000 LREF 327.8000 IN 
BR£F 2348.0000 I~. --::~ 
X~:R::> 1239.3100 IN. XC 
Y~RD .0000 !II~. YC 
Z~RP 190. 75CO IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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55-6 REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
20.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. [RGMOSI) B BTWT-143ICAS KI Fa H15.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 
(RGMOSO 1 BTWT-143ICAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 AT3~ AT39 20,000 LREF 327.8000 IN. BREF 2346.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 iN. YC 
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OA A SET SYMBOL CONF ! GUF!A T I ON oESCR I PT I c,"I 
rR{jMO~l J B EITIJT-143ICA5 KI Fo H15.6 V9.1 AT3B A1.39 
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RUo-U RUO-L S5-6 REFERENCE JNFOR~~T10N 
.000 .000 20.000 SREF 5500.000:) SO.FT. 
15.000 15.000 20.000 LREF 327.8000 II\'. 
BREF 2348.0000 [N. 
XMRP 1339.91CO !r\ .. XC 
YMRP .0OiJe IN. vc: 
ZMRP 190.75CO :N,. ZC 
SCA~E .0300 
." 
II, H' I" 
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DA-A SCT SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
lRl;M051) 8 BT'iT-143ICAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 AT38 AT39 (RGM050) BTwT-143ICA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.\ AT38 AT39 
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') .. ;') 
STAB RUo-U RUO-L 
1.000 .000 .000 
1.000 15.000 15.000 
h 
.005 ~~l h tl'l"rh 
























55-6 REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
20.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
20.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
X~IRP t339.9100 IN. XC 
YI':RP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE ,0300 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL C~~IGURATICN OESCRIPTICN 
(Rt3MIOS) ~ CAS KI FO HIS.IA [PLUS. ClRB TCS A138.3 
(RGHIIBJ CAS KI FO HIS.6 VS.l (PLUS. ClRB rcs AT38.3 
(RGMI24) CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 








STAB RUO-U RUO-L 
-2.000 
-2.000 .000 .000 
-2.000 10.000 10.000 








SREF 5500.0000 SO.~T. 
LREF 327.8080 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.. YC 
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DA-A SET SVM8ClL C~IGURATlClN DESCRIPTI(JII STAB 
-2.000 
RUI)-U RUD-L S5-6 REFERENCE I NFClRMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • (RGl1IOS I ~ CA5 KI FO HI5.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 "T38.3 (RGM1181 CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.; (PLUS. ORB rC5 "T38.3 














LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000. IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 










ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SC"LE .0300 
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DA'-A SET SYMBOL CCIf'.JF'IGURATlC!N DESCRIPTfCIN STAB 
(RGMIOS) ~ CAS !~I FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ClRB TC5 AT38.3 -2.000 




SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT • 
(RG1J!ISJ CAS KI FO !-l15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ClRB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 









LREF 327 .8000 ! N . 
8REF 2348 .0000 IN • 
(RGMI2I) CAS Kt FO H15.6 V"}. I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 -2.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIDN 5~AB 
[RGMI05! ~ CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. DRB TC5 AT38.3 -2.000 (RGMIIBI CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 [PLUS. DRB TCS AT3B.3 -2.000 
CRGM124J CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 (RGMI21 ) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 
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5REF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN . 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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DA"A SET SYMBeL CeNFIGURATleN DESCRIPTION 
(RGMIOS] ~ CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGMI18) CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 
(RGMI24) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT3B.3 
(RI~MI211 CA5 ~I FO Y15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.3 
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. 025 
"" '1 D. 
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SREF ~SOO.OOOO SQ." •. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 sQ.FT. 







8REF 2348.0000 IN . 
X~'RP 1339.9100 TN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SC~LE .0300 
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~- ~--~. STAB RUD-U RUO-L S5-5 REFERENCE lN~ORMAT1CN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT . 
LREF 327.8000 1 N • 








































OA -A SE T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMIOS) ~ CAS Kl FO HlS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 . 000 CRGMI18) CAS Kl FO HlS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 -2.000 .000 .000 . 000 (RGMI24 J CAS Kl FO HlS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 -2.000 10.000 10.000 . 000 (RGMI21) CA5 Kl FO HlS.6 V9.! [PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 -2.000 10.000 10.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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0,0.' A SET SVMBClL CONF I GURA TI ON OESCR I PTI ON 
(RGMIoSJ ~ CAS KI Fo HIS.IA (PLUS. CIRB Tes AT38.3 (RGM118 J CAS KI Fo HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
lRGMI24J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
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SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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==~'~'-'~~-i"'.''''''~~-~~=-~'.'_' ~~' -". 
0""" SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
fRGMIOSl ~ CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGMI18) CAS KI FO r1lS.6 V9.1 {PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
(RGMI24J CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB 1es AT3B.3 
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SS-6 REFERENCE I NFOR~I" T ION 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 327.8000 IN • 
.000 BREF 234B.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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Dh,\ SET SYMBOL CDNF I GURATI ON DESCRIPTION STAB 
(RGM1181 CAS KI FO H15.6 V9' '''I_US. ORB TC5 A138.3 -2.000 (RGMtOS) ~ CA5 1<1 FO HI5.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 '-'T38.3 -2.000 
I RGM[24 1 CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRS TC5 AT38.3 -2.000 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA TI ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN • 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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D~-~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 5T~8 
IRGMI05J ~ C~5 KI Fa HI5.1~ (PLUS. DRB TC5 ~T38.3 -2.000 (RGMI18 J CAS KI ~0 H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 ~T3B.3 -2.000 
(RGMt241 C~S KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT3B.3 -2.000 
(RGHt21) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.3 -2.000 
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REFERENCE I NFClRMA TI ON 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.F! • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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55-6 REFERENCE I NFClRMAT I CIN 
r RGMtOS) ~ CAS KI Fa HIS.I'" (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 (RGM118J CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 
(RGMI241 CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. OR8 TCS AT38.3 




.000 5REF 5500.0000 sa . FT • 
.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 






YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[RGMID4) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE (RGMIOS) CAS to FO HIS.IA (PLUS. oRB Tes AT38.3 







STAB 55-6 I ORB 
-2.000 .000 4.000 
-2.000 .000 4.000 
-2.000 .000 4.000 
-3.200 .000 4.000 
-3.200 .000 4.000 
-3.200 .000 4.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.BOOO IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZS ( R';M I 15 ) D OA T II NoT AV II I lABlE B.OOO SCALE .0300 
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DAA SET SVMB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA I STAB S5-6 IClRB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RGM\04) ~ CAS KI FO HIS.IA [PLUS. ~RB TCS "'T38.3 (RGMIOS) CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ~RB TCS ... T38.3 (RGMI06J C"'S KI FO HI5.1'" [PLUS. ~RB TCS AT38.3 ) ( RGM I 13 ) C"'S K I FO HIS. 6 V9. I (PLUS. ORB Tes A T38 .3 J (RGMI11J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.3 ) 
[R';MIIS 1 D CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. eRB Tes AT38.3 ) 
2.00D -2.00D .00(1 4.000 SREF 
6.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 LREF 
8.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 BREF 
2.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 XMRP 
6.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 YMRP 
















































-.30 ~ ~ 
- .351tiuluuluu 
.Lul.u.uJ.u.t 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 250 747+QRBC4 DEG), EFFECT QF ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
CB)MACH = .30 
~ Il)\Jiul ,tt"Fii".$ "* 'Tlii """"''''l;.'' ..... ;;;~!j''')'''',; 
550D.0000 SQ.FT . 
327.8000 IN. 
2348.0000 IN. 
1339.9100 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. vc 
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DA-A SET SYMBQL CQN~IGURATIQN DESCRIPTIQN 
I RljMI04:J ~ CAS KI Fa HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGMIOS) CAS KI ro Hb.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
(RGMI06 J CAS KI ~O HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
(RGMI13J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
(RGMI14 J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 (R',M115) D CAS Kl ~O H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
• 351= --. TTT TlTTrnlll ITllI n 111 
ALPHA I . "STAB . 





















'Rl:FEf~:rN!:-I:: . rN~R}!AT r ~.\I 
SREF 55rO.ODOD SG.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 !N. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xC 
\MRP .ODOO IN. VC 
Z~!RP 19D.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .03DO 
.30~ 1 I I 1 I Kt , I I I j t I I I I I I I I I I IlL ILl. 1.1 LJ J JJ 
1"\.1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I I I I 1 ~ 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 ; 
, 1 II I I ~ 
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I 1 l~ 
o E i I 1~ . - - -_.- I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I § 
r . 8'~~ -[3 
- .0sE i . ~~~ • 
I ;~~ I :l 
1= " 1 I ~ 
- .101:- I ' . I I 1, I I I .. ~ :i 
r I I I II I '" .1~ i . 3 
- • 15 ~ I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I i "'t!~ ~ ; I I :l 
I I I ! '" ~~ I g 
- 20 ~ 1 I I I~ 'i![1,.. 1 I ! 1 ;:j 
• J: i ' i 1.R I ~~ I I =l 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 250 747+0RB(4 DEG). EFFECT OF ALPHA. FLAPS UP FERRY 
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OA -A SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA iI ON OESCR I PTI C" j 
lRGMI04J i CAS KI FO HIS.IA \ LUS. ORB TCS A138.3 (RGMIOS J CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
(RGMI05 J CAS Kl FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS ,0.138.3 






































SIDESLIP ~NGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 250 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 












5REF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348' • 0000 IN. 
XMRP \ 339.9l.O0 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA~A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA I STAB S5-6 I ORB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I 
( RGMI04J ~ CAS K! FO HIS.!A (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 2.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. (RGM!OSJ CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT39.3 6.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. (RGM10SJ _ CAS K! FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 8.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 8REF 2348.0000 IN. [RI3MI 13) CA5 KI Fa H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Te5 AT39.3 2.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 XMRP 1339.9!00 IN. XC r R6M1 14.) CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 6.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 YMRP .0000 1"1. YC 
[R'iMI IS] D CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 8.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0300 
. 3 
:" ""I" '1 
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-16 - 12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 250 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
CE)MACH = .70 PAGE 1222 
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(RGMlOS) U.'5 KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ClR8 TC5 AT38.3 
0"'-'" SET SYMBCIL CCiNFIGUR ... T1C1N DESCRIPTION 
(RGM\041 ~ O ... TA NCiT AVA!L ... BLE 
(RGMI06) DATA NOT AVAIlA8LE [RGMI13J OATA NOT AVAILABLE (R!3MII'!) CA5 KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
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-16 -12 -8 -4 0. 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 250 747+~RB(4 OEG), EFFECT ~F ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
CAJMACH = .15 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~lRP .0000 IN. YC 
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I; 
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA I STAB S5-6 I ORB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
[RGMJ04 } ~ CAS KJ FO HI5.IA [PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.3 2.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. [RGMI05 J CAS KI FO H15.1A (PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.3 6.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. (RGMI06J CAS KI Fa HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.3 8.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. ( RGHI13J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 2.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC (RI;HII1 ) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 6.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIG. 250 747+0RB(4 DEG), EFFECT OF ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
















CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 
CAS KI FO HI5.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 
CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 









F N tk 
"1 
V- Ila 
~ i""" ~}~ 
V iIl./ ./~ 
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./ ~.1 
V V ..cl< 
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./ 





ALPHA I STAB SS-6 IIlRB 
2.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 
6.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 
B.OOO -2.000 .000 4.000 
2.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 
6.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 
8.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 
..l 
J~ .-1 ~ ~' 
/ /1 ~ ,.4 ~ I-""" 
.A ¥ /-~ 
r.~ t': of" .. 












REFERENCE I NFORMA T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 250 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
(ClMACH = .50 PAGE 
1225 , J 

















































OA"A SET SYMSDL CCNFIGURATIDN OESCRIPTIDN 
( RGM 1 04 J ~ CAS K 1 FO HIS. 1 A [ PLUS. DRB TCS A T38 .3 (RGMIOSJ CAS Kl FO H15.1A (PLUS. DRB TC5 AT38.3 
(RGMI06J CAS KI FO HI5.IA (PLUS. DRB rC5 AT38.3 
(Rl3r1113) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
(R13MI14) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.3 


































REFERENCE 1 NFDRMA T IClN 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 234B .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
yt-'tRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRF' 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
'1' Tn 
.020 ~I II"'IIII'II'I'III~ 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 250 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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OA -A SeT SYMBOL 
( RGM!04 ) (RGMIOS) (RGMI06 ) ( RGMI131 (RI;MI11 ) 






CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA I STAB 
CAS KI Fa HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 2.000 -2.000 
CAS KI Fa HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 6.000 -2.000 
CAS KI Fa HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.3 8.000 -2.000 
CA5 KI Fa HI5.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 2.000 -3.200 
CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.3 6.000 -3.200 
CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.I (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 8.000 -3.2CO 
~ 
~ 
F ~R i_J 
~ ~ I 
. 
----~-- - ------- ------ -
o 
S5-6 IelRB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 4.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.n. 
.000 4.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.000 4.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
.000 4.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
.000 4.000 YMRP .ooeo 1\1. Y::: 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA~ DEGREES 
FIG. 250 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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CA'A SCI SYM80L CONF1GURATIeN oESCRIPTleN 
['~L~'1104 ) ~ o".TA MH AVAIL"'BLE (RGMlOS) CAS Kl Fo HJS.IA (PLUS, ORB TCS AT38.3 
(RGM106) . DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
tR'";t11131 DATA NDT AVIIILABLE [R';MII.l) CI\S Kl Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRS TCS IIT38.3 
(R';MI15 J D OATil NDT AVAILIIBLE 


















5REF 5500.0000 5Q.F'. 
LREF 32'7.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
Xf""RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
'l'f""R::> .0000 IN. v~ 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 250 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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ALPH" I STAB 55-6 IORS REFERENCE INFORMATION Oh'h SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
(RGM1041 i CAS KI Fa HIS.!A (PLUS. ORB Tes 1.138.3 2.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. (RGMIOSJ CAS KI Fa HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS hT38.3 6.000 -2.000 .000 4.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.000 4.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. . (RGMI06 J CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS hT3B.3 (R.3MI13) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS hT38.3 
B.OOO -2.000 
2.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 X~RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
(RGMI 1"1 I CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS hT38.3 (R';MIISI D CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.3 
6.000 -3.200 .000 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
















SCALE . 0300 
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FIG. 250 747+~RB(4 DEG), EFFECT ~F ALPHA, FLAPS UP FERRY 
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D~-A SET 5YMB~L C~NFIGUR~TI~N OE5CRIPTI~N 
(RGHI04J "i C~5 KI FD HIS.I". (PLUS. ~RB TCS ~T38.3 
,RGMtoS)' C~S K I Fa HIS .IA (PLUS. ORB TCS A138.3 
(RI3MI05) CAS Kl FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 A138.3 
[RI)M1131 CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 A138.3 
[RI3M1I1) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.3 
lR';t1115J D CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. O~B Te5 A138.3 
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1~ ~ 
REFERENCE I NCCRM.".T leN 
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DA-ASET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N OE5CRIPTI~N ALPHA I STAB 55-S I ORB REF'ERENCE I NF'ORMA T I ON 
( RljMI04 J ( RGMI051 ( RGM106! (RGMI13J 
tRGMI11J 
IR';MI 15 J 











(PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 J (PLUS. ORB res "T3B.3 1 (PLUS. ORB Te5 "T3B.3 J (PLUS. ~RB Tes AT3B.3 ) (PLUS. C~B rcs AT38.3 ) (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.3 ) 
"<l"1T 
2.000 -2.000 .000 
S.OOO -2.000 .000 
B.OOO -2.000 .000 
2.000 -3.200 .000 
S.OOO -3.200 .000 
8.000 -3.200 .000 
4.000 SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
4.000 LREF' 327.BOOO IN. 
4.000 eREF 234B.0000 IN. 
4.000 )(MRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
4.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC SCALE .0300 
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D~·A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFt:RENCE I NFeR~lA T ION 
f RGM I 0'1 J ~ CAS KI FO HIS.l~ (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGMlOS) CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
(RGMI06) CAS Kl FO HIS.lA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 
(RGMII3) CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.3 
(RI3MI14J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB Tes "T38.3 
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SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREc 327 .8000 1 N • 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
(RGMI031 § CA5 KI FO HI5.1.\ (PLUS. ORB TC5 11138.2,\1 [RGM083J CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ~RB TC5 AT38.2 ) 
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OA"" SET SYMB~L CONFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 
(RGM083J CAS KI FO HI5.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 ) (RGMI03) § CAS KI FO HI5.IA [PLUS. ORB TC5 "T3B.2A) 
(RGM086) CAS KI FOHI5.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 J 
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SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~:RP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL C~NFIGuRATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM1031 § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2Al (RGM083J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.l (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 ) (RGM0861 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. eRB TC5 AT38.2 J 
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SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
l:''1RP .0000 IN. YC 
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01\ r 1\ SE T 5 YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STAB RUO-U RUD-L 55-6 REFERENCE I N=OR'l!\ T I eN 
[RG1'1103 I § CA5 KI Fa HI5.IA (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2Al 1.000 20.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.=T. (RGMOB3 J 0,5 K! FO HI5.S ve.! (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.2 J 1.000 .000 .000 20.000 LREF 327'BCGO :N. ( RSM0861 CA5 KI Fa HIS.6 ve.1 (PLUS. ORB res AT38.2 ) 1.000 10.000 10.000 20.000 8RE= 2348.0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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RUO-U RUO-L S5-5 REFERENCE INI="ORMATlClN 
20.000 SREF 5500.0000 Sa.FT. 
(RGM083J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB T(S "'T38.2 ) 
[RGMI03 J § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2A) 
(RSM085J CAS KI FO HIS.5 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB T(S AT38.2 ) 
.000 
10.000 
. ~ 000 20 .000 
10.000 20.000 
LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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(Ri3MI03) § CAS Kl FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2A) (RGM083) CAJ KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. eRB TCS AT38.2 J 
LR~M08GJ CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 {PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 J 
1.000 20.000 SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
1.000 .000 .000 20.000 LREF 327.8000 !N. 
1.000 10.000 10.000 20.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 !N. YC 
Zt1RP 190.1500 IN. ZC 
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OAf A SET 5YMOOl. COI'FIGLRATl~ DESCRIPTION 
fRGM0831 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 ) (RGMI031 § CAS KI Fo HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2AI 
























SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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O ... rA SCT SYMBOL CONF1GURATlQN DESCR!PT10N STAB RUO-U RUO-L 55-6 REFERENCE IN'FORMATfON 
(RGM0831 C"'S KI FO H!S.S V9.1 (PLUS. OR~ TCS "'T38.2 1 1.000 (RGMI031 § C ... S KI FO HIS. i... ,PLUS. OR I TCS ",T38.2 ... 1 1.000 
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D~~~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XM~P 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMt;!P .0000 IN. YC 
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DA'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM083J C~S Kl FO HIS.6 V9.! (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.2 J r RSMI03) § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.2Al 



















SREF SSOO.OOOO sa.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8~EF 2348 • 0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRGM083 J CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. OR8 TC5 AT38.2 ) [Rl)MI03) § CAS KI FO HI5.IA (PLUS. DRS TC5 AT3B.2A) (RSM086) CAS Kl FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2 ) 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
. ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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PA"A SET SYM8DL CQNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI03 I § CAS KI FO HIS.IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.2Al 
fRGM0831 CAS Kl FO HlS.S V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.2 J (RGM08S1 CAS Kl FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TCS AT3S.2 ) 
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REFERENCE I l\."OR~IA T!0"l 
SREF S500. 0000 SO .F r • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
SREF 2348.00DO IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. l m':'M093 I 8 C..,S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. DRS NOZ AT3B.2 
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XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
(RGM093J 8 CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9 .. 1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 (RGHD94) CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB NOZ AT38.2 
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O~'~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA~A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM093 1 8 Cf,S KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
(RGM094l CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA'~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TIQN DESCRIPTION 
(RGM093J B CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT3B.2 (RGM094) C~5 KI FO HIS.6 ~S.I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
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RUD-L SS-6 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 20.000 5REF 5500.0000 5Q.FT . 





BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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D~'"~ SET SYMBCL C~FIGUR~TICN DE5CRIPTICN 
[RGM093) 8 CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9. I [PLUS. ClRB NOZ AT38.2 [RGM094) CA5 KI FO H15.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ClRB NOZ AT38.2 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
lREF 327. BODO IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA~A SET SYM8~ C~IGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
(RGM0831 8 (.A,S KI FO H15,6 VS.I (PLUS. DRB 1C5 A138.2 
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DRBEL V REFERENCE I NFDRMA T I DN 
SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[R(;M0931 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.2 
(I~tjMOtlB) CAS KI fO Hl~.G va. I (PLUS. ClRI3 rcs AT38.2 
















OR8ELV REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
5.000 LREF 327.P.000 IN. 
!:l~I:.F 2348 .O'JOD J N • 
XMRP 1339.91CC IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA • A SET SYMBClL CClNF! GURA TI ClN OESCR I PHCIN 
[RGM0831 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. oRB TCS AT38.2 
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CR8ELV REFERENCE INFORMATlClN 
SREF 5500.0000 sa.FT. 
5.000 LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y:-1RP .0000 IN. YC 
Z~lRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA'A SEl SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA I STAB 55-6 ORBElV REFERE'.;Ct: I "IFClRr-<A T ! CI~1 
6.0eo 1.000 20.000 SREF ss0D,OOOO 5Q.FT. r RI"M083 ) 8 CAS K! FO HIS. 6 V9 . 1 ( PLUS. eRB TCs A T3B .2 ( RGM088 ) CAS K 1 FO HIS. 6 V9 . 1 ( PLUS. ORB TCs A T3B .2 6.000 1.000 20.000 5.000 LREF 327.BOOO IN .. BREF 2348.00:)0 I"J. 
X"I;1P !339.9!CO !!>;. XC 
Y1"'I;1D .0000 ['\I, YC 
Z!,,~p \90.75OC 1"1. ZC 
SCALE .03;]0 
. 0 r j:!' . TIT III I" fl' 'f" . 
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DA'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI18l 8 CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGM127l CAS KI FO H!S.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.3 
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SREF SSOO.OOOO SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-'" SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI18J 8 CAS KI FCI HIS.6 VS.l (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 (RGMI27) CAS KJ FCI HJS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.3 
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55-6 I ORB REFERENC( INFORMATlON 
• 000 4.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT • 
• 000 " .000 LREF 327.8000 IN • 
BREF 2348 • 0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


























































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 !~. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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0/\ 1\ S£ I SYMBOL. CONF ! GURAT! ON OESCR! PTI ON 
[f{','11181 8 CAS XI ~D HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. DRB TCS AT38.3 
(RG11127, CAS KI ro HIS.6 V9. I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT3B.3 
.3 if 'I' IS I I '~ ! f .3 
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I ORB RE""ERENCE 1"f'"OR~~"T'[C'" 
4 • 000 SREF 55C'0. (X'!.'!:] SO • F;- . 
4.000 LRE~ 3~:.S080 IN . 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
X~RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0080 IN. YC 
ZMRP !90.7500 1!\l. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
'I ' I r 1 I '§ 
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OA -A SE T SYMBClL CClNF I GUR A T I ClN OESCR I PTI ON 
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I ORB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO,FT, 
4.000 LREF 327.S000 IN. 
8REF 234S.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE INFClRMATle~ -~ 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BRSF 2348.0000 IN. 
X~'RP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~RP .0000 IN. YC 
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55-6 IORB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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REF'ERENC£ IN' dRH.'I TIe\) 
SREF 550'" ,,"no SO " T 
LR£F 327:8~lJ~ :"\;:" . 
8REF 2348.00:;0 .••. 
(RI,1-tfHn Q CAS KJ Fe HISS VS.! (PLUS. ORB Tes AT3B.3 
I Rt.>r-'C(! J U CAS Kl FO HIS.G ve.l {PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.3 
X!1RP 1339.9100 !!'-;. XC 
YMRP .0000 ;/1;."-:: 
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OA"A SfT SYMBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
lRb'1IIS) Q CAS KI r:O H15.6 VS.I (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
[RGM127) W CAS Kl ro H15.6 VS.l (PLUS. ORB NOZ /lT38.3 
















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.F' . 
LREF 327 .9000 IN . 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7580 l ". ZC 
SCALE .03~0 
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OA > A SET SYMBOL C(lNF' ! CURA TI ON OESeR I PTI ON ALPHA! 
6.000 
6.OCO 
STAB 55-6 tQRS -----REF£i<ENCt-1Nfl'~~! .. T~N-
4.000 SREJ:" 55C:1.t'0L'~1 SQ.n. 
4, 000 LREF 32' • 8~'~'\1 !N, 
8REF 2349.00CO IN, 
(Rt,"1118 J 8' CAS t(! FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TC5 1\138.3 (RG'1127) C..,S KI .0 H!S.6 V9. I [PLUS. ORB Nell ..... T38.3 <? • COO .000 -2.000 .000 
Xi"R;> 1:"38.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .cc::::a IN. YC 
l"1RP : 90.7500 :N. lC 
SCALE .0308 
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55-6 I ORB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
• 000 4 • 000 SREF 5500 .0000 so . FT . (RGMIIBJ 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 VS.I (PLUS. ORB rcs AT3B.3 (RGNI27) C"S KI FO HIS.6 V9. i (PLUS. ORB NOZ "T38.3 -2.000 • 000 4.000 LREF 327.8000 IN • BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. xc 
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OA"A SET SYMBClL CClNFIGURATIClN OESCRIPTlClN 
(RGMI18) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ClRBTr'5AT38.3 
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REFERENCE lNFORMATJCN 
SR£F 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 • BOOO IN. 
BREF 234B.OOC~ IN. 
X~1RP 1339.9!00 IN. XC 
YI-:RP .0000 IN. YC 
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OiC A SET SYHOOl CONF I GURAT I ON OESCR I PT ION 
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I ORB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
7.850 SREF 5500 .0000 sa .FT • 
7.850 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348 .0000 IN. 
)(M~P 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 :N. YC 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION u.'CRIPTION 
[ RbM083 I 8 CA5 KI FO H!5.S :9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.2 (RGM093) CA5 Kl Fo HI5.S V. I (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
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5REF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.BoOO !N. 
SREF 2348 .0000 1 N • 
XI1Ro 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~RP .0000 IN. vC 
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OA-A SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(Rt;MOB3 J B CA5 KI FO H15.6 VS.I (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
8REF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA'A SET SYMB~L C~NFrGURATI~N DESCRIPTl~N 




STAB S5-6 (ORB 
1.000 20.000 7.850 
1.000 20.000 7.850 
R£FERE~~E fNF~RMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
xr~qp 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Y~RP .0000 IN. YC 
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ALPHA I STAB S5-6 JC)RB 
6.000 1.000 20.000 7.850 









SREF 5500.0000 so.n. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
VMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
lRGM0831 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRS TCS AT38.2 [RGM093J CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.:::: 
SCALE .0300 
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IORB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Rl)H083J 8 CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 (RGM093J CAS KI FO H15.6 V9.1 {PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 7.850 SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 7.850 LREF 327 .8000 IN. BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
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OA"" SET SYMSOL C(lNf"IGURATlCN OESCR!PTlC~~ ALPHAl ST.-.8 55-6 ICIRB REFERENCE l"~ C"I!'-'''' T ~ ~,: 
7 .85C $REF 5::'DO • OOCO SO. n . (Rl;M083 J 8 CAS 1\1 FO H!S.S V9.1 [PLUS. CRB TCS AT38.2 6.C:JO 
{RGt-'D93) CAS K1 FO HIS.6 '/9.1 [P:"'uS. eRB NOZ AT38.2 6.080 
! .000 20.CCO 
! .Deo 20.oeo 7.85C LR£F 327 .8CC~ I ..... 
BREF 2348.0CC; ;'-i. 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.COOO IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
(RGM0831 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.2 (RGM093) CA5 KltO H15.6 V9.: (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT3B.2 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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O~-A SET SYM8CL CO~~lGURAT10N DESCRIPTION 
fRGM083) 8 CA5 Kl FO HIS.6 V9.t (PLUS. ~RB ~C5 AT38.2 














SREF 5500,0000 5C.'~. 
LRE;:' 327.BOOC I';. 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA I SUB 55-6 lORB REFERENCE INrORMATION 
rR';HOB3) 8 CAS Kl FD HIS.6 V9.l !PLUS, ORB TC5AT38,'Z 
{Rl3M093) CAS K! Fa HIS.6 v9.1 (PLUS. OR9 NOZ AT38.2 6.000 6.000 J .000 J .000 20,000 7.850 20.000 7.850 
SREF 55CO.DOOD 5Q.FT . 
LREF' 327.BOCO IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
X:1RP !339.9Ioo IN. XC 
Y"'I?P .0000 !N. "C 
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D~"A SET SYMBOL C~IGURAT!DN DESCRIPTIDN 
(RGM083l8 CAS KIFO HIS.6 VS.l (PLUS.DRBTC5AT38.2 (RGM093l CAS KIFO HIS.6 VS.l (PLUS-.DRBNOZ~T38.2 
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1111 ., <;IT SYMBOL CDNF1GURATlDN DE5CRIPTICIN IILPHA! 
6.000 
6.000 
STAB 55-6 IDRB 
7.850 
9.700 
REFERENCE I J\lrw~r1A TlC'·' 
(nl.,M093 J 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 VS.! (PLUS. DRB I\'OZ AT3f$.2 
! RIj~m71 US Kl FO HIS.6 VS.l (PLUS. DRB -rCS A138.2 
1.000 20.000 
1.000 20.000 
SREF 5500.0000 SC.fT. 
LREF 327.8000 Jr..;. 
BREI'" 2348.OCOO :N. 
X':,,?P !339.9!fI:") :N. xc 
~'MRP .OOUO !"<. YC 
z~;~;.> t 90 • 7~OO • r-,;. ZC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.-'. (RI3M093J 8 CAS K1FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS.ClRB!\'OZAT38.2 
!RGM097J CAS 1<1 FO HIS.6 VS.l [PLUS. ORB Tes "-T38.2 LREF 327.S0Q{) IN. 8RE~ 234S.00CXl l~. 
XMRP 1339.~IS~ l~. XC 
Y'1RP • QC'CO I ". yc 
Z~RP 190.7500 IN. 2:: 
SCALE .0300 
TTF:l 
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DA"" SET SYM8DL CClNF'lGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
(RGM093) 8 CAS KI FO HI5.S VS.l (PLUS. DRS NOZ "T38.2 
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SREI'" 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREI'" 327.80CO IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
X~lRP 1339.9100 I,... XC 
)Mqp .0000 IN. YC 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
SCALE .0300 
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DA'A SET SYMB~L CDNFJGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .9000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA~ A SET SYMBOL Ccr-.F I GURA TJ ON OESCR I PT ION ALPHA I STAB SS-6 IORB REFERENCE INFORMATICl~ 
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7.850 SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
9.700 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 iN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000::-". YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 rl\:. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
8REF 2348 .0000 I '1. 
















l(MRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 :N. YC 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
!RGt1093J 8 CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
(k~;M097) - CAS KI Fa HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.2 



















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 3~7 .8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .OOCO IN. YC 
Z~RP 1<:!:J. 7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA - A SET SYMBOl CCINF I GURA T I ON OESCR I PTI ON 
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REFERENCE INFORM ... T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYM8IJL CCNFIGURATWN OESCI'?IPTION 
(RI;M093 j 8 CAS Kl FO H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT3B.2 
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REFERENCE I N"'ORt-'A 'rION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. _!::'-
LREF 3?7.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 






















































OAC~ Sf T SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(r~tJt1093) 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB NOZ AT38.2 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 1 N • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
Yl"'~f" • !Joan IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM0671 8 CAS KI F20 H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rC5 AT38.1 
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REFERENCE I~ -)RMATIDN 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
(RljM067) 8 CAS Kl F20 HlS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB rC5 AT38.1 (RGM079J CAS KI F20 HIS.S V9.! (PLUS. DRB TC5 AT3B.2 ! .000 1.000 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[RGM067) 8 CAS KI F20 HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 
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REFERENCE I NFCiR~lA T I CI\! 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .DOOO IN. YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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OA-A SET SYMBa. CONFIG~AT/ON DESCRIPTION 


























REFEREtf:E I flF'ORMA T (eN 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF" 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
vMRP .0000 IN. vC 
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OA~A SET SYM9CIL CONFIGURATI~ DESCRIPTION 
(RGM1191 8 CAS KI FO HIS.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.3 
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YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA~" SET SYMBClL CM'IGURATION r£5CRIPTlC!N 
{RGH118] 8 CAS KI Fa HIS.S V9.I, (PLUS. ORB Tes AT38.3 
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OA-A SET 5YHEICIL. CClNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGMI 18) B CAS KI FO HIS.S V9. I (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.3 (RGM089J CAS KI FO HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT3B.2 
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REFERENCE I NFClRI1A T I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327 • BOOO IN. 
BREF 234B .0000 1 N. 
XMRP 1339.9\00 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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XM~P !?39.910o IN. XC 
YM.RP .0000 IN. YC 
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RUO-U RUO-L 55-6 REFERENCE' IN~OR~~T1TI~ 
[RGM078 J ~ CAS KI F2o' HIS.IA (PLUS. ClRB TCS AT3B.1 (RGM067J CAS KI F20 H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ClRS TC5 AT38.1 
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4S;000 
. 000 45.000 
REFERENCE I NF'ORMA T I ON 
















YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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aA-A SET SYMOOl C(}'.lf"IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[ RGM078 I § CAS K I 1'"20 HIS. I A [PLUS. ORB TCS A T38 • I 
[RGM067I CAS KI F20 H15.6 Y9.1 [PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.1 
[RGt1069) CAS KJ F20 H15.6 Y9.1 (PLUS. ORB Te5 AT38.1 
ST AS RUO-U RUD-L 55-6 REFERENCE I NFDRHATI ON 
1.000 45.000 SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
1.000 .000 .000 4S .000 LREF 327.9000 IN. 
1.000 10.000 10.000 45.000 BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
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OA - A SET SYMOOL CM I GURA TI ON OESCR I PT I DN 
(RGM078) § CAS KI FlO HIS.IA {PLUS. DRB TC5 AT3S.1 STAB 1.000 1.000 
1.000 
RUO-U RUQ-L 55-6 
45.000 
. 000 4S.000 
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REFERE~E 1 NFCRMA Tt ON 
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( RGM069 ) CAS K I F20 HIS. 6 V9 • I ( PLUS. DRB rcs A T38. I 
.000 
10.000 
LREF 327 .8000 IN • 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.~IUO IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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! DA-A SET SYI"BCIL CCNF I GLJRA T I ON OESCR I PT I ON 












































(RGM067 J CAS KI F20 H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA -A SET SYMBOL CONF 'G~A T! ON OESCR I PT! ON 
{RUfo()78 I § CAS KI F20 HIS.'A [PLUS. ORB TCS A"38.1 {RGM0671 CAS KI F20HIS.6 V9.1 (~~US. DRB rcs AT38.1 

































REFERENCE 1f£(R1A TI ON 
SREF S5OO.oooo SC.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 19O.7S00 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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REFERENCE I r-FrJRMA TI ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRGMQ67J CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. OR8 Tes AT3B.1 CRGH0781 § CAS K! F2D HIS.IA (PLUS. OR8 TCS AT38.1 
(RGM069J CAS ~I F20 H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.! 
• DOC) 
10.OOC 
LREF 327.8000 IN.' 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
















VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ze 
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REFERENCE I ~CIRM'" TJ C!N 
SREF 5500 .0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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OA-A SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATleN OESCRIPTleN 5T .... B RUO-U Rl.O-L 55-6 REFERENCE I NFClRH .... T I ClN 
45.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. (RGM078) § CAS KI F20 HIS. IA (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 (RGM067 J CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9. I (PLUS. ClRB TCS AT38.! 




.000 45.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
10.000 45.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 




YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA - A SET SVMBDL CDNF 'GURA T JON OESCR' PTI DN 
[RGM073) 8 CAS KI F20 H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. DRB TC5 AT3B. I 
!RGM067 ) CAS K I F20 HIS. 6 V9. I ( PLUS. DRB TC5 A T3B • 1 
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100B REFERENCE I NFClRMA T I ON 
9.700. SREF 5500 .0000 SQ.FT • 
9.700 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
yMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBClL CO/IFIGURATlON DESCR.lPTJON 
(RGM073 J 8 CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs AT38.1 (RGM067J CAS KI F2D HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB rcs "'T3B.1 
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I ORB REFERENCE I NFORMA TI ON 
9.700 SRtF'" 5500 .0000 sa.FT • 
9.700 LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP !339.9100 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-A SET SYMBel CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[RGM073I B CAS Kl F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 
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REFERENCE I NFCRlAT I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF' 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM073) 8 CAS KI F2D HIS.S V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
):-!.op .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET svM86L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGM073) 8 CA5 KI ~20 H15.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.1 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA T ION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATI~ DESCRIPTION 























































REFERENCE I "''FORMAT I ON 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 [N. vC 
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REFERENCE I NFORHA Tl ON 
(RGt-'1073 J 8 CAS Kt F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TCS AT38.1 [RGM067J CAS KI F20 HIS.6 V9.1 (PLUS. ORB TC5 AT38.t SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OE5CRIPTI~N 
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5REF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327 .8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0300 
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DA-A SET 5YMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( RGM073 ) 8 CA5 K I F20 H 15 .6 v9. I [ PLUS. ORB TC5 A T38 • 1 [RGM067) CA~ KI F20 H15.6 V9.1 [PLUS. ORB TC5 AT3B.1 
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SREF 5500.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 327 • Booo IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
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